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Abstract
Collagen type I is widely used in tissue engineering scaffolds due to its role in structuring the
extracellular matrix. Engineering scaffolds which closely mimic the heterogeneous and multiscale
architecture of different biological tissues remains a key challenge. The overall goal is to combine
bottom-up self assembly with top-down structuring to approximate the complexity found in nature.
In this thesis, we focus on the fundamentals of bottom-up self-assembly, i.e. how to tune the
micro-architecture of collagen networks by adjusting the physical environment during self-assembly.
Although collagen assembly is known to be sensitive to the physical environment, the information
on individual effects is scattered throughout the literature. A predictive model is lacking which
relates the cumulative effects of assembly parameters to the collagen fibril and network morphology.
To investigate the interactive effects of a range of experimental parameters on the kinetics and
morphological result of collagen assembly, efficient experimentation and analysis are crucial. To
this end, a high-throughput experimental and computational workflow was developed, integrating
design of experiments, automated (big) data acquisition and analysis complemented by empirical
modelling.

In this thesis, two types of experimental design for the multifactorial study of collagen assembly
are explored: a two-level factorial design and a central composite design. Factorial designs are
ideal for the efficient study of multiple factors and their interactions, but require linearity of the
responses over the studied factor settings. Based on an extensive literature search, a factorial
experimental design was implemented to describe the assembly behaviour of collagen at different
temperatures, collagen concentrations, pH, sodium phosphate and sodium chloride concentrations.
As the morphology of collagen networks did not follow a linear response pattern with respect
to assembly parameters, a second central composite design was proposed linking pH, sodium
phosphate concentration and sodium chloride concentration to fibril diameter and pore area. This
design was augmented with additional data points compared to the factorial design to capture
quadratic curvature in the responses.

A large amount of data was, if possible automatically, collected to analyse the system. We per-
formed high-throughput turbidity measurements to monitor the kinetics of assembly, while the
resulting collagen networks were characterised with automated scanning electron microscopy. Lag
time and rate of assembly, as well as fibril diameter and pore area distributions were successfully
extracted from thousands of data points and images by image analysis routines specifically de-
veloped for this purpose Based on these metrics, a linear empirical model was developed relating
assembly temperature, collagen concentration and sodium chloride concentration to the rate of
self-assembly. This model successfully predicted the lateral assembly rates of collagen gels and
deepened our understanding of the self-assembly process. Due to time limits for this thesis and
limitations to equipment availability, the formulation of quadratic models relating network to-
pology to assembly parameters has not yet been achieved, but we expect to develop these upon
fine tuning of the image acquisition and analysis workflow. The predictive models will enable the
rational design of scaffolds with well-defined morphologies and properties. Based on these funda-
mentals, extensions to additive manufacturing can be envisioned to engineer multiscale collagen
scaffolds with a complexity that closely resembles the ones found in nature.
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1. Introduction
Tissue engineering (TE) is the development of biological materials for the replacement or repair
of injured tissues [1]. To provide cells with a suitable environment for their growth and devel-
opment, tissue engineering requires scaffolds. Scaffolds guide cells into the intended shape of the
tissue [1]. The organisation of a natural tissue is dictated by the architecture of the extracellular
matrix (ECM), a network consisting of fibrous proteins, polysaccharides and proteoglycans. These
components form a hydrogel in which cells are embedded [2]. It provides physical support and
integrity to tissues, and interacts with cells to direct cellular behaviour [3]. In tissue engineering,
scaffolds adopt the role of the ECM. Therefore, the design of matrices closely resembling the ECM
is key in the development of successful tissue engineering applications [4].

Collagen, in particular type I (col(I)), is the most abundant protein in the ECM, covering up
to thirty percent of the total protein mass of multicellular animals [2, 5]. As one of the main
fibrous proteins constituting the ECM, it provides mechanical support to organs by forming a
three-dimensional (3D), hydrated mesh. In addition, collagen regulates stress resistance, directs
the adhesion of cells to the matrix, supports cell migration, and steers tissue development [3,
5]. Because of its pivotal role in structuring the ECM, col(I) is widely used in tissue engineering
scaffolds. In particular, it is a popular choice for the regeneration of bone, cartilage and skin
[6–10].

A suitable scaffold must meet several mechanical, biological and structural requirements. First
of all, matrices must maintain integrity of the tissue and provide resistance to stress [1, 5, 11].
In addition, the ideal scaffold is biocompatible, remodellable and bioactive. In vivo, the collagen
network is constantly being remodelled [3, 12]. To enable tissue regeneration, the remodelling
process of the native ECM must be supported by the scaffold [3]. To maintain cell viability
and control tissue development, tissue engineering scaffolds must additionally mimic cell-matrix
interactions [11]. For these reasons, natural components of the ECM are preferred over synthetic
alternatives. Whereas most synthetic hydrogels only provide cells with mechanical support, natural
proteins are also involved in cell-matrix interactions, and are naturally tolerated by the body [3,
13].

When it comes to morphology, the 3D nanofibrous and porous structure of the ECM must be
mimicked, with fibres below one micrometer in diameter [14]. The fibre diameter is important,
as it affects cellular morphology and behaviour [12]. For instance, the cell area and length of
fibroblasts was shown to increase with increasing fibre thickness [15], while the differentiation of
neural stem cells was enhanced at smaller fibre diameters [16].

Tissue engineers used to work with 2D scaffolds, but to mimic cellular processes in vitro, 3D
scaffolds are required [5]. On 2D surfaces, cells adopt a flattened morphology required for unilateral
attachment to the surface, while cells in 3D matrices adopt different morphologies adapted to the
scaffold structure [17]. These 3D structures must be porous to enable cell in-growth and to
facilitate the mass transport of nutrients, growth factors, oxygen, and waste products [18, 19].
Pores also favour the rapid replacement of the scaffold with body tissue [20]. Pore size must be
tunable from below a micrometer up to several hundreds of micrometers in diameter for optimal
nutrient transport and intercellular communication [1].

We may distinguish between micropores (< 10 µm or < 50 µm depending on the definition), and
macropores (> 50 µm) [19, 21]. Micropores increase the surface area, thereby stimulating protein
adsorption and ion exchange [19]. Micropores are also essential for cell-protein interactions through
transmembrane proteins, allowing the ECM to regulate cellular behaviour [21]. Interconnected
macropores of 100-400 µm in diameter in turn facilitate the migration and proliferation of cells,
vascularisation, biosynthetic activity, the integration of cells within the host tissue, and mass
transport [19, 21, 22]. Yet, most nanofibrous scaffolds only contain pores up to 20 µm in diameter,
which limits cell migration and mass transport [22]. In this work, we will consider pores below 50
µm micropores, and macropores as pores exceeding this threshold.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of collagen scaffold with multiscale porosity. While the micropores and
nanofibres stimulate cell-matrix interactions, the macropores facilitate mass transport and cell infiltration
and migration. We propose to design the micropores with a bottom up (self-assembly) approach, and to
add the macropores top down with additive manufacturing.

Generally, this multiscale porosity is overlooked in tissue engineering design. In a recent review
article, scaffolds with multiscale porosity (figure 1.1) were presented as a promising development
for cell penetration into the scaffold combined with protein adsorption [21]. Yet, their availability
is still limited [21]. Such multiscale scaffolds would not only favour cellular infiltration and mass
transport, they are also needed for the in vitro reproduction of many types of tissue. Living tissues
have a multiscale architecture; they often contain a gradient in ECM morphology, composition
and cell types. The challenge is to mimic this architecture in vitro. That is, to tailor each distinct
region of the scaffold to the tissue to be mimicked [4].

Unfortunately, the most common scaffold manufacturing methods do not accommodate multiscale
design. Col(I) scaffolds are commonly produced with electrospinning or lyophilisation. Electro-
spinning yields excellent biocompatibility and thin fibres, but poor mechanical properties and
small pore sizes which limit cellular infiltration [23, 24]. Another issue is that electrospun fibres
generally form 2D, rather than 3D networks [18, 24]. Lyophilisation, often combined with par-
ticulate leaching, is a common technique to enhance the porosity of a scaffold [13, 19]. However,
the resulting scaffolds do not possess the native nanofibrous structure of the ECM. Furthermore,
the resulting spongy collagen scaffolds have a too low degree of interconnected macropores for
sufficient cell migration [24].

Interestingly, 3D printing brings new options to mimic the heterogeneity and internal architecture
of native tissues [1, 25]. However, its resolution is limited to approximately 100 µm [24–26],
meaning that features on the scale of ECM constituents like collagen fibres cannot yet be printed
[1, 6]. Nevertheless, 3D printing is already used to create collagen scaffolds. To this end, collagen
is generally mixed with a polymer or ceramic to improve its mechanical properties for printing
[24, 27, 28].

An advantage of col(I) is that its assembly into fibres can be mimicked in vitro, and that the
physical environment may be used to tune the fibre and network morphology [29, 30]. Compared
to lyophilised collagen, self-assembled gels have larger pores, a more regular structure, greater
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Figure 1.2: In order to mimic the structure of native connective tissue, scaffold and tissue design must
cover seven orders of magnitude. A collagen triple helix is approximately 300 nm in length, as will be
discussed in chapter 2. These molecules assemble into fibrils with diameters of up to several hundreds
of nanometers, forming fibrous networks with mesh sizes in the micrometer range. These may be seeded
with human cells measuring several micrometers in size. Ultimately, we aim to create petri dish-sized
multiscale scaffolds spanning multiple length scales.

.

stability and improved cell compatibility [31]. Yet, the design of self-assembled collagen matrices is
hampered by limited knowledge of the relationship between assembly conditions and morphological
outcome, as will be discussed in chapter 2.

To obtain tunable, heterogeneous scaffolds on the (sub)micro- as well as the macroscale, we aim
to combine controlled protein self-assembly with macroscale additive manufacturing methods. As
visualised in figure 1.1, we want to direct the (sub)microscale fibre and network topology bottom-
up with the physical environment and control the assembly of these microscale networks into
interconnected macroporous structures with a top-down strategy. This approach requires the
control over material design on multiple levels, from the submicrometer scale up to the macroscale
(figure 1.2). Understanding of the effect of the physical environment on the three-dimensional
morphological outcome of collagen assembly is essential for the design process. Therefore, this will
be the focus of this thesis. Considering that an investigation of the role of the physical environment
during collagen self-assembly presents itself as a complex, multiple parameter problem, efficient
experimentation was made an additional focus of this work. This will become clear in chapter 3,
where the use of big data is embedded in a workflow comprising design of experiments, data
acquisition, data mining and empirical modelling.

The goal of this thesis is to lay the fundamentals to the multiscale design of collagen scaffolds
through the engineering of self-assembled scaffold blocks with controlled architecture. To bring
multiscale scaffold design one step closer, the following subgoals are formulated:

1. Using a systematic experimental approach, scanning electron microscopy and image analysis
techniques, we investigate how to use the physical environment during collagen fibrillogenesis
to control the resultant fibril and network structure. First, we aim to develop an efficient
experimental and computational workflow which allows us to investigate the problem from
a ‘systems perspective’.

2. We will use this workflow to research the effects of five easily adjustable factors, temperature,
pH, and collagen, NaCl and phosphate concentration, on the kinetics of collagen assembly
and on the fibril diameter and pore area of the formed collagen networks.

3. We aim to translate the findings into an empirical model which predicts the effect of the
above factors on the fibril diameter, pore area and assembly kinetics. We will validate this
model.

4. Once we are able to tune the microscale morphology of a collagen gel, we finally aim to
design and build multiscale structures.

The structure of the thesis is as follows: as the self-assembly of collagen type I is fundamental
to this research project, chapter 2 starts with an overview of the physical chemistry of collagen
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type I. In chapter 3, the successful development of an efficient, high-throughput workflow for a
multifactorial study of collagen assembly is described. Here, we also present a model relating the
lateral growth rate of fibrillogenesis to assembly parameters. As the chosen experimental design
turned out inappropriate for deciphering the relation between the environment during collagen
assembly and the morphological output, an updated experimental design is proposed in chapter 4.
Finally, the work is concluded in chapter 5, which also provides our view on how this work will
contribute to the design of multiscale collagen scaffolds.
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2. Collagen Type I
Collagen, in particular type I, is the most abundant protein in the ECM, covering up to 30% of
the total protein mass of multicellular animals [2, 5]. It is crucial to the structure and functioning
of the ECM. As one of the main fibrous proteins constituting the ECM, it provides mechanical
support to organs by forming a three-dimensional (3D), hydrated meshwork. In addition, collagen
regulates stress resistance, directs the adhesion of cells to the matrix, supports cell migration, and
steers tissue development [3, 5]. Because of its pivotal role in structuring the ECM, collagen type
I is widely used in tissue engineering (TE) scaffolds. In particular, it is a popular choice for the
regeneration of bone, cartilage and skin [6–10].

To design collagen networks with tailored fibril diameter and pore size, we must understand the
collagen self-assembly process. The aim of this chapter is to provide the reader with a fundamental
introduction to collagen type I, its hierarchical structure and its assembly process in vivo and in
vitro. In addition, we will summarise previous work on the tuning of collagen networks and
highlight some gaps in our understanding that we aim to address in the remainder of the thesis.

2.1 Collagen self-assembly in vivo
Several review papers have been dedicated to the biosynthesis, assembly and structure of collagen
fibrils [32–35]. Collagens constitute a family of glycoproteins consisting of a repetitive [Gly-X-Y]n
amino acid sequence (figure 2.1). In this formula, the X and Y positions are frequently occupied
by proline and hydroxyproline. The tertiary structure of a collagen molecule is a right-handed
triple helix formed from three left-handed α-polypeptide chains. The two ends of the helix are
non-helical. The rod-like triple helix has a mass of approximately 300 kDa and measures 300 nm
in length and 1.5 nm in diameter [32]. The helix is stabilised by hydrogen bonds between glycine
residues in adjacent chains and between hydroxyproline units. Every third atom occupies a position
in the center of the helix, and this must be glycine for steric reasons. Proline and hydroxyproline
stabilise and stiffen the helix [35]. The collagen family comprises 29 different collagen types. Of
these types I, II and III constitute 80-90%. These types are fibril-forming collagens. Some other
types are fibril-associated collagens which are positioned on the surface of collagen fibrils and are
involved in cell-matrix interactions [33]. Collagen type I (col(I)) is the most abundant type. In
col(I), the triple helix is composed of two α1-chains and one α2-chain. This type of collagen is most
abundant in the skin, tendon, ligaments, bone and cornea [33, 35]. In this section, we will touch
upon several aspects of col(I) self-assembly and structure, which are relevant when mimicking the
process in vitro. First, biosynthesis of col(I) is discussed, followed by its 3D structure, the role of
crosslinks therein, and the dimensions of collagen fibrils and fibres.

Biosynthesis

In the mammalian body, collagen type I is secreted by fibroblasts. After production of pro-α-chains
in the cytosol, the formation of triple helices takes place in the endoplasmatic reticulum where three
pro-α-chains align precisely. This alignment is driven by the C-telopeptides [37]. In addition, the
C-propeptides form disulfide bonds, resulting in firmly aligned chains. Next, the aligned chains
undergo hydroxylation and glycosylation. During these steps, many prolines are converted to
hydroxyproline residues (figure 2.2), which are essential for the formation of intrahelical hydrogen
bonds. These contribute to the thermal stability of the molecule at body temperature. In addition,
hydroxylysine residues are formed, to which sugar residues may be attached. This glycosylation
at hydroxylysine residues modulates fibrillogenesis through covalent crosslinking [35].

After folding of the triple helices, procollagen is released from the cell. During and after this
process, the propeptides are enzymatically cleaved from the chain ends. This results in a tropo-
collagen helix with short (9-26 amino acids) nonhelical ends at both the N- and C-termini. These
regions, called telopeptides, are essential for the alignment and crosslinking of the three α-chains
[33, 35]. The telopeptides lack the classical Gly-Pro-Hyp sequence. Due to this lack of rigid
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Figure 2.1: The hierarchical organisation of collagen type I. Collagen type I is synthesised as pro-
α-chains, constituted of the repeat sequence [Gly-X-Y]n. These chains align into triple helices. Collagen
molecules of approximately 300 nm in length assemble into microfibrils. The regular axial alignment with
free space between two aligned molecules results in the typical D-banding pattern of 67 nm in fibrils
recognisible with electron microscopy. According to the 3D structure resolved by Orgel et al. [36], the
molecules at the helical ends are tilted relative to the crystalline region. Image adapted from [36]

.

(hydroxy)proline sequences, the telopeptide regions of the protein are relatively compressed and
flexible [33].

The telopeptides mediate the axial assembly of collagen molecules into fibrils (upper region of
figure 2.1) [35]. The telopeptide chain folds back onto itself. This allows a lysine residue in the
telopeptide to register with an hydroxylysine acceptor in an adjacent helix, while also two tyrosines
in the telopeptide align. This stabilises the microfibril [33]. In addition to the telopeptides,
fibrillogenesis is mediated by cell surface receptors, proteoglycans and by the presence of different
collagen types such as collagen V and XI [35, 37].
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Three dimensional structure

The axial alignment of collagen molecules results in collagen’s characteristic D banding of 67
nm: the fibrils consist of alternating overlap and gap zones due to the overlap of adjacent triple
helices and space between consecutive helices aligned head-to-tail (upper part figure 2.1) [32]. The
three dimensional packing arrangement of collagen molecules has long remained topic of debate
[32, 33, 38], but was finally resolved with crystallography [36]. Within fibrils, collagen molecules
pack in a quasi-hexagonal lattice. The fibrils contain high-density crystalline regions alternating
with lower-density gap regions. At these gap regions, the molecules are tilted relative to the
crystalline region (right side of figure 2.1), and covalently interconnected by the relatively mobile
telopeptides. Within fibrils, microfibrils may be recognised as five staggered collagen molecules,
measuring approximately 5 nm in diameter. As neighbouring microfibrils are interdigitated, indi-
vidual microfibrils cannot be isolated [36].

Crosslinks

The stability of collagen fibrils is enhanced by covalent and noncovalent interactions. Collagen type
I is stabilised through two chemical crosslinks in the helical region and one in each telopeptide.
In the telopeptides, aldehydes are formed on (hydroxy)lysine residues with the help of enzymes,
which interact with other (hydroxy)lysine residues to form intra- and intermolecular aldimide
bridges. This enables the development of α-chain dimers through intramolecular crosslinks [35].
In addition, fibrils are stabilised through intermolecular crosslinks between the telopeptides of one
collagen molecule and the helical region of an adjacent one. The aldimine bond is again important
here, which is formed between an aldehyde residue in a telopeptide region and an ε-amino group
of a lysine or hydroxylysine in a helical region. This process is catalysed through lysyl oxidase.
Some of these crosslinks further react to multivalent crosslinks [35].

The reactivity of lysyl groups towards aldehydes is also employed in collagen fixation for electron
microscopy, where glutaraldehyde is generally employed as a crosslinking agent [40].

Dimensions of collagen fibrils and fibres

There is no agreed nomenclature for the hierarchical organisation of tendon [41]. This is also
apparent from literature on collagen assembly, where authors use both the terms fibril and fibres
to denote ordered collagen assemblies up to 1 µm in diameter [30, 34, 42]. Here, we will use the
definitions adhered to by the majority of the collagen community [33, 35, 41–43]. As illustrated
in figure 2.3, we define fibrils as ordered assemblies of microfibrils (sometimes called subfibrils)
measuring up to approximately 500 µm in diameter.

The length and diameter of collagen fibrils varies with tissue [33]. Fibril length is challenging to
quantify, but estimates range from 0.3 to larger than 10 mm [33]. Fibril diameter spans at least
two orders of magnitude [33, 35]. In some tissues (Achilles tendon) the fibril diameter distribution
is bimodal, with a population of thin fibrils of 50-80 nm in diameter and another population of
approximately 150-250 nm [44]. In contrast, fibrils in the skin are more uniformly sized with a
diameter of approximately 60 nm [45].

In many tissues, collagen fibrils associate into fibres. In these fibres, fibrils align longitudinally,
transversely and horizontally. Fibrils may even form spirals, which is shown in figure 2.3 [41].
Fibrils within fibres are surrounded by proteoglycans and noncovalently bound macromolecules
[33]. In tendon, fibres subsequently associate into primary, secondary and tertiary fibre bundles
[41]. Fibril size is likely controlled by the the presence of different collagen types, such as III,
V, and XI. Additionally, proteoglycans coating the fibrils play a role in fibril size regulation [33].
These size-regulating molecules are not available in vitro. This makes the physical environment of
particularly interest as a regulatory system.

Engineering multiscale collagen scaffolds 7



Figure 2.2: The molecular structure of procollagen. Procollagen consists of three α-chains as-
sembled into a triple helix. The N- and C-terminal propeptides are cleaved upon release from the cell.
Lysine moieties in the helical part as well as in the telopeptides are hydroxylated, which aids the align-
ment of helices. Additionally, some of these hydroxylysines become glycosylated, which modulates covalent
crosslink formation during fibrillogenesis. Figure is reprinted from [39].

Figure 2.3: Fibrils versus fibres. (a-b): collagen from rabbit skin. The collagen is organised in woven
fibres (a). At higher magnification (b), the individual fibrils constituting the fibres become visible. (c)
Fibrils of up to 500 nm in diameter assemble into fibres in vitro. The sample was gelled in 30 mM sodium
phosphate buffer containing 300 mM NaCl, pH 7.8, at 37 °C with 1 mg/mL collagen. Clearly, fibrils and
fibres are heterogeneous in thickness. Some fibres display the spiralling assembly of fibrils as discussed by
[41]. In vivo and in vitro samples were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde, dehydrated in an ascending ethanol
series, followed by solvent removal with critical point drying. Samples were sputter coated with iridium
(a-b) or gold (c). Figure a and b were reprinted from [46].
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2.2 Collagen self-assembly in vitro
The assembly of collagen into fibrils can be mimicked in vitro. Collagen is soluble at low pH,
but forms fibres under physiological conditions. Depending on the physical conditions during
fibrillogenesis, networks of different mesh size, density and mechanical strength can be created.
The fibre size and thickness is also affected by the physical environment [35, 47]. Fibrils with
the typical D-banding pattern have been obtained under a range of conditions. They have been
observed at a pH range as wide as 5 until 8.5, ionic strengths ranging from 0.1 to 0.8M, and
temperatures between 15 and 37 °C [48]. Outside of these ranges, it may still be possible to obtain
fibrous structures with alternative banding or without regular periodicity [49].

Unlike natural collagen fibrillar structures which are generally heterogeneous in collagen types,
reconstituted collagen matrices are usually composed of only one collagen type [33]. The co-
assembly of col(I) with col(III), col(V) and fibril-associated collagens is generally related to fibrils
uniform in diameter [33]. This may explain why in vitro reconstituted collagen fibrils are normally
heterogeneous in width. In general, the in vitro self-assembly of collagen is not guided by biolo-
gical control mechanisms such as other types of collagens, sugar molecules and other regulatory
compounds. Therefore, the toolbox to steer self-assembly is limited to the physical environment
during the assembly process. It is thus important to understand the relationship between physical
parameters and the morphological outcome. First, the mechanism of collagen reconstitution will
be briefly discussed, after which we move to the effect of the physical environment on collagen
assembly.

Mechanism of in vitro assembly

The mechanism of in vitro collagen assembly into fibrils and the involved interactions have been
extensively studied [42, 48, 50–57]. Generally, collagen assembly is considered a multistep process,
consisting of nucleation, linear growth, lateral growth and saturation (figure 2.4) [42, 50–52, 56].
This process may be observed with turbidity measurements, where the self-assembly of collagen
follows a sigmoidal pattern [50]. The first step (I) is nucleation, which is considered not to be
rate-limiting. During this step, microfibrils or short aggregates consisting of a few microfibrils
are formed [50, 51]. This is followed by linear growth (II), which is relatively fast compared to
the subsequent lateral growth. During the linear growth phase, microfibrils align axially, which is
mainly mediated by the telopeptides, electrostatic interactions and intrafibrillar salt bridges [42,
48, 51]. Using light scattering theory, Silver and Trelstad showed that the purely linear nature
of the growth during this lag phase explains why the turbidity does not yet increase [50]. The
presence of these purely linear filaments of 2-4 nm in diameter, corresponding to five triple helices,
has been confirmed with electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy [51, 58]. Generally, it
is believed that linear filaments must reach a critical length before they can laterally assemble
into fibrils, which is required for the site-specific interactions between hydrophobic and charged
domains on the filaments [42, 50, 51]. Linear growth kinetics thus determine the starting point
of lateral growth (III) [42]. During lateral growth, linear filaments of similar length and diameter
fuse into fibrils, accounting for a linear increase in turbidity. During this phase, hydrophobic
interactions are thought to dominate the assembly process [42, 50]. Lateral growth terminates
upon the depletion of linear filaments [50]. According to this model, fibril diameter is determined
by lateral rather than linear growth [42].

The assembly process is endothermic, and enhanced by a positive entropy contribution due to the
displacement of structured water [59]. Electrostatic as well as hydrophobic interactions are im-
portant in the process [48, 59–61]. Once collagen trimers have assembled into their native fibrillar
state, crosslinks between aldehyde groups and other amino acids identical to those produced in
vivo will form spontaneously. Note that crosslinks will only form upon correct packing of collagen
molecules, as the relatively position of carbonyl and amide groups are important [55, 62]. Thanks
to this spontaneous crosslinking, collagen assembly is irreversible [29].
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The physical environment and collagen assembly

The physical environment of collagen molecules during self-assembly exerts an important effect on
the morphological outcome of the process. Before fibrils become chemically crosslinked, they are
initially only stabilised by hydrophobic, electrostatic and other noncovalent interactions. These
weak interactions make the process easily tunable through the physical environment, i.e., buffer
composition and temperature [32]. Important physical parameters influencing the morphological
properties of collagen hydrogels are salt concentration, pH, and temperature. Additionally, colla-
gen concentration, collagen source and extraction method also affect the structural outcome [47].
In this section, the relevant physical parameters are discussed, followed by the differences between
collagen sources and extraction methods in the next section.

The presence of inorganic salts in the assembly medium affects fibril formation through mod-
ulating interactions between collagen molecules. Collagen aggregation is to a large extent driven
by electrostatic interactions. Close to their isoelectric point (pI), collagen molecules have a lower
surface charge. The resulting reduced repulsion favours molecular aggregation [48]. The surface
charge of collagen molecules is affected by ion species [48]. Moreover, salt concentration (ionic
strength) is used as a means to control the screening of charges [63]. However, how exactly ionic
strength affects fibril morphology and assembly kinetics is not clear. For instance, one study re-
ported an increase in assembly time upon increasing the ionic strength from 65 to 174 mM [64].
In contrast, experiments in our lab indicate a positive correlation between ionic strength up to 0.5
M and growth rate (results not shown).

Furthermore, the effect of specific salts on collagen aggregation goes beyond their contribution
to the ionic strength of the medium. In particular, phosphate and chloride ions are thought to
exert special effects on collagen molecules. Both salts are claimed to be essential for the formation
of natively banded fibrils [48, 65]. Phosphate ions are said to inhibit the rate of fibril formation
[29, 48]. Divalent phosphate ions probably exert their effect through the formation of salt bridges
within positively charged regions of fibrils [66]. They also adsorb at interfaces and shield positive
charges, which are important for electrostatic interactions. This slows down fibril growth [42].
Like phosphate ions, chloride ions form intermolecular salt bridges [42]. Unlike phosphate, the
presence of chloride was observed to enhance the rate of fibril formation [42].

The effect of phosphate and chloride salts seems complex, since the presence of one salt affects the
actions of the other. For instance, chloride affects the adsorption of phosphate ions to collagen:
less phosphate can bind to collagen at high NaCl concentration than at lower concentrations of
this salt [48]. Similarly, the adsorption of phosphate ions to collagen molecules may limit the
formation of chloride bridges [42]. Although chloride and phosphate ions clearly affect collagen
assembly in some way, it is less well understood how their presence can be employed to tune
collagen assembly. One study observed an increase in fibril diameter and pore size with increasing
phosphate concentration up to 100 mM, after which the dimensions decreased again [67]. A similar
effect was observed for NaCl [67]. However, this study did not investigate their interactive effects.
Other work researched the collagen surface potential in the presence of NaCl and Na2HPO4,
but only at very low molarities [48]. Finally, a recent study attempted to elucidate the relation
between NaCl, phosphate, pH, and fibril diameter, but could not find any significant correlation
[42]. The collagen community could thus benefit from additional insights linking inorganic salts
in the assembly medium to morphological outcome in order to inform scaffold design.

pH is another important factor in collagen assembly, as it is generally used as trigger to initiate
fibrillogenesis. Collagen is soluble at low pH (pH 2), but aggregates closer to its isoelectric point
where electrostatic interactions are minimised [65]. The pI of collagen is 9.3 in the absence of other
electrolytes, but it drops with increasing ionic strength. [48, 68]. Commonly, pH in the range 6-9
is used for the reconstitution of collagen networks [47]. Fibrils have been observed at pH 4 [65], but
others obtained nonfibrillar collagen below pH 6.5 [48]. These conflicting observations are likely
due to differences in the composition of the reconstitution buffer, collagen sources, temperature
or other factors. pH is said to influence fibril diameter. Generally, fibrils formed at acidic pH
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are thicker and shorter than those formed under neutral or basic conditions. This is likely due
to a decrease in monomer stability, which favours lateral aggregation. This decrease in monomer
stability is attributed to an increase in positive charge further away from the isoelectric point of
collagen, which inhibits hydrogen bonding [43, 55, 69, 70].

Temperature might be the most important factor affecting collagen assembly. It has been shown
to have a pronounced effect on fibril diameter [30, 57, 71, 72]. Upon decreasing the temperature
from body to room temperature and below, fibre and fibril thicknesses increase due to decelerated
assembly kinetics and a decreased probability of nucleation. Below room temperature, it is gen-
erally difficult to obtain well-formed gels [47]. However, another study did not observe an effect
of temperature on fibril diameter, or even a slight positive correlation between temperature and
fibril diameter [55]. Moreover, the fibrils they observed between pH 5.5 and 8.5 were particularly
thin, ranging from approximately 20-40 nm. These low, abnormal values compared to the bulk
of studies suggests that their lack of correlation between temperature and fibril diameter may
have been introduced by different factors confounding the results. Once again, this stresses the
importance of a multifactorial study on collagen hydrogel design.

Collagen concentration is the final physical factor which will be considered. The range of
concentrations in the literature spans more than three orders of magnitude, from below 0.1 mg/mL
up to over 100 mg/mL [47]. Generally, collagen concentration is believed to affect the fibril density
of the matrices, but not fibril diameter [42, 43, 69], although one study did find an effect of
concentration on fibril diameter [73]. It should be mentioned that the effect of concentration
may be more pronounced for lyophilised than for self-assembled collagen [47]. In the case of
self-assembly, the choice of concentration is also affected by practical considerations, such as a
workable viscosity. Solution self-assembly can only be used for hydrogels assembled with up to
several milligrams of collagen per millilitre [74].

2.3 Collagen sources and extraction methods
An issue in the interpretation and comparison of studies on collagen self-assembly is their use of
a wide range of collagen sources and extraction methods. Not only is collagen from a range of
mammals used, it is also processed in various ways. This significantly affects its behaviour, as
discussed in several articles [29, 47, 75–77].

Collagen for biomedical applications is obtained from a range of animals and tissues. Mammalian
skin and tendon from pigs, cows and sheep (porcine, bovine and ovine) are nowadays the most
used sources, but the majority of early studies have been performed with collagen from rat-tail
tendon. In addition, collagen extracted from fish waste or sponges may be used [35].

To use collagen derived from animal tissue, the collagen must be processed. Minimally crosslinked
collagens such as rat tail tendon may just be dissolved in acid, but highly crosslinked collagens
from bovine or porcine skin require harsher extraction methods. Here, a neutral salt solution
with proteolytic extraction are a common combination to denature the crosslinks. Alternative
treatments comprise the addition of enzymes, and alkali treatments [35, 47].

The differences between extraction methods modify the behaviour of collagen during self-assembly.
Pepsin digestion destroys the telopeptides [52]. This significantly affects nucleation, changing the
collagen assembly pathway. As described above, telopeptides are essential for the alignment and
crosslinking of triple helices. Axial alignment is part of the nucleation and longitudinal growth
steps in the assembly process of collagen depicted in figure 2.4. Both steps take longer without
telopeptides. In addition, native banding is generally absent in telopeptide-lacking collagen and
fibrils are often shorter [52]. The resulting fibrils also suffer from a lack of intra- and intermolecular
crosslinks [34]. The issue of extraction methods may be overcome with a shift towards recombin-
ant plant-based collagen sources. Collagen produced in tobacco plants does not require pepsin
treatment to obtain successful assembly of collagen molecules into fibrils [78].
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2.4 Towards a systematic experimental design
The assembly of collagen can be effectively mimicked in the lab, where the physical environment
adopts the role of regulatory proteins in vivo to control the ordered packing of collagen molecules
into fibrils. Yet, a comparison of studies on collagen assembly is hampered by the wide range of
conditions investigated. Unfortunately, there is no ‘golden standard’ when it comes to choice of
buffer system or collagen source. In fact, many different buffers, such as Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle
Medium (DMEM) [47, 57, 72], HEPES [72], Tris-HCl [49], sodium phosphate [42, 67], potassium
phosphate [69], phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) [43, 48, 71], glycine-HCl [65], and buffer-free
systems [64, 79, 80] are employed. Since the factors discussed above are confounded (e.g. pH is
affected by salt concentrations and temperature), differences due to cumulative effects may have
been overlooked.

The large majority of studies on collagen assembly researched the effect of individual environmental
factors on scaffold properties, while the combined influence of multiple fabrication parameters on
material morphology remained largely unexplored [42, 47]. The complexity of collagen assembly
has been recognised recently. One study aimed to elucidate the (interactive) effect of collagen
concentration, temperature and pH on, amongst others, the half time of polymerisation and the
network pore size [30]. Surprisingly, they did not observe any interactive effects on the pore
diameter. However, this may have been due to the selected parameters and ranges, as they did not
include the effect of salts in their study and used a fairly complex DMEM buffer system. Even more
recently, Kalbitzer and Pompe studied the relation between fibril diameter and the reconstitution
parameters collagen concentration, pH, and NaCl and phosphate concentration. Strikingly, they
could not determine a direct relationship between reconstitution buffer parameters and fibril size
[42].

We believe the lack of comparability between studies and the absence of a comprehensive investig-
ation into the individual and convoluted effects of the physical environment on the morphological
outcome of fibrillogenesis calls for a different, more integrated approach towards experimentation.
Most previous studies relied on the assumption that the mystery of collagen assembly could be
unravelled by varying individual factors one-by-one. Yet, this approach is likely to miss the cu-
mulative effects of multiple factors. Here, we hypothesise that collagen assembly, specifically fibril
diameter and pore area, may be tuned by varying multiple factors in the assembly conditions
individually and in a combined fashion. The factors recognised as most relevant for this purpose
are temperature, pH, and NaCl, phosphate and collagen concentration. To verify this hypothesis,
we must take a ‘systems’ approach which accounts for individual as well as convoluted effects of
factors under study. This approach should also be efficient and high-throughput, as the study of
five factors and their interactions on the network morphology may easily become too complex to
handle. We therefore propose to use design of experiments to plan this experiment. As will be
discussed in the next chapter, design of experiments comprises a systematic approach to engin-
eering problem solving by designing the data collection stage such that valid conclusions can be
drawn based on a minimum expenditure of time and money [81]. We will use tools from design of
experiments to perform a multifactorial study into collagen assembly.

In the next chapter, we will develop a systems approach to study the effects of collagen concentra-
tion, temperature, pH, NaCl and phosphate concentration on fibril diameter, pore area and kinetic
parameters. An additional hypothesis that we will examine, is that there is a correlation between
fibrillogenesis rate and fibril diameter. This hypothesis was formulated by Kalbitzer and Pompe,
who could not clarify the relation between assembly conditions and fibril diameter. In contrast,
they did observe a correlation between assembly rate and fibril diameter [42]. This observation
is not undisputed, because earlier work concluded there was no relation between the two [48].
As growth rate would be a useful and easy-to-obtain predictor of fibril size, we will verify this
hypothesis.
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3. Linear model of collagen assembly
As discussed in the previous chapter, there is a need for a multifactorial study into the relationship
between relevant parameters for scaffold design and the morphological outcome of self-assembled
collagen gels. Particularly interesting output parameters are fibril diameter and pore size, as both
properties affect the proliferation and development of cells seeded on the scaffold. In this chapter,
we design a study to efficiently investigate the effect of five factors and their interactions on the
fibril diameter and pore area of reconstituted collagen networks. The five factors are temperature,
collagen concentration, pH, NaCl concentration and phosphate ions concentration, since the lit-
erature review in section 2.2 marked them as the most relevant and practically accessible factors.
In addition, we verify the hypothesis that the lateral growth rate of collagen fibrils correlates
with fibril diameter, as postulated by Kalbitzer and Pompe [42], because a correlation between
assembly rate and fibril diameter would be a useful, easily accessible predictor in the design of
collagen networks.

A study correlating as many as five factors and their interactions with multiple output parameters
calls for efficient design of experiments. For this purpose, we turn to an experimental scheme
called a full factorial design. This scheme allows the study of k factors and their interactive effects
on a range of outputs in only 2k runs [82]. We embedded the factorial design in a high-throughput
experimental and computational workflow, combining turbidity measurements, automated image
acquisition, and data mining techniques to extract growth kinetics metrics, fibril diameter and
pore size distributions from thousands of images and turbidity data points, and relate them to
relevant assembly parameters. This chapter starts with an introduction of the experimental design
and workflow. Next, the results are discussed. Details on the experimental and computational
procedures are included after the conclusion.

3.1 Experimental design
The field of experimental design was founded by Ronald Fisher in 1935 with the aim to improve
the efficiency of agricultural experiments [83]. Nowadays, Design of Experiments (DoE) comprises
a systematic approach to engineering problem solving by designing the data collection stage such
that valid conclusions can be drawn based on a minimum expenditure of time and money [81].
Experimental schemes developed in the field of DoE may be applied in different stages of the
research process, from screening to optimisation [82].

The research problem described in this thesis required a technique to study the joint effect of
multiple factors A,B,C, .. on several responses Y1, Y2, Y3, ... Factorial designs are useful for this,
because they provide a means to study two or more factors k at two or more levels t (also called
settings) each [82]. For instance, a factor may be pH, and its corresponding levels are the studied
pH values. In factorial experiments, factors are varied together rather than one-by-one. An
important subclass of such designs is the 2k factorial design, which is used to study k factors at two
levels. When all possible combinations of factor settings are run, the completion of such a design
requires 2k observations. Unlike one-factor-at-a-time strategies, where the factor levels are varied
one-by-one, factorial designs consider possible interactions between factors. These interactions
are often overlooked with one-factor-at-a-time approaches. Moreover, when interactions between
factors are expected, the factorial design scheme is more efficient with respect to time and resources
than one-by-one experimentation.

Considering resource availability, 2k factorial designs are often only run once [82]. This single
replicate strategy requires careful experimental planning to avoid noise dominating the data. One
way to ensure reliable effect estimates, is to choose factor levels relatively far apart [82, 84].
However, the factorial design assumes linearity of the response over the factor level range [82].
Ideally, the experimenter should thus choose a factor span which is large, but linear.

2k factorial experiments are analysed by fitting a linear regression model to the data. For a full
25 factorial design, a model may be fit to the data which contains a mean term, and main effect
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as well as two- up to five-factor interaction terms (see equation 3.28 on page 44). Yet, single-run
factorials lack an internal error estimate due to the lack of replications. A strategy to still obtain
an error estimate, is to neglect certain higher-order interactions and to estimate the error from
their mean square [82]. Effectively, we are thus drawing on the implicit replication present in
factorial designs. For 25 factorial designs, the four- and five-factor interactions terms are generally
neglected, since it is very rare for those interactions to be significant [81]. Fitting of the resulting
reduced linear model to the data allows for the development of an empirical model which can be
used for the prediction of the response based on input factor settings [81].

Although factorial designs are more commonly use to solve engineering problems than scientific
ones, the collagen community has already been introduced to the techniques of experimental
design. One study investigated the effect of several processing variables on scaffold biocompatib-
ility and stress resistance, amongst others, for collagen scaffolds produced through lyophilisation
[13]. Although no predictive model was produced, the study revealed which processing variables
are relevant for the studied scaffold properties and found an optimal set of processing conditions.
Another study used DoE to develop vitrified, glassy collagen hydrogels for ocular repair and re-
generation [85]. Since these studies focused on production methods for collagen materials different
from self-assembly, the results are not applicable to the present study. In contrast, Antoine and
colleagues investigated the effect of collagen concentration, polymerisation temperature and pH on
polymerisation kinetics, network pore size, compression modulus and diffusivity [30]. Their work
resulted in an empirical model for each of the four effects studied. Albeit interesting, we aim to
expand on their work in several ways. Antoine et al. used a complex DMEM buffer system, con-
taining several ion types, glucose and L-glutamine. This system is frequently used in cell culturing
experiments. As collagen assembly has been proven a complex process influenced by many known
and unknown parameters, we want to simplify this system to the minimum number of parameters
required to gain a fundamental understanding of the assembly process. In addition, we will include
the two salts commonly labelled ‘essential’ to the collagen assembly process (sodium phosphate
and sodium chloride, see section 2.2) in the experimental design. Finally, we selected a commercial
collagen source with preserved telopeptides to optimise the replicability of our results.

Design factors and choice of levels

To study cause-effect relationships according to a DoE strategy, it is generally recommended to
start with some screening experiments to identify the most important factors and their relevant
levels [84]. As a significant body of literature on the relationship between collagen assembly and
the physical environment exists, we skipped the screening experiments and instead turned to the
literature to extract factors possibly relevant for tuning the collagen network and fibril morpho-
logy. As discussed in section 2.2, this resulted in the choice of the factors temperature, collagen
concentration, pH, and the salts sodium chloride and sodium phosphate, respectively de-
noted by A, B, C, D and E (table B.1). Each of them can be easily varied in a lab setting in
order to create scaffolds with a multiscale structure. Although factors such as collagen source and
extraction method are also known to affect the fibril morphology, these factors can not be tuned
as easily within an individual experiment. We aimed to maximise the reproducibility of this work
by using a commercial collagen source with intact telopeptides (Telocol©-6, 6.2 mg/mL in HCl,
Advanced Biomatrix, San Diego, USA).

After having identified the most important factors, the next step in the study was setting the factor
levels. In fact, the choice of factor levels is a balance between two principles of the factorial design.
First and foremost, the factorial design relies on the responses being linear over the chosen range of
factors. Yet, to maximise the chance of obtaining reliable effect estimates, the range should be as
wide as possible [82]. We turned to the literature to set the factor levels (table B.1), and performed
some initial experiments to become familiar with the experimental setup. As temperatures, 27
°C and 37 °C were selected. The latter was selected because it is the most common assembly
temperature of collagen, in the laboratory as well as under physiological conditions [47], while
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27 °C was added to maximise the factor range without compromising the speed of assembly.
That is, at room temperature and below, assembly was found to be very slow (at least several
days) or completely inhibited. The upper limit of collagen concentration was set at 1 mg/mL, as
initial experiments indicated that this was the upper boundary of reliable buffering capacity of the
buffer system. 0.1 mg/mL was subsequently selected as the lower concentration, because at this
concentration a gel of high enough volume was still obtained for imaging. The low viscosity of the
collagen precursor at the chosen concentration settings should still be compatible with bioprinting
[86]. At the same time, this 10-fold concentration range is higher than the ranges usually studied
[30, 42, 47], which increases the chance of observing an effect on the output variables. Although
several studies indicate there is no relationship between collagen concentration and fibril diameter,
the parameter is still included in the experimental design as most of the previous work has been
performed with higher collagen concentrations and/or smaller concentration ranges [47]. As we
will discuss later, the chosen factor ranges yielded non-linear responses for some of the effects
studied.

Sodium phosphate buffer was selected for the factorial design. This choice was informed by the
relevance of phosphate ions for collagen assembly (discussed in section 2.2), as well as by the
temperature stability of sodium phosphate buffer. While many biological buffers have a pKa
which is extremely sensitive to temperature, sodium phosphate buffer is temperature-robust, with
a dpKa of -0.0028 K-1 [87], which may be considered negligible over the chosen temperature range.
An additional advantage of sodium phosphate buffer over commercial buffer formulations such as
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) used in many
studies on collagen assembly [43, 47, 48, 57, 71, 72], is that sodium phosphate buffer keeps the
number of components to a minimum, which makes it an ideal model system to understand collagen
assembly. The pH range was subsequently informed by the effective pH range of phosphate buffer,
which is 5.8 - 8.0 [87]. To prevent entering of a non-linear range, a safety margin of 0.2 pH was
taken, resulting in low and high pH levels of 6 and 7.8. According to the literature, changes in
fibril diameter will be observed within this range [70].

Finally, salt concentrations must be established. The low level of sodium phosphate buffer was
established at 30 mM, as trial experiments (not shown) had indicated that this was the minimum
buffer molarity guaranteeing buffering capacity. The upper limit was set at 100 mM based on
a study which investigated the effect of phosphate concentration on collagen assembly kinetics,
fibril width, length and pore size. In this study, an approximately linear increase in fibril width
was observed with a rise in phosphate concentration from 30 to 120 mM [67]. 100 mM was
subsequently selected as a trade-off between range maximisation and a safety margin with respect
to the linearity of the effect. The same study informed the choice of NaCl levels. These were set
at 30 and 300 mM, because the study showed an increase of pore size, fibril width and length
upon increasing the concentration of NaCl from 0 to 300 mM, while a further increase in NaCl
concentration beyond 600 mM resulted in a subsequent decrease in outputs [67].

Table 3.1: Factors and levels of the factorial design.

Factor Name Low (-1) Mid (0) High (+1) Range
A Temperature 27 °C 32 °C 37 °C 10 °C
B Collagen concentration 0.1 mg/mL 0.5 mg/mL 1.0 mg/mL 0.9 mg/mL
C pH 6 6.9 7.8 1.8
D NaCl concentration 30 mM 165 mM 300 mM 270 mM
E Phosphate concentration 30 mM 65 mM 100 mM 70 mM
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Table 3.2: Two-level full factorial design. This table contains the factor settings for each run of the
factorial design. A: temperature, B: collagen concentration, C: pH, D: NaCl concentration, E: phosphate
concentration, and F: ionic strength. XA-XF represent the encoded factor levels according to equations 3.1-
3.3. It should be noted that F only represents a dummy factor, which was not controlled independently
as part of the experimental design. Instead, it is dependent on the other factor settings. Buffer letters
refer to the (random) labelling of buffers corresponding to the factor settings. Each buffer except for the
centre point buffer, is used twice: at both temperature levels.

Run Buffer XA XB XC XD XE XF A B C D E F
°C mg/mL - mM mM mM

1 K +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -0.66 37 1.0 6.0 30 100 156
2 F -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 0.23 27 0.10 7.8 300 30 385
3 O +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 0.41 37 1.0 6.0 300 100 432
4 F +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 0.23 37 0.10 7.8 300 30 385
5 B +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -0.82 37 0.10 7.8 30 30 114
6 I +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1.0 37 1.0 6.0 30 30 67
7 M -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 0.054 27 1.0 6.0 300 30 340
8 C -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -0.66 27 0.10 6.0 30 100 156
9 D -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -0.050 27 0.10 7.8 30 100 313
10 P +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 1.0 37 1.0 7.8 300 100 585
11 P -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 1.0 27 1.0 7.8 300 100 585
12 B -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -0.82 27 0.10 7.8 30 30 114
13 J -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -0.82 27 1.0 7.8 30 30 115
14 H -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 1.0 27 0.10 7.8 300 100 585
15 L -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -0.046 27 1.0 7.8 30 100 314
16 A -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1.0 27 0.10 6.0 30 30 67
17 L +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -0.046 37 1.0 7.8 30 100 314
18 D +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -0.050 37 0.10 7.8 30 100 313
19 G +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 0.41 37 0.10 6.0 300 100 432
20 N +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 0.23 37 1.0 7.8 300 30 386
21 E +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 0.050 37 0.10 6.0 300 30 339
22 J +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -0.82 37 1.0 7.8 30 30 115
23 O -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 0.41 27 1.0 6.0 300 100 432
24 H +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 1.0 37 0.10 7.8 300 100 585
25 I -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1.0 27 1.0 6.0 30 30 67
26 A +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1.0 37 0.10 6.0 30 30 67
27 C +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -0.66 37 0.10 6.0 30 100 156
28 K -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -0.66 27 1.0 6.0 30 100 156
29 M +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 0.054 37 1.0 6.0 300 30 340
30 N -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 0.23 27 1.0 7.8 300 30 386
31 G -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 0.41 27 0.10 6.0 300 100 432
32 E -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 0.051 27 0.10 6.0 300 30 339
33 Q 0 0 0 0 0 -0.081 32 0.55 6.9 165 65 305
34 Q 0 0 0 0 0 -0.081 32 0.55 6.9 165 65 305
35 Q 0 0 0 0 0 -0.081 32 0.55 6.9 165 65 305
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The design

After setting the factors and their levels, the two-level factorial design was created. It consists of
2k = 25 = 32 runs. To limit the impact of experimental noise from unknown sources, the run order
was randomised. The full experimental scheme is included in table 3.2. Here, it may be noted that
the factors levels are coded as -1 and +1, which makes all columns of the design matrix orthogonal
[84]. Orthogonality implies a lack of correlation between factors and interactions. Because each
column with factor contrasts is orthogonal with respect to the other factor columns (i.e. the sum
of the products of the elements in the two columns is zero), all main effects and interactions can
be estimated independently [88].

The coding is a simple linear transformation of the original factor levels A-E. For instance, the
levels of a factor A are transformed into the setting XA

XA =
A−A0

0.5r
, (3.1)

with the A0 the factor midpoint:

A0 =
A+ +A−

2
, (3.2)

and r the factor range:
r = A+ −A−. (3.3)

Here, A− and A+ respectively denote the low and high factor levels. An overview with all values
for factor settings, midpoints and ranges can be found in table 3.1.

Finally, the design was complemented with three centre points, where all factor settings are inter-
mediate (0). A number of nc centre points are sometimes added to 2k designs when some curvature
in the effects is foreseen. As discussed, the 2k design is based on the assumption that the responses
will be linear over the chosen factor settings. The addition of centre points is a means to verify
the linearity assumption. Furthermore, they introduce an independent estimate of the error with
nc degrees of freedom. Importantly, centre points do not alter the effect estimates because of their
central position [82].

The responses

The aim of this study is to tune the fibril diameter and network pore size by finding a relationship
between those responses and the five factors introduced above. These output parameters are the
so-called responses Y3 and Y4 of the factorial design. Furthermore, we aim to correlate fibril
diameter with the kinetics of collagen assembly. To this end, the effect of the input factors on the
lateral growth rate (Y1) and lag time (Y2) are also investigated. The responses are summarised in
table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Responses.

Response Abbreviation Name Method
Y1 klat Lateral growth rate of fibrillogenesis Turbidity
Y2 tlag Lag time of fibrillogenesis Turbidity
Y3 D̄v Fibril diameter (volume-weighted) SEM
Y4 Āa Pore area (area-weighted) SEM
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Methods

To quantify the effect of the factors and their interactions on the responses of interest, two meth-
ods are used. The lateral growth rate and final turbidity of fibrillogenesis are obtained through
turbidity analysis, while the network morphology is characterised with scanning electron micro-
scopy. These methods are concisely introduced below. Experimental and computational details
can be found in section 3.5.

Lateral growth rate and lag time of fibrillogenesis

The lateral growth rate and lag time of fibril assembly are obtained through turbidity measure-
ments at a wavelength of 450 nm. Turbidity measurements at this wavelength are a common
method to monitor the assembly of collagen molecules into fibrils [29, 67, 69, 89]. At 450 nm,
collagen molecules do not absorb light [67]. The linear aggregates (microfibrils) formed in the first
phase of collagen assembly are also too small to be monitored with light scattering [50]. However,
the lateral assembly of microfibrils into fibrils leads to an increase in turbidity. The resulting
curves typically have a sigmoidal shape (figure 3.4), with a lag time (tlag) during which linear
growth takes place, followed by a linear increase in turbidity due to lateral growth. Finally, the
curve reaches a plateau after the time (tp) due to the depletion of linear filaments [42, 89]. Sev-
eral metrics, such as lateral growth rate, assembly lag time and final turbidity may be derived
from the turbidity curves by fitting the sigmoidal data with a Boltzmann function, as illustrated
in figure 3.4 [29, 42, 89]. Details on this procedure are provided in the materials and methods
section 3.5. To facilitate the high-throughput nature of this work, turbidity measurements were
performed with a plate reader.

Figure 3.1: A representative turbidity profile with annotated metrics. This figure displays a
typical sigmoidal turbidity patterned obtained by monitoring collagen assembly at 450 nm. Fitting the
curve with a Boltzmann function (equation 3.10) provides the inflection point of the curve (t1/2), the time
constant dt and the initial and final turbidity values τ0 and τf . The lateral growth rate (klat), lag time
(tlag) and plateau time (tp) are derived according to equations 3.11-3.13.
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Fibril diameter and pore area

The fibril diameter and network pore area are characterised with scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), followed by computational image analysis with MATLAB. SEM was chosen because of
its relatively high resolving power compared to other microscopy techniques. Unlike optical tech-
niques, SEM is not diffraction-limited and has a resolution down to 1 nm under optimum conditions
[90]. The Phenom XL microscope used in this study has a resolution of approximately 30 nm at the
used imaging settings (5 kV, 20 mA) according to the manufacturer, which is better than what can
be achieved with optical methods [91]. Nevertheless, a disadvantage of SEM is that samples must
be dried before imaging, which preserves the network topology but potentially induces shrinking
or sample collapse [70]. Therefore, we compared different protocols established in literature to
find the one that best preserves the state of the hydrogels. This procedure will be addressed in
section 3.2 below.

Figure 3.2: Summary of acquisition and analysis workflow. Collagen and buffer are mixed at
4 °C. For kinetic analysis, their assembly is subsequently monitored in a preheated plate reader. From
the resultant sigmoidal turbidity curves, several metrics are derived with a Boltzmann fitting procedure.
Other collagen samples are fixed and dehydrated after assembly, after which solvent is evaporated at the
critical point. These samples are automatically imaged in a Phenom XL SEM. The images are analysed
with MATLAB to extract the fibril diameter and pore area from the fibrous networks. Finally, the input
factors are correlated with the output quantities in a statistical analysis with R.

3.2 Experimental and analytical workflow

To benefit fully from the efficiency of a factorial experimental design, we wanted to pair it with
an efficient experimental workflow. Considering the single-replicate strategy, reproducible gel as-
sembly, SEM sample preparation, imaging and image analysis procedures were also indispensable.
The collagen samples must thus be preserved close to their native state despite the removal of
solvent. A workflow was therefore developed according to the requirements of efficiency (minimum
investment of time and resources), reproducibility, and preservation of sample morphology. In this
section, we highlight the most important aspects of the workflow, summarised in figure 3.2) and
the rationale behind the procedure. Further experimental and computational details are included
in section 3.5.
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Collagen self-assembly

A challenge in the self-assembly procedure was to carefully control each of the five experimental
parameters independently. pH is, amongst others, dependent on temperature and ionic strength
[92]. If not compensated for, it would thus be confounded with the settings for temperature,
sodium chloride and sodium phosphate concentration. Additionally, the collagen concentration
may affect the pH, as the collagen stock solution is dissolved in hydrochloric acid pH 2. Initial
experiments with phosphate buffer (not shown) indicated drops in pH up to half a pH point upon
collagen addition, which would interfere with the factorial design. Since self-assembly into fibrils
starts immediately upon neutralisation [47], the pH cannot be corrected after mixing of collagen
and buffer solution. To correct for each of the influences on pH upfront, a MATLAB script
(appendix F) was developed in which the Henderson-Hasselbach and Davies approximations are
used to calculate a target pH and buffer composition before mixing with collagen, such that the
pH after collagen addition successfully matched the pH factor setting (see figure A.1). Because
phosphate buffer is highly robust to temperature changes [87], the same buffer was used at both
temperature settings.

The onset of collagen assembly starts immediately upon neutralisation, but is much slower at 4
°C than at room temperature or 37 °C [47]. To increase the likelihood for nucleation to take place
at the target temperature, collagen was mixed in a cold room at 4 °C and quickly transferred to
a preheated plate reader or oven. This use of the cold room is said to make the results fairly
reproducible [47]. The assembly takes place in wells plates to increase the throughput.

Kinetics

To obtain insight into the kinetics of collagen assembly, turbidity analysis was performed with a
plate reader at 450 nm wavelength. The reason for performing the turbidity analysis was two-
fold. First of all, the kinetic analysis was used to determine the assembly times for the follow-up
experiments. Second, the lateral growth rate of fibrillogenesis was determined with these experi-
ments, which was used to verify the hypothesis that lateral growth rate may serve as a predictor
of fibril diameter. All kinetic measurements were performed in triplicate to allow estimation of
the standard error of the mean.

SEM sample preparation

The SEM sample preparation process was focused on maintaining the gels in a state as close to
their native state as possible. To avoid the exertion of mechanical forces on the samples, gels were
assembled, washed, fixed and dehydrated in porous specimen baskets. To prevent sample collapse
due to surface tension, solvent was removed with a critical point drier. Critical point drying uses
the critical point of carbon dioxide, where there is no phase transition between its liquid and
gaseous state [93].

Image acquisition

As the factorial design resulted in a large number of samples, we turned to automated image
acquisition for high-throughput. To this end, we collaborated with Thermo Fisher Scientific,
where we could use their large Phenom XL SEM, equipped with a CeB6 electron source and a
backscattered electron (BSE) detector, and an in-house script for automated image acquisition.
This setup allowed for the imaging of 36 samples over one weekend, within only one sample loading
cycle. For each sample, the area to be imaged was selected. Within this area, the script randomly
took 300 16-bit images with 1024x1024 pixels and a field of view of 33.6x33.6 µm2 each. This way,
up to 36 samples could be imaged in one run, resulting in the acquisition of over 10,000 images.
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Image analysis

To efficiently and effectively analyse this large number of images, an image analysis workflow was
developed to extract the fibril diameter, pore size and porosity from the images. The workflow
was implemented in MATLAB 2019a using several functions from the Image Processing Toolbox,
and is summarised in figure 3.3. Briefly, noise was removed and edges were enhanced in order to
improve the contrast between fibrils and background. Next, a first estimate of the fibril diameter
was obtained based on global thresholding of the images, which was subsequently used for a more
refined analysis with an adaptive threshold. After segmentation and the removal of small objects
unlikely to represent fibrils, the fibril diameter distribution is calculated using a distance map and
skeletonisation. A measure of pore size is also obtained from the inverted binary image. The
image analysis procedure is discussed in more detail in the Materials and Methods section.

Figure 3.3: Image analysis workflow. Each sample image is first preprocessed to reduce noise and
enhance the contrast between fibrils and background. Next, images are segmented with a local threshold
whose size scales with the fibril diameter. To this end, an estimate of the fibril diameter is first obtained
based on the globally thresholded image. The porosity is directly obtained from the segmented image. To
obtain the fibril diameter, the distances from the fibril centre line to the outside are calculated. The pore
area is obtained from a watershed of the distance map of the inversed binary image. Sample statistics are
produced by summing the results of all individual images.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis of the factorial design was performed in RStudio [94] according to the five basic
steps prescribed by the NIST engineering statistics handbook [81]: 1) Examination of the data;
2) Creation of the theoretical model; 3) Fitting of the model to the data; 4) Testing of model
assumptions; 5) Answering of research questions.

Model validation

To validate the two regression models describing the relation between the factors in the factorial
design and the lateral growth rate, three hydrogels were fabricated at 37 °C with 1 mg/mL of
collagen, pH 7.3, 90 mM NaCl and 50 mM phosphate. Their assembly was monitored at 450
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nm, and their lateral growth rate was derived as described above. This rate was compared to the
predicted growth rates of the regression models.

Figure 3.4: Curves resulting from the turbidity analysis. Most samples followed a sigmoidal
assembly pattern, such as sample 3O (a). In a few cases, the curves contained an intermediate plateau, as
in b (21E). However, the data from some curves could not be fitted with a Boltzmann function, as visible
in c (16A). (d) Duplicates exhibited limited spread in assembly times. Here, the mean and standard
deviation of the distribution (shaded area) of the first centre point measurement (N=21) are shown.
Duplicates were fitted individually and the obtained metrics were averaged before further analysis as part
of the factorial design.

3.3 Results and discussion

Kinetics of collagen assembly

We monitored the assembly of collagen gels by measuring turbidity at 450 nm wavelength. Meas-
urements were performed in triplicate, except for the centre point measurements (N=21/N=6,
see table 3.4). The spread in assembly times and rates between triplicates was generally limited,
but somewhat larger at 27 °C than at other temperatures (figure 3.4d). Kinetic parameters such
as lag times and lateral growth rate were quantified from the data as demonstrated in figure 3.1
(table 3.4). The plateau times (appendix C) were used to set the assembly times for the other
experiments. From the plateau times and assembly rates, it is apparent that fibrillogenesis was
enhanced at higher temperature.
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Most curves followed the expected sigmoidal pattern (figure 3.4a) covering a lag phase during which
nucleation and linear growth occur, followed by a lateral growth phase and saturation [50]. Some
fluctuations in signal were observed in the initial ten minutes, likely due to air bubble formation.
These outliers were only removed when they frustrated fitting of the data. When duplicates did
not follow a sigmoidal pattern or could not be fitted with a Boltzmann function, they were ignored.
In most cases, this was due to the lag time having passed before the measurement started, as for
instance in curve 3.4c. Here, the lag time was set to zero. In other curves (13J, 14H, 21E, 27C),
an intermediate plateau was distinguishable, albeit not in all triplicates (figure 3.4b). Such an
inhibition in the growth phase has been observed before [48, 58], but has, to our knowledge, never
been explained. Goh et al. investigated intermediates of collagen assembly with atomic force
microscopy [58]. When an intermediate plateau was observed with scattering methods, this did
not change the nature of the intermediates. However, they observed a higher fraction of mature
fibrils at this time point than without the inhibition in the growth phase.

Fibril and pore size

We investigated the fibril diameter and pore area of networks formed under a range of conditions
with the aim of tuning these properties. As shown in figure 3.6, we obtained networks with a wide
range in fibril and pore dimensions. From these images and the quantitative analysis discussed
below (table 3.4), we conclude the physical environment can indeed be used to vary fibril diameter
and pore area over approximately one order of magnitude. In addition, the sample preparation
method successfully preserved the porous structure of the samples.

Although an increase in turbidity was observed under all conditions, some conditions did not
result in gelation (table 3.4). This was likely due to the collagen concentration being too low to
produce sufficiently large gels, as this only occurred at low collagen concentration. Other assembly
conditions did not result in fibrillar collagen, or in a combination of fibrillar and non-fibrillar areas
(table 3.4). The observation of non-fibrillar collagen is a first indication of a non-linear response
of some outputs to the factors studied.

To accurately and efficiently quantify the network topology from thousands of images, an image
analysis procedure was developed. The fibril diameter distribution was derived from a distance
map from the fibril centre line to the outside, while the pore area distribution was obtained
with a watershed algorithm. The implementation of this procedure is shown in figure 3.5. The
procedure is high-throughput, taking only 330 seconds for the analysis of 100 images without the
requirement of a graphics processing unit (GPU). Fibril diameter distributions are generally wide,
with standard deviations up to half the volume-weighted mean fibril diameter. This is in line with
previous observations [30, 70, 71]. The reported fibril diameters are of the same magnitude as
those reported by others on fibrils assembled in vivo as well as in vitro [30, 34, 41, 43, 44, 70].
The workflow was designed to work for as many situations as possible. As shown in appendix G, a
broad range of images could be reliably analysed. However, in view of time, a sensitivity analysis
of the approach to different segmentation settings has not been performed.

The dispersity of the fibril diameter distribution was seen to increase with fibril diameter, ap-
proximately following a Michaelis-Menten pattern (figure 3.7). This observation is supported by a
qualitative examination of the SEM images, which display loose bundling of thin fibrils into thicker
ones when the average diameter increases. This bundling has been observed before, where it was
reported to occur mainly at room temperature and below [71, 72]. Depending on the definition,
one may consider these fibrillar bundles ‘fibres’ [71]. Although it was not the aim of the study, the
dispersity in fibril size may be an additional output which is tunable with a design of experiments
approach.

We obtained area-weighted pore areas ranging from below 1 µm2 up to over 10 µm2 in size
(table 3.4), while the porosity of the networks was relatively unaffected with values around 70%
(appendix B). The pore areas correspond to the pore sizes of collagen matrices in vivo [12].
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Figure 3.5: Implementation of fibril diameter and pore area analysis. The 16-bit image obtained
with the Phenom XL for sample 4F (table 3.2) (a) was preprocessed to obtain b. This preprocessed image
was segmented (c), followed by the removal of small holes and objects unlikely to represent pores or fibrils.
The resulting binary image (d) was transformed into a distance map (e) and skeletonised (f) to obtain
a measure of fibril diameter distribution. The data from all sample images was combined to obtain the
fibril diameter distribution (h). To obtain the pore area distribution, d was inverted. A watershedding
algorithm was applied to the distance map of this inverse binary image (g) to obtain a measure of pore
size. Again, the combined data of all sample images resulted in the pore area distribution (i).

Nevertheless, it should be noted that the pore area as provided here is only a rough indication of
the pore size in 3D. This is because 2D images do not allow the accurate determination of fibril
intersection in 3D. In addition, we recommend to improve the watershed approach to prevent
over-segmentation. Ideally, the obtained porosities and pore areas should be compared to porosity
measured in a different way, e.g. with a mercury intrusion porosimeter or with a permeability
method [21].

A clear linear relation between pore area and fibril diameter was observed (p < 0.001 and adj.
R2 = 0.98). This relation may be explained by the fact that at fixed collagen concentration, the
assembly of precursor into thinner fibrils will lead to more or longer fibrils in order to consume all
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Figure 3.6: Overview of generated networks. In the factorial experiment, networks with a range of
fibril diameter and pore size were generated. In this figure, a selection of images is presented. Images are
included from the following samples: a) 5B, b) 22J, c) 16A, d) 21E, e) 24H, f) 14H, g) 18D, h) 7M, i)
34Q, j) 28K, k) 23O, l) 3O. Scale bar is 10 µm in all images.
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Figure 3.7: Dispersity in fibril diameter distribution seems to originate from bundling of thin
fibrils. a) The dispersity in fibril diameters, obtained by subtracting the volume-averaged median fibril
diameter from the volume-averaged mean and normalising this for the volume-averaged mean, correlates
with the mean fibril diameter. The dashed curve shows a curve of 0.37D̄v/(831 + D̄v) with a correlation
with the actual data points of 0.73. b) This dispersity in fibril diameters at larger mean diameter is
apparent in SEM images (here: sample 28K), which reveal a bundling of thin fibrils.

precursor molecules [42]. This may also explain the conservation of porosity across samples and
conditions.

In this work, the fibril and pore structure was quantified from SEM images. This technique
has an important advantage over more common methodologies for the quantification of network
structure, namely its resolution and sampling size. In the collagen field, the network and fibril
morphology are generally analysed with confocal fluorescence microscopy (CFM) [30, 42, 95],
second harmonic generation microscopy (SHG) [71] or confocal reflectance microscopy (CRM) [73].
Although these techniques enable the (un)labelled observation of collagen gels in their hydrated
state, this resolution is diffraction-limited (approximately 250 nm) and these techniques tend to
overestimate fibril size [73, 96]. Additionally, they generally have a limited sampling size of around
50-100 nm per pixel [30, 42]. In contrast, SEM is not diffraction-limited and has a much higher
resolving power down to 1 nm under optimum conditions [90]. The Phenom XL used in this study
has a resolution of ≤30 nm according to the manufacturer, which is clearly better than what can
be achieved with optical methods [91]. Yet, the fibril diameters reported with SEM may be slight
underestimations due to drying-induced shrinkage [70].

We recommend to further decrease the pixel size to improve the sensitivity of the image analysis
routine to thin fibrils. Although the pixel size of 32 nm is already significantly significantly smaller
than the ones reported in previous studies on collagen [30, 42], it could be further improved to
obtain an accurate estimate of thin collagen fibrils of around 100 nm in diameter. This may be
achieved by switching to a SEM with higher resolution and the option of sampling at 2048 x 2048
pixel resolution, such as the Phenom Pharos. This SEM is equipped with a field-emission gun
rather than a CeB6 filament. The current experimental workflow had been designed with the
use of that instrument in mind, but its XL version was not yet available at the demo lab of the
manufacturer. Due to the big data approach, automated acquisition was chosen over improved
resolution. The use of the Phenom Pharos would enhance the resolution of the image analysis
approach with at least a factor two due to a doubling in image resolution, but probably more thanks
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Figure 3.8: Pore area correlates with fibril size. The area-weighted mean pore area linearly
correlates with the volume-weighted mean fibril diameter, with p < 0.001 and adj. R2 = 0.98.

to the option of imaging at increased magnification. The switch of instruments may be combined
with the development of smarter data acquisition schemes together with the manufacturer, which
will prevent the loss of data due to empty or blurry images.

With above limitations in mind, the goal of an advanced image acquisition and analysis work-
flow was achieved. We established a high-throughput sample preparation, image acquisition and
analysis protocol providing reliable morphological results for a wide range of assembly conditions.
In the next section, we discuss how the imaging and turbidity measurement routines may be
embedded in a broader big data approach, where they are combined with design of experiments
and turbidity measurements to obtain empirical models relating relevant assembly parameters to
morphological and kinetic outcomes.

Assembly parameters versus kinetic and morphological effects

A statistical analysis was performed to unravel the effects of five design parameters and their
interactions on the lag time and growth rate of collagen assembly, as well as on the fibril diameter
and pore area of the resulting networks. The aim was to fit a linear regression model to the
response data in order to extract significant factors and interactions. Inspection of the main effect
plots in figure 3.9 indicates that the linearity assumption underlying the factorial design only holds
for the response lateral growth rate. The main effect graph plots the mean response at each factor
level connected by a line. The plot for lateral growth rate (a) indicates an approximately linear
response in rate versus factor level, where the rate is enhanced at the higher factor settings. In
contrast, the plots for lag time (b), fibril diameter (c) and pore area (d) look curved, with the centre
points defining a minimum (b) or maximum (c-d) in output. Here, the average of the centre point
runs ȳC does not lie close to the average of all 25 runs ȳF . This implies that curvature is present
[82]. This observation of curvature is supported by the response distributions in appendix E,
in which particularly the run order plots indicate a deviation from linearity. Furthermore, the
morphological data set was incomplete, as nine data points could not be acquired for various
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Table 3.4: Results overview of factorial design. The following statistics were obtained from Nt

turbidity measurements and Ni SEM images. The number of turbidity measurements and images included
in the analysis differed due to the discarding of curves which could not be fitted and empty or blurry images.
The errors indicate the standard deviation. Legend: *) Curves could not be fitted with a Boltzmann
function due to missing of onset of assembly. %) No gelation. #) Non-fibrillar collagen. $) Impurities.

Turbidity measurements SEM
Sample Nt Lag time (Y1) Growth rate (Y2) Ni Fibril diameter (Y3) Pore area (Y4)

D̄v Mv Ð Āa

- min min-1 - nm nm - µm
1K 2 11 ± 0 0.089 ± 0.014 30 198 ± 92 186 0.065 2.10 ± 2.17
2F 3 12 ± 102 0.0090 ± 0.0002 0 % % % %
3O 3 22 ± 3 0.17 ± 0.03 0 # # # #
4F 2 24 ± 4 0.044 ± 0.012 97 298 ± 134 271 0.091 3.66 ± 3.30
5B 1 3 ± - 0.015 ± - 14 128 ± 41 131 -0.025 1.10 ± 0.99
6I 2 2 ± 0 0.040 ± 0.003 0 $ $ $ $
7M 3 190 ± 110 0.0038 ± 0.0023 31 397 ± 226 335 0.158 5.30 ± 4.22
8C 3 155 ± 36 0.0018 ± 0.0006 0 % % % %
9D 3 2218 ± 720 0.0002 ± 0.0001 0 % % % %
10P 3 14 ± 1 0.52 ± 0.05 85 241 ± 110 208 0.138 2.22 ± 1.49
11P 3 86 ± 2 0.028 ± 0.003 35 253 ± 109 237 0.063 2.96 ± 2.22
12B 0 0 * 104 189 ± 86 186 0.016 2.13 ± 2.17
13J 0 0 * 0 $ $ $ $
14H 3 158 ± 11 0.0041 ± 0.0007 170 291 ± 140 263 0.098 3.44 ± 3.08
15L 3 99 ± 92 0.0048 ± 0.0014 27 235 ± 98 208 0.118 2.11 ± 1.50
16A 0 0 * 309 128 ± 40 131 -0.023 0.74 ± 0.70
17 3 17 ± 9 0.13 ± 0.03 144 277 ± 133 237 0.145 2.96 ± 2.31
18D 3 26 ± 3 0.037 ± 0.009 144 296 ± 145 271 0.086 2.58 ± 1.50
19G 2 36 ± 3 0.0068 ± 0.0023 0 % % % %
20N 3 17 ± 1 0.22 ± 0.03 70 263 ± 119 237 0.101 2.78 ± 1.96
21E 3 41 ± 19 0.016 ± 0.007 21 205 ± 95 186 0.094 2.09 ± 2.18
22J 3 4 ± 3 0.047 ± 0.037 17 144 ± 53 131 0.091 1.94 ± 3.78
23O 3 154 ± 73 0.0030 ± 0.0021 45 1044 ± 857 790 0.243 14.13 ± 8.96
24H 3 16 ± 2 0.052 ± 0.022 110 263 ± 123 237 0.102 3.34 ± 2.86
25I 3 4 ± 3 0.026 ± 0.016 21 144 ± 52 131 0.087 1.33 ± 1.48
26A 3 17 ± 35 0.013 ± 0.007 120 145 ± 56 131 0.097 1.79 ± 2.41
27C 1 39 ± - 0.0086 ± - 234 208 ± 98 186 0.109 1.67 ± 1.27
28K 3 66 ± 276 0.021 ± 0.009 69 780 ± 438 685 0.122 10.97 ± 8.10
29M 3 31 ± 1 0.17 ± 0.02 2 243 ± 100 237 0.026 3.34 ± 2.93
30N 3 107 ± 2 0.012 ± 0.002 113 283 ± 123 263 0.074 3.38 ± 3.11
31G 3 1701 ± 1185 0.0002 ± 0.0001 0 % % % %
32E 2 734 ± 752 0.0001 ± 0.0001 0 % % % %
33Q 21 42 ± 5 0.036 ± 0.021 89 635 ± 402 529 0.167 9.11 ± 7.51
34Q 6 33 ± 3 0.077 ± 0.021 179 439 ± 222 394 0.103 6.14 ± 4.42
35Q 6 34 ± 2 0.038 ± 0.010 66 556 ± 317 478 0.141 9.02 ± 7.42
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reasons. Therefore, the remaining data points cannot be reliably interpreted. We will address
the morphology of collagen networks in the next chapter, where we propose a new experimental
design and a quadratic model to describe the pattern underlying the morphological response data.
Since the lateral growth rate behaves sufficiently linear with respect to the input parameters, we
will analyse these data below with linear regression.

Figure 3.9: Main effects plots. These plots show the mean values at all factor settings. Whereas the
effects for lateral growth rate (a) show approximately linear behaviour, the other effects (b-d) display
clear curvature in the response.

Regression model lateral growth rate

The linearity of the response with respect to the input factors may differ between outputs. For
the lateral growth rate, the response distribution plots and main effects plots are sufficiently linear
for analysis with linear regression. To obtain insights into the relation between growth rate and
temperature, pH, and collagen, NaCl and phosphate concentration, we thus attempted to fit a
linear regression model to the data. After confirming the absence of higher-order interactions
(appendix E), a linear model including up to three-factor interactions was fitted to the data. This
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model A was reduced to only include factors with a probability value p < 0.05, which resulted in
equation 3.5:

klat = 0.055 + 0.042XA + 0.037XB + 0.036XAXB + 0.032XAXD + 0.030XBXD, (3.4)

with adjusted R2 = 0.53. The units of klat are min-1. From this equation, only the factors
A (temperature), B (collagen concentration), and the interactions AB, AD and BD (with D:
NaCl concentration) appear significant. To examine whether the effect of sodium and chloride
ions extends beyond their effect on the ionic strength, an alternative theoretical model B grouping
both salts (D and E) into an ionic strength factor (F) was developed. Fitting, followed by iterative
model reduction, resulted into the follow description:

klat = 0.055 + 0.047XA + 0.040XB + 0.037XF + 0.036XAXB + 0.067XAXF

+ 0.058XBXF + 0.030XAXBXF + 0.033XAXCXF + 0.036XBXCXF ,
(3.5)

with adjusted R2 = 0.90. The factors were encoded according to equation 3.1. For instance, the
encoded factor temperature XA relates to the factor A in °C as

XA =
A−A0

0.5(A+ −A−)
=
A− 32

5
. (3.6)

This coding also implies that the regression coefficients in the equations above represent one half
of the factor effects over the experimental range. By increasing the temperature from 27 to 37 °C,
the lateral growth rate thus increases with 0.094 min-1 according to equation 3.5.

Interestingly, model B with both salts combined into an ionic strength factor has a much higher
adjusted R2 than model A (0.53 vs 0.90), but the residuals versus the predicted lateral growth
rate display larger spread (appendix E). This may point at overfitting of the data [82, 97]. At low
growth rates, the residuals seem randomly distributed. However, the plot indicates a systematic
underprediction of the lateral growth rate at predicted growth rates exceeding 0.1 min-1.

To verify how well both models predict the assembly rates of collagen gels, the models were
validated with new data. The fibrillogenesis kinetics were monitored of three gels assembled
at 37 °C with 1 mg/mL of collagen, pH 7.3, 90 mM NaCl and 50 mM phosphate, as depicted in
figure 3.10a. The lateral growth rates were subsequently derived as described above. This rate was
compared to the predicted growth rates of the regression models. As shown in figure figure 3.10b,
the measured growth rates closely match the value predicted by model A. In contrast, the lateral
growth rate predicted by model B deviates significantly from the measured value. As already
expected based on its residuals, model B underestimates the growth rate. We therefore conclude
that empirical model A reliably captures the relation between fabrication parameters and lateral
growth made, and has practical use in predicting the growth rates of collagen gels, whereas model
B should not be used.

Besides its practical use, model A also contributes to our understanding of the relation between
assembly conditions and the lateral growth rate. The mean growth rate is 0.055 min-1, and it in-
creases upon rising the temperature, collagen concentration and/or sodium chloride concentration
from their low factor settings. As shown in table 3.5, the regression coefficients may be transformed
into a sensitivity table of growth rate to assembly factors. This provides insight into the relative
importance of individual factors and effects, where temperature and collagen concentration are the
most influential ones. As main effects, temperature and collagen concentration regulate the lateral
growth rate. The effect of temperature on growth rate may be explained through its impact on the
mobility of collagen molecules, growing aggregates and ions in solution and is in line with earlier
observations [30]. The enhancement of assembly rate with increasing collagen concentration may
be prescribed to higher supersaturation. This has also been observed before [30, 42].
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Figure 3.10: Validation of empirical models relating lateral growth rate to assembly para-
meters. a) The turbidity curve of the gels used for the model validation with error bars indicating the
standard deviation of the distribution (N=3). b) The lateral growth rates derived from the curves in a
(black dots ± standard error of the mean (SE)) were compared to the model predictions (red dashes) and
their 95% confidence intervals (shaded areas). Model A represents the empirical model derived from the
full factorial, while model B includes the dummy factor ionic strength instead of the individual factors for
sodium chloride and phosphate salts.

Besides these main effects, the growth rate of fibrillogenesis is regulated by interactions between
temperature and collagen concentration, temperature and NaCl concentration, and collagen and
NaCl concentration. To interpret these cumulative effects AB, AD and BD, the two-way interaction
plots included in figure 3.11 may be helpful. In these plots, the axis labels in each row indicate the
factor levels represented on the x-axis, while the column labels indicate the factor levels associated
with the blue (low level) and pink (high level) curves. As expected, the centre points (in green)
take a central position in each of the plots. From these plots, we understand how two factors
yield a response which may be overlooked when examining individual factors. For instance, at
low temperature, the concentration of collagen precursor does not exert much of an effect on
the growth rate. However, the rate increases with collagen concentration at higher temperature.
Similarly, the effect of NaCl is more pronounced at higher than at lower temperature or collagen
concentration.

The importance of sodium chloride rather than sodium phosphate for the rate of assembly is
striking, as both salts are known to screen electrostatic interactions [63]. Moreover, previous

Table 3.5: Sensitivity of lateral growth rate to assembly conditions. Sensitivities are obtained
by normalising the regression coefficients to the largest coefficient (XA: temperature). All factors and
interactions shown are significant with p < 0.05. Adjusted R2 = 0.535.

XA XB XC XD XE

XA 1 0.86 - 0.77 -
XB 0.86 0.89 - 0.66 -
XC - - - - -
XD 0.77 0.66 - - -
XE - - - - -
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work found the assembly rate to be independent of NaCl concentration, while it was affected by
phosphate ions [67]. Here, we hypothesise that chloride ions facilitate fibril formation by forming
intrafibrillar ion bridges, and that the difference in observations between this study and previous
ones is due two a) the range of salt levels studied and b) the inclusion of multi-factor interactions in
the present study. Chloride ions are said to form intermolecular salt bridges, enhancing the rigidity
of the collagen fibril [42, 63]. From the empirical model formulated here, it may be concluded that
these salt bridges are more rate-enhancing than phosphate-bridges or the charge screening effects
of sodium, chloride and phosphate ions. Moreover, these salt bridges apparently exert a larger
effect than charge differences induced by a change in pH over the studied range. This role of salts
beyond their effect on the ionic strength and electrostatic interactions supports a hypothesis by
Gobeaux and coworkers, who concluded that assembly of collagen helices into fibrils cannot only be
driven by electrostatic interactions, as even at very high ionic strength (529-1300 mM) molecules
still assemble in an organised manner [60]. Yet, it should not be excluded that phosphate ions
affect the rate of assembly at higher concentrations. The range of sodium phosphate was higher
than the rate of sodium phosphate studied (270 versus 70 mM). In previous work, the rate of
assembly was seemingly unaffected by an increase of the concentration of phosphate salt from 30
to 60 mM, while the rate slowed down at 160 mM phosphate [67].

The relevance of the empirical model relating assembly conditions to kinetics would be enhanced
if lateral growth rate could be used to predict hydrogel properties. Recently, Kalbitzer and Pompe
found fibril diameter to be correlated with the kinetics of the lateral growth phase of fibrillogenesis
(figure 3.12b). Yet, when we plot the volume-averaged fibril diameter versus the measured lateral
growth rates (figure 3.12a), we do not observe such a correlation. Interestingly, one may detect
a linear pattern in the points located at a fibril diameter similar to those reported by Kalbitzer.
However, the additional points collected in the current study do not reveal any correlation between
the two quantities.

This raises the question whether the fibril diameters reported in this study are comparable to those
obtained by Kalbitzer. We suspect major differences, because of differences in imaging and analysis
techniques. Kalbitzer and Pompe characterised their gels with confocal fluorescence microscopy.
We believe they may have overlooked thinner fibrils with a diameter below or around the diffraction
limit. Moreover, they used a large voxel size of 100 µm in the lateral directions, which must have
made quantification less accurate than with our image analysis protocol. Considering our own
data, we cannot conclude that a correlation between fibril diameter and lateral growth rate exists.

Interestingly, most of the gels with very thin fibrils (D̄v < 200 nm), have lag times of less than
five minutes. This implies there might be a correlation between fibril diameter and lag time. In
figure 3.13, the volume-weighted mean fibril diameter is plotted versus assembly lag time. This plot
shows a complex pattern which cannot be captured with a linear model. The complex pattern
in the graph points to the potential relevance of a factorial design to reveal the multifactorial
interactions underlying the pattern.
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Figure 3.11: Two-way interaction plot of the lateral growth rate. This plot gives an impression
of the two-factor interactions by showing the mean effects for all combinations of levels of two factors.
The axis labels indicates the factor represented on the x-axis for the plots in the same row, as well as
the factor associated with the coloured lines on the y-axis. Here, blue indicates the low setting of the
factor on the y-axis, and pink the high level. Green dots represent centre points. From this plot, it
becomes apparent how factor settings interact. For instance, at a low NaCl concentration, the collagen
concentration only minimally affects the lateral growth rate. In contrast, at a high NaCl setting, the effect
of collagen concentration on the growth rate is large.
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Figure 3.12: Fibril diameter versus lateral growth rate. This plot shows the volume-averaged
mean fibril diameter versus the calculated lateral growth rates. Error bars indicate the standard error of
the mean (SE). Missing error bars indicate that only one of the turbidity curves was successfully fitted
with a Boltzmann function.

Figure 3.13: Fibril diameter versus assembly lag time This plot shows the volume-averaged mean
fibril diameter versus the calculated lag times from the turbidity curves. Error bars are not shown for
clarity.
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3.4 Conclusion
The goal of this chapter was to develop a workflow integrating design of experiments, reliable
sample preparation, automated scanning electron microscopy, data mining and empirical modelling
to relate relevant assembly parameters with the morphological outcome of collagen assembly. We
demonstrated the implementation of a factorial design in a high-throughput fashion, where we
combined different types of (big) data to gain insight into the assembly behaviour of collagen
type I. As a result, we presented an empirical model which was successfully used to predict the
lateral growth rate of collagen fibrillogenesis under new experimental conditions. Moreover, the
regression analysis revealed relationships between assembly parameters and kinetics. We found
that temperature, collagen concentration and sodium chloride concentration affect the rate of
fibrillogesis. Based on the analysis, we hypothesis that chloride ions affect collagen assembly
through the formation of salt bridges. Unlike hypothesised previously, no correlation between
fibril diameter and lateral growth rate could however be found.

We also succeeded in the production of gels with a range of fibril diameters and pore sizes useful for
the production of multiscale scaffolds, but we could not develop linear models due to violation of
the linearity assumption underlying the factorial experimental design. Based on the literature, the
choice of a factorial experimental design was warranted. However, we discovered that many of the
responses are intrinsically non-linear in their behaviour. This is likely due to interactions between
factors which have not been accounted for in the literature consulted for the experimental design.
In the next chapter, we will attempt to capture the correlation between physical environment and
network morphology with an improved experimental design suitable for quadratic factor-effect
relationships.

3.5 Materials and methods

Materials

Bovine collagen type I from skin (6.2 mg/mL) was purchased from Advanced Biomatrix, San Diego,
USA. This collagen source is produced using acid extraction, which ensures the preservation of the
telopeptides. Sodium phosphate monobasic/dibasic and NaCl were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich,
Darmstadt, Germany. Ethanol absolute, dehydrated was purchased from Biosolve, Valkenswaard,
Netherlands, and 25% glutaraldehyde in aqueous solution (EM grade) was obtained from Electron
Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, USA.

Buffer production

To prevent confounding between different factors in the factorial design, a MATLAB (MathWorks,
Inc., Massachusetts, United States) script (appendix F) was developed for the calculation of the
buffer composition based on the desired buffer molarity, pH, collagen stock and final concentration
and NaCl concentration. The script uses an iterative procedure to calculate the required molarities
of Na2HPO4 and NaH2PO4. First, the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation [92, 98] is used to obtain
estimates of the concentrations of mono- and dibasic phosphate based on the theoretical acid
dissociation constant pKa and the target pH:

pH = pKa+ log
aA−

aHA
, (3.7)

with aA− and aHA the activities of the acidic and basic species which depend on their activity
constants γi and concentrations ci as ai = γici [92]. For the first round of the iterative process, the
activity constants are set to 1. Next, the pKa is corrrected for the activities γ of the ion species
with the Davies approximation [99]:
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log γ = −Az2
( √

I

1 +
√
I
− 0.2I

)
, (3.8)

with A a constant equalling 0.51 at room temperature [100], z the charge of the ion species and I
the ionic strength:

I =

N∑
i=1

ciz
2
i , (3.9)

where ci represents the concentration of ion species i and zi their charge. The Davies equa-
tion is followed by the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation to obtain the effective pKa. Finally, the
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation and corrected pKa are applied to obtain the required quantities
of mono- and dibasic phosphate. Here, the acid added with the collagen stock solution is also taken
into account. The resulting buffer formulations are included in appendix A. After production of
the buffers according to these formulations, their pH was checked. If necessary, 1M NaOH was
used to bring the pH to the target pH before collagen addition.

Gel formation

Gels were assembled in a cold room (4 °C) in a wells plate and transferred to a preheated plate
reader (for kinetic measurements) or oven (for SEM analysis) to control the nucleation temper-
ature. For kinetic measurements, gels were assembled in 96 wells plates and monitored for three
days (27 °C), 3 hours (32 °C) or 2 hours (37 °C), respectively. Based on the time it took to reach
the saturation plateau in those measurements, assembly times for gels to be observed with SEM
were determined. These times were set at 2 hours (all samples at 32 and 37 °C), 8 hours (runs 2F,
7M, 8C, 11P, 12B, 13J, 15L, 16A, 23O, 28K and 30N), 20 hours (14H), 44 hours (31G, 32E) and
5 days (9D). For SEM analysis, gels were assembled in porous specimen baskets (plastic capsules
D13xH18 mm fine mesh base, #16702734, Leica, Vienna, Austria) inside a 24 wells plate to avoid
the exertion of mechanical forces during the subsequent washing and dehydration processes. After
assembly, gels were stored up to five days in the fridge before fixation.

Lateral growth rate and final turbidity

The lateral growth rate and final turbidity of assembly are obtained through plate reader meas-
urements at a wavelength of 450 nm with a Tecan Spark plate reader. Turbidity measurements at
this wavelength are a common method to monitor the assembly of collagen molecules into fibrils
[29, 67, 69, 89]. At 450 nm, collagen molecules do not absorb light [67]. The linear aggregates
(microfibrils) formed in the first phase of collagen assembly are also too small to be monitored
with light scattering [42], but the lateral assembly of microfibrils into fibrils leads to an increase in
turbidity. The resulting curves typically have a sigmoidal shape (figure 3.4), with a lag time (tlag)
during which linear growth takes place, followed by a linear increase in turbidity due to lateral
growth. Finally, the curve reaches a plateau after the plateau time (tp) due to the depletion of
linear filaments [42, 89]. Several metrics may be derived from the turbidity curves by fitting the
sigmoidal data with a Boltzmann curve, as demonstrated in figure 3.4 [42, 89]:

τ(t) = τf +
τ0 − τf

1 + e(t−t1/2)/dt
, (3.10)

with τ(t) the turbidity at time t, τ0 and τf the initial and final turbidity, respectively, dt is a time
constant, and t1/2 is the inflection point with dτ(t1/2)/dt = 0. The lateral growth rate klat may
be derived from the curve as follows [89]:
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klat =
τf − τ0

4dt
. (3.11)

In addition, the lag time (tlag) and plateau time (tp) are derived as

tlag = t1/2 − 2dt, (3.12)

and
tp = t1/2 + 2dt. (3.13)

The assembly behaviour of all samples was determine in triplicate to obtain an estimate of the
standard error of the mean. All analysis was performed in Origin 2015 (OriginLab corporation,
Massachusetts, USA). The three runs were averaged before analysis as part of the factorial design
in R.

Sample preparation for imaging
The SEM sample preparation process was focused on maintaining the gels in a state as close to
their native state as possible. To avoid the exertion of mechanical forces on the samples, gels were
assembled, washed, fixed and dehydrated in porous specimen baskets (plastic capsules D13xH18
mm fine mesh base, #16702734, Leica, Vienna, Austria). Assembled gels were rinsed with 0.1M
sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.4, before being fixed overnight on ice with 2.5% glutaraldehyde
in 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.4. After fixation, samples were washed three times five
minutes in 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.4, and twice in dH2O. Afterwards, samples were
dehydrated in an ethanol series of 30 (1x5 min), 50 (2x10 min), 70 (2x10 min), 96 (1x20 min) and
100 (3x20 min) percent dehydrated ethanol absolute. Next, solvent was removed using an EMS
850 critical point drier avoiding sample collapse due to surface tension. Finally, the solvent-free
samples were carefully transferred to a stub with tweezers, mounted with carbon tape and coated
with 6 nm of gold in an Emitech K550 sputtercoater.

Image acquisition
Images were acquired with a Phenom XL scanning electron microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
equipped with a CeB6 electron source and a four-segment backscattered electron (BSE) detector.
16-bit images were taken at 5.3 kV and low intensity (spot current: 20 mA). The magnification
was set to 8000x. Image acquisition was automatised using an in-house script for automated image
acquisition developed by Thermo Fisher Scientific. Briefly, a multi-stub holder containing up to
36 samples was inserted in the SEM. For each sample, the area to be imaged was selected. Within
this area, the script randomly took 300 images (1024x1024 pixels) with a field of view of 33.6x33.6
µm each. Because of its small size, sample 7M was imaged sequentially instead of randomly.

Image analysis
An image analysis workflow was developed to extract the fibril diameter, pore size and porosity
from the images, as summarised in figure 3.3. The workflow was implemented in MATLAB 2019a
using several functions from the Image Processing Toolbox. Briefly, noise was removed and edges
were enhanced in order to improve the contrast between fibrils and background. Next, a first
estimate of the fibril diameter was obtained based on global thresholding of the images, which
was subsequently used for a more refined analysis with an adaptive threshold. After segmentation
and the removal of small objects unlikely to represent fibrils, the fibril diameter distribution is
calculated using a distance map and skeletonisation. A measure of pore size is also obtained from
the inverted binary image. Below, the image analysis procedure is discussed in more detail. For
the interested reader, a copy of the full MATLAB script is attached in appendix G.
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Classification

Not all acquired images could be used for analysis. This was due to the automated imaging
procedure, which also included some (partially) empty areas of the stub and took several unfocused
images. (Partially) empty or blurry images, and images containing crystals or other impurities
were discarded. In addition, images displaying, non-fibrillar collagen, collapsed sample areas or
focus differences were excluded from the analysis, because the image analysis script could not
reliably determine fibril diameter and pore size for these areas. The remaining images (N=2-309
per sample, see table 3.4) were processed as described below.

Preprocessing

A 3x3 median filter was applied to reduce noise, followed by a horizontal as well as a vertical edge-
enhancing Sobel filter. Finally, the edge pixels were discarded to avoid edge effects introduced by
the filters. The resulting images were thus 1022x1022 pixels in size.

Image segmentation

The fibril diameter distribution was extracted by calculating the distances from the fibril centre
lines to the outside. In order to do so, the fibril network was segmented from the background.
Segmentation was performed based on a local threshold, which was determined within a local
neighbourhood whose area scaled with the fibril size. This way, global differences in intensity did
not affect the local thresholding. In order to scale the local neighbourhood with the fibril diameter,
a first estimate of the mean fibril diameter (Dest) of the image under analysis was obtained. To
this end, the image was segmented based on a global Otsu threshold [101], followed by extraction
of the fibril diameter according to the same procedure as used for calculation of the final values.
Using the obtained fibril size estimate, the preprocessed image was subsequently segmented with
a local threshold calculated based on the mean. To prevent background pixels in dark regions
being recognised as foreground due to the local threshold, a global threshold of 95% of the Otsu
threshold is used as an additional requirement to classify a pixel as foreground.

To remove artefacts such as small holes in fibrils, morphological opening was applied followed by
closing. In addition, small objects and holes with an area smaller than a circle with a diameter of
Dest were removed or closed, as these are unlikely to represent foreground fibrils or pores in the
network.

Fibril diameter

As proposed by Antoine, Vlachos and Rylander, a distance map may be used to determine the
fibril diameter [30]. Our implementation of the procedure is summarised in figure 3.14. For each of
the pixels classified as fibril, its least squares distance to the closest non-fibril pixel was calculated.
Simultaneously, all fibrils were reduced to their centre lines. The resulting fibril skeleton was
multiplied with the distance map in order to retain the distances from the central pixels of each
fibril as a measure of fibril radius.

Pore area

A watershed was used to obtain the pore area distribution. First, a distance map was created
from the inverse of the segmented fibril network. This distance map was watershedded to obtain
individual pores, from which the areas were obtained. All pores with an area below that of a circle
with six times the fibril radius were ignored, as they were found to mostly represent watershedding
artifacts. For the same reason, the largest five pores were also discarded from the analysis.
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Figure 3.14: Extraction of fibril diameter distribution. The fibril diameter distribution was
obtained from the distances of the fibril centre lines to the outside. To this end, a distance map (b) was
created from the segmented fibril network (a), which contains the least squares distance from each fibril
pixel to the void. Next, the fibril centre lines (c) were multiplied with the distance map to obtain the
fibril diameter distribution (d).

Fibril and pore size statistics

For visualisation and analysis of the fibril diameters and pore areas, appropriate statistics must
be selected. For use in the statistical analysis of the factorial design, two fibril size metrics were
chosen. The volume-weighted average fibril diameter (D̄v) was selected because it provides insight
into the distribution of the molecular collagen into fibrils and fibres. Secondly, this was compared
to the volume-weighted medianMv, since the difference between the two values gives an indication
of the width of the distribution Ð. The larger the spread in fibril (and possibly fibre) diameters,
the further the median and mean will be apart. With respect to the pore area, the area-weighted
mean pore area was chosen. In addition to the metrics used for the DoE analysis, the number,
and volume or area-averaged distributions were generated and are included in appendix B. Below,
their derivation is summarised. Additional details may be found in the MATALAB script in
appendix G.

The fibril diameter (Df ) for each centre line pixel was calculated by multiplying the distance
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map with the pixel size (p). Similarly, the pore areas from the watershed were multiplied by the
pixel area (p2) to obtain (Ap). Per sample, Df and Ap data from all images were combined and
represent the fibril diameter and pore area distributions, respectively. These were accordingly
treated in similar ways to obtain metrics used in the statistical analysis of the factorial design.

First of all, a histogram of fibril diameters was obtained. The bin size ∆D was set to equal
two times the pixel size of 32.8 nm, as the distance map-based approach does not allow the
distinction between fibrils of less than two pixels in diameter difference. The number weighted
diameter distribution was obtained from this histogram by normalising the bins by count. The
total number of diameters included in the distribution is equivalent to the number of skeleton
pixels: NTotal ≡ Ns. The number weighted frequency of occurrence of a fibril diameter D (ND,n)
was then obtained as :

ND,n =
ND

NTotal
, (3.14)

with ND the number of skeleton pixels with a diameter between D and D + ∆D.

Next, the volume-weighted diameter distribution was calculated by weighing the diameter distri-
bution with a factor wv corresponding to the segment volume VSeg,i of a cylindrical fibril segment
i with a diameter D and a height of 1 pixel divided by the total volume of all fibril segments
(VTotal). Similarly, the bin volume Vbin was calculated by summing all segment volumes within in
the bin NB :

VSeg,i =
π

4
(Df,i)

2p, (3.15)

Vbin =

NB∑
i=1

π

4
(Df,i)

2p, (3.16)

VTotal =

Ns∑
i=1

π

4
(Df,i)

2p, (3.17)

wv =
Vbin
VTotal

. (3.18)

It may be noted that
∑Ns

i=1 wv,i = 1.

The volume-weighted frequency of occurrence of fibril diameters in the range between D and D
+ ∆D is than obtained as:

ND,v = NDwv. (3.19)

For use in the statistical analysis of the factorial design, two fibril size metrics were chosen. The
volume-weighted average fibril diameter (D̄v) and its corresponding standard deviation sv were
obtained as follows:

D̄v =

Ns∑
i=1

Di
VSeg,i

VTotal
, (3.20)

sv =

√√√√ Ns

Ns − 1

Ns∑
i=1

wv,i|Di − D̄v|2. (3.21)

The dispersity Ð was subsequently calculated as Ð = (D̄v−Mv)/D̄v, withMv the volume-weighted
median.

In addition to the fibril size metrics, area-weighted mean pore area was obtained for use in the DoE
analysis. Their derivation was similar to the derivation described above, with as only difference
the weighing process. Here, the total number of pores Np is equivalent to the number of pores with
area A returned by the watershedding algorithm minus the smallest and largest ones which were
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excluded as explained above. For completeness, the equations describing the derivation of relevant
metrics are provided below. More details can be found in the MATLAB script in appendix G.

The bin area Abin was obtained by summing the areas Ai of all pores NB within the bin:

Abin =

NB∑
i=1

Ai. (3.22)

Combined with the total pore area ATotal

ATotal =

Np∑
i=1

Ai, (3.23)

this yields a weighing factor wa

wa =
Abin

ATotal
(3.24)

with
∑Np

i=1 wa,i = 1. wa is used to obtain the area-weighted frequency of pore areas in the range
between A and A + ∆A:

NA,a = Npwa. (3.25)

The median pore area MA was derived from the area-weighted pore area distribution. Along this
statistic, the area-weighted mean pore area (Āa) and standard deviation sa was also reported to
as:

Āa =

Np∑
i=1

Ai
Ai

ATotal
, (3.26)

sa =

√√√√ Np

Ns − 1

Np∑
i=1

wa,i|Ai − Āa|2. (3.27)

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis of the factorial design was performed in R 3.6.0 and RStudio 1.2.5001 [94]
according to the five basic steps prescribed by the NIST engineering statistics handbook [81]: 1)
Examination of the data; 2) Creation of the theoretical model; 3) Fitting of the model to the data;
4) Testing of model assumptions; 5) Answering of research questions. The full code used for the
analysis is appended in appendix I. First, the data was examined with distribution plots (normal
QQ, box plot, histogram, and run order plots) for a first impression of the data. In addition, box
plots for the responses of each factor were obtained, as well as main effect and interaction plots.
For plotting, the packages lattice, scales and ggplot2 were used [102–104].

When these plots did not indicate severe violation of the linearity assumption, it was attempted
to fit a linear regression model to the data. The theoretical model had already been selected with
the design of the five-factor factorial design. Including all higher order interactions, the linear
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model would look as follows:

y = β0 + βAXA + βBXB + βABXAXB + βCXC + βACXAXC + βBCXBXC

+ βABCXAXBXC + βDXD + βADXAXD + βBDXBXD + βABDXAXBXD

+ βCDXCXD + βACDXAXCXD + βBCDXBXCXD + βABCDXAXBXCXD + βEXE

+ βAEXAXE + βBEXBXE + βABEXAXBXE + βCEXCXE + βACEXAXCXE

+ βBCEXBXCXE + βABCEXAXBXCXE + βDEXDXE + βADEXAXDXE + βBDEXBXDXE

+ βABDEXAXBXDXE + βCDEXCXDXE + βACDEXAXCXDXE + βBCDEXBXCXDXE

+ βABCDEXAXBXCXDXE + ε,

(3.28)

with β0 the mean value and βA - βE the regression coefficients of the factors A through E. However,
4- and 5-factor interactions were assumed non-significant, which reduced the model to:

y = β0 + βAXA + βBXB + βABXAXB + βCXC + βACXAXC + βBCXBXC

+ βABCXAXBXC + βDXD + βADXAXD + βBDXBXD + βABDXAXBXD

+ βCDXCXD + βACDXAXCXD + βBCDXBXCXD + βEXE + βAEXAXE

+ βBEXBXE + βABEXAXBXE + βCEXCXE + βACEXAXCXE

+ βBCEXBXCXE + βDEXDXE + βADEXAXDXE + βBDEXBXDXE

+ βCDEXCXDXE + ε.

(3.29)

The absence of significant 4- and 5-factor interactions was verified with a normal probability plot.
After fitting this model to the data, an Anova function from the car package [105] with type
III sum of squares was used to extract the factors and interactions found to be significant at a
significance level of p < 0.05. Next, step-wise regression was used to eliminate unnecessary terms
from the model. A final Anova test was performed on the reduced model to evaluate the statistical
significance of the included factor.

Next, the model assumptions were tested. First, a lack-of-fit test was performed to assess the
suitability of the linear model. In addition, several residual plots were examined to check for a
pattern in the residuals. When the model was considered appropriate, the results were interpreted
to answer the research questions.

Model validation

To validate the two regression models describing the relation between the factors in the factorial
design and the lateral growth rate, three hydrogels were fabricated at 37 °C with 1 mg/mL of
collagen, pH 7.3, 90 mM NaCl and 50 mM phosphate. Their assembly was monitored at 450
nm, and their lateral growth rate was derived as described above. This rate was compared to the
predicted growth rates of the regression models.
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4. Quadratic model of collagen assembly
In the previous chapter we learned that the responses of fibril diameter and pore area are inherently
non-linear with respect to the experimental factors. The factorial design scheme, selected with the
expectation that responses were linear, thus proved inappropriate. Generally, sequential design is
a common strategy in design of experiments, as often one is not sure whether to expect curvature
[88]. As a next step, we therefore propose an updated design scheme which accounts for quadratic
curvature in the responses.

4.1 Experimental design

Box-Wilson Central Composite Designs, central composite designs (CCD) for short, are augmen-
ted factorial designs with additional ‘star points’ and centre points to estimate curvature in the
responses [81]. This is illustrated in figure 4.1. In this design, every factor is studied at five levels.
The new points form an extension of the factorial design space. That is, in addition to the -1,
+1 and 0 (centre point) levels of the factorial design, points are added with a spacing of ±α,
with α > 1. The factorial design discussed in the previous chapter could not simply be extended,
since the parameter ranges represented physical boundaries of the collagen system. Expansion of
the temperature range beyond 37 °C would for instance result in denaturation of collagen, while
the salt concentrations cannot become negative. Therefore, a new experimental design is required
with parameter levels yet to be defined.

With central composite designs, it is recommended to keep the number of factors below five [81].
For feasibility reasons, we chose to limit the study to three factors: pH, sodium chloride and sodium
phosphate concentration. Temperature was excluded from the design, because the pronounced
effects of this factor on fibril diameter and network structure are quite well understood [30, 57,
71, 72]. Temperature was fixed at 37 °C, because that is the most common assembly temperature
in the lab, mimicking in vivo conditions [47]. Collagen concentration was removed, because it is
generally believed not to affect fibril diameter [42, 43, 69]. In addition, insufficient gelation at low
collagen concentrations hampered data collection at some points in the factorial design. Therefore,
the collagen concentration was set at 1 mg/mL.

The relationship between NaCl, sodium phosphate and pH seems rather complex, as already
became clear from the factorial design. The results pointed at a complex, non-linear relationship
between those factors and the network morphology. Previous studies generally did not attempt
to study the complex interactions between two types of ions, or only studied them over a limited
range [30, 42, 64, 106]. Therefore, we propose to study their interactive behaviour in detail with
a central composite design. The spacing between the -1 and +1 factor settings was reduced, such
that star points could be added within the chemical limits of the collagen system. An additional
advantage of this range reduction, is that the chances of data loss due to a lack of assembly or due

Figure 4.1: The central composite design. Each of the three design factors occupies one axis in this
graphic. In the CCD, the factorial design points (blue) with values of ± 1 and 0 are augmented with star
points (purple) with values of ±α = 1.68 and 0 to enable the description of curvature in the responses.
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Table 4.1: Factor settings of central composite design.

Factor Parameter -1.682 -1 0 1 1.682
A Temperature (°C) 37 37 37 37 37
B Collagen concentration (mg/mL) 1 1 1 1 1
C pH 6.5 6.8 7.3 7.7 8.0
D NaCl concentration (mM) 6 40 90 140 174
E Phosphate concentration (mM) 16 30 50 70 84

to the production of non-fibrillar collagen at extreme conditions are minimised. The α values of
the star points were set to 1.682, as this ‘optimal’ value ensures rotatability of the design, which
means the variance of a predicted response at a point x only depends on its distance from the
centre point [81]. The resulting factor levels are summarised in table 4.1. The number of runs
in this CCD is 20, consisting of 8 factorial points, 6 star points and 6 centre points (table 4.2).
Because of time restrictions, we reduced the studied effects to fibril diameter and pore area.

4.2 Experimental and analytical workflow
The workflow developed in chapter 3.2 was used with some changes. Due to unavailability of
the critical point dryer, freeze drying was employed for removal of solvent from the samples. To
improve the image resolution, a FEI Quanta SEM equipped with field emission gun (FEG) and
secondary electron (SE) detector was used for imaging, producing images with 2048 x 1768 pixels
at a magnification of 15,000x (pixel size: 9.72 nm). This microscope should provide comparable
images to the Phenom Pharos XL, also equipped with a FEG, which we would ideally integrate
into the high-throughput workflow developed in the previous chapter. The image analysis workflow
was adapted slightly to process the differences between images generated with the Phenom XL
and the Quanta. Details on these changes are described on page 50.
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Table 4.2: Central composite design with three factors. This table contains the factor settings
for each run of the factorial design. C: pH, D: NaCl concentration, E: phosphate concentration. A: tem-
perature and B: collagen concentration were fixed at 37 °C and 1 mg/mL, respectively. XC-XE represent
the encoded factor levels according to equations 3.1-3.3. Buffer letters refer to the labelling of buffers
corresponding to the factor settings, with CP referring to centre points, F to factorial points and S to star
points.

Run Buffer XC XD XE C D E
- mM mM

1 CP 0 0 0 7.3 90 50
2 S1 -1.68 0 0 6.5 90 50
3 F1 1 -1 -1 7.7 40 30
4 S2 0 0 1.68 7.3 90 84
5 CP 0 0 0 7.3 90 50
6 F2 -1 1 1 6.8 140 70
7 F3 0 1.68 0 7.3 174 50
8 S3 1 1 1 7.7 140 70
9 F4 1 -1 1 7.7 40 70
10 S4 1.68 0 0 8 90 50
11 F5 -1 -1 1 6.8 40 70
12 S5 0 0 -1.68 7.3 90 16
13 F6 -1 1 -1 6.8 140 30
14 CP 0 0 0 7.3 90 50
15 CP 0 0 0 7.3 90 50
16 CP 0 0 0 7.3 90 50
17 CP 0 0 0 7.3 90 50
18 S6 0 -1.68 0 7.3 6 50
19 F7 -1 -1 -1 6.8 40 30
20 F8 1 1 -1 7.7 140 30

4.3 Results and discussion

Gelation was observed at all conditions. Inspection of the collagen structures with the SEM indic-
ated the successful formation of fibrils under all conditions (appendix H). The washing procedure
was successfully improved, as only very few salt crystals were detected. However, freeze drying
might have altered the pore structure. This is a common issue of lyophilisation, where pores are
observed to adopt the structure of ice crystals [13].

As expected, the Quanta allowed for higher magnification and resolution imaging thanks to its field
emission gun and the generation of images with a higher number of pixels. The pixel size improved
from 32.8 to 9.7 nm. The corresponding fibril diameter distributions in figure 4.2 illustrate how
this increase in image resolution translates into a more sophisticated ability to distinguish between
fibril diameters closer in size. Although a smaller total sample area was imaged, imaging at four
different locations ensured representativeness.

A limitation of the experimental procedure is the summation of multiple SEM images of the same
location to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. By default, samples were imaged with four times
integration of the signal. However, some (parts of) samples suffered from beam damage, resulting
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of Phenom (factorial design) and Quanta images (CCD). Here, images
included in the factorial (a) and CCD (b) designs are shown from gels assembled under comparable
conditions. a) Gel 22J (pH 7.8, 30 mM NaCl, 30 mM sodium phosphate) and b) gel 3F1 (pH 7.7, 40 mM
NaCl, 30 mM sodium phosphate) were both assembled at 37 °C with 1 mg/mL collagen. The Phenom
image (a) was taken at a magnification of 8000x, while the Quanta image (b) was taken at 15,000x
magnification. c-d) The corresponding fibril size distributions from the Phenom (c) and Quanta (d)
images indicate the enhanced resolution of the latter, which allows a finer distinction between fibrils of
similar diameter.

in drift which prevented summation. Due to time limitations, the other measurements could not
be repeated. However, these differences in summation appear detrimental to the analysis results.
Figure 4.3 displays two images from the same sample, which are singular measurements (a) or
have been summed four times (b). As shown in parts c-d, the summation significantly changes
the segmentation result, leading to large differences in the derived fibril size distributions. The
obtained volume-averaged fibril diameter D̄v equals 454 ± 268 nm for the non-integrated images
(N = 34), whereas D̄v amounts to 812 ± 514 nm for the four times integrated ones (N = 6). These
large differences illustrate the effect of noise on the data processing. Solving this issue may require
additional denoising steps for non-summed images, such as nonlinear anisotropic diffusion [107].
For the future, it is recommended to improve the image quality. This may be achieved through
optimisation of acceleration voltage, beam current and probe size. Preferably, we also switch to
the Phenom Pharos XL, an FEG-equipped SEM which will be prepared for automated image
acquisition. This should result in images with comparable noise levels to those acquired with the
Phenom Pro XL in the previous chapter, but a higher image resolution. This high resolution will
provide us with the data needed for a detailed understanding of the collagen assembly process.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of images resulting from 1 and 4 times summation of the signal.
a-b) Images taken from sample 17CP, which have been integrated 1x (a) and 4x (b), respectively. c-d)
The segmented version of a (c) is noisier than that of b (d), and the fibril size distributions (e-f) show
distinct differences. Importantly, D̄v for image a is 454 ± 268 nm (N = 34), whereas that for b is 812 ±
514 nm (N = 6).
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4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, it was attempted to relate pH, sodium chloride and sodium phosphate concen-
tration during collagen assembly to hydrogel morphology with a new experimental design which
accounts for curvature in the responses. In addition, we aimed to improve the parameters of
the automated network analysis. We successfully assembled twenty fibrillar hydrogels, and the de-
creased pixel size improved the resolution of the image analysis procedure. However, morphological
parameters of hydrogels could not be reliably quantified due to image noise. It is recommended
to repeat the experiment designed in this chapter with some improvements. First, critical point
drying should be used to preserve the fibrillar networks. In addition, the imaging settings may be
optimised by tuning the acceleration voltage, beam current and probe size, while the image analysis
routine may be extended with different preprocessing steps, morphological filters and thresholding
methods. A well-executed version of the central composite design will provide detailed insight into
the morphological changes of collagen networks over the design space.

Furthermore, we have shown how a decrease in pixel size improved the resolution of the image
analysis procedure. A similar image resolution may be achieved with the SEM Phenom Pharos XL.
Once this device is ready for automated image acquisition, the big data approach linking design of
experiments, automated data acquisition, data mining and empirical modelling developed in the
previous chapter can be truly considered reliable and effective.

4.5 Materials and methods
The workflow developed in chapter 3 was used with some changes. Below, the differences with the
previous workflow are described in detail. For the full procedure, including materials used, the
reader is referred to chapter 3.5.

SEM sample preparation

Hydrogels were assembled as described on page 38. After fixation with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in
100 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), samples were washed 3 times 10 minutes in 100 mM
sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.4, followed by 3 rinses with milliQ water of 5 minutes each. To
prevent contamination of samples with crystals due to inhibited washing, the attachment between
gels and the assembly pots was broken with a spatula before the first washing step. Afterwards,
samples were transferred to microcentrifuge tubes containing 1 mL of milliQ and covered with
hole-containing aluminium foil. Samples were plunged in liquid nitrogen and transferred to a
lyophilisation system once frozen. Solvent was extracted overnight. The dry samples were mounted
on stubs with carbon tape and sputter coated with gold as described in the previous chapter.

SEM imaging

Samples were imaged with a FEG-equipped FEI Quanta using an Everhart-Thornley secondary
electron (SE) detector. The imaging voltage was 2 kV, with a beam current of 4.16 pA, spot size of
3.5 and aperture of 30 µm. Images consisting of 2048 x 1768 pixels were taken at a magnification
of 15,000x, resulting in a field of view of 19.9 x 17.2 µm2 and a pixel size of 9.72 nm. Images
were integrated 1x or 4x, depending on the observation of drift. Per sample, 40 images from four
different locations were taken.

Image analysis

The image analysis workflow from the previous chapter was adapted to the new set of images.
The new script is included in appendix H. A series of ten median filters was applied instead of
only one, because the new images contained much more shot noise than the previous set. As
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the resulting images were still noisier than before, the thresholding procedure was also slightly
adapted to compensate this. The local neighbourhood in the adaptive threshold still scales with
the estimated fibril diameter, but with a larger default value. This compensates for the relatively
low estimate of the fibril diameter due to the shot noise. For the same reason, holes and objects
with a radius of two instead of one times the fibril diameter estimate were removed.
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5. Conclusion and Outlook
To develop multiscale collagen scaffolds for tissue engineering, we proposed a multilevel approach
which combines bottom-up self-assembly with top-down additive manufacturing. In this thesis,
we focused on tuning the micro-architecture of collagen networks with the physical environment
during self-assembly. To facilitate the simultaneous investigation of multiple factors involved
with collagen assembly and their interactions, efficient experimentation was emphasised. After
highlighting the need for multiscale scaffolds in the introduction, in chapter 5 we proposed relevant
assembly parameters which may be employed to tune the structure of collagen networks. To study
these factors efficiently, a big data approach integrating design of experiments, automated data
acquisition, data mining and empirical modelling was developed in chapter 3. We demonstrated
how this approach may be implemented to screen for the effects of several assembly parameters
and their interactions on multiple kinetic and morphological outputs of collagen networks with a
minimum of resources and time. Using a factorial experimental design, we developed an empirical
model relating assembly temperature, collagen concentration and sodium chloride concentration to
the kinetics of self-assembly. This model successfully predicted the assembly rates of collagen gels
and deepened our understanding of the self-assembly process. Based on the results, we hypothesise
that salt bridges formed by chloride ions play a critical role during fibrillogenesis.

The factorial design was selected based on literature describing the linear behaviour of effects
over the studied factor levels. However, this assumption did not hold true for three out of four
effects. Therefore, we proposed a central composite design in chapter 4, which may accommodate
quadratic curvature in the response variables. With this new experimental design, we may un-
ravel the complex link between assembly conditions and the morphology of collagen networks. By
studying the individual as well as cumulative effects of pH, sodium chloride and sodium phosphate
concentrations during collagen assembly, we hope to improve our understanding of electrostatic
interactions and salt bridges during fibrillogenesis. A first implementation of the central composite
design was, however, challenged by a shift in imaging instrumentation, since the new images were
of a different quality than the old ones. Therefore, we propose to first optimise the experimental
workflow for the Phenom SEM family, because of its suitability for high-throughput image ac-
quisition. Eventually, we may generalise this big data approach towards use with any microscopy
image with a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio.

We developed hydrogels with a range of fibril diameters and pore sizes. To mimic natural tissues,
these hydrogels must be assembled into multiscale structures. As a first attempt, we already
stacked two gels with different morphologies according to a protocol proposed previously [6]. To
this end, we sequentially assembled gels with buffers N and Q, described in section 3.1. The first gel
was stained with rhodamine 6G. On a macroscopic level, the gels seemed to adhere successfully.
Next, we plan on studying their interface on a microscopic level. We would like to know how
the two layers interpenetrate to form a gradient, or a sharp interface. Such constructs with a
transition in network dimensions may be useful to mimic tissue interfaces like those present in the
skin, ligaments and tendon [6, 12]. Eventually, we plan on developing more complex multiscale
structures with additive manufacturing. 3D printing is already used to mimic the architecture of
natural tissues by printing cells and ECM materials into the intended shape [108]. Although 3D
printing of collagen is challenged by its gelation times and viscosity [27, 28], collagen-composite
bioinks have been formulated with thermoreversible polymers [24, 28], alginate [109] or crosslinking
agents [27]. Alternatively, moulds may be used to create collagen hydrogels with a variety of sizes
and shapes [110]. Tissue-shaped scaffolds may also be constructed from the iterative sedimentation
of 100-1000 µm sized hydrogel building blocks [111].

Collagen-based tissue engineering scaffolds could be further improved by addressing their mech-
anical and functional properties. As discussed in the introduction, the mechanical properties of
collagen scaffolds are generally considered insufficient to support cells. This may be overcome
with mineralisation. For instance, silica has been shown to improve the mechanical properties of
collagen hydrogels [112]. The scaffold properties may also be enhanced with growth factors or
other functional molecules to guide cellular responses, which could be incorporated in the (sili-
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cified) scaffolds with a 3D printer [25]. Interestingly, the effects of these modifications could be
included in the experimental plan developed with design of experiments. For instance, the diffus-
ivity and mechanical properties of gels with and without silica may be compared as outputs of
a central composite design. Finally, we propose to expand the current study with a plant-based
collagen source. Recombinant human procollagens have been successfully produced in transgenic
corn [113] and tobacco plants [75, 78]. As there are important ethical [114] and environmental
[115, 116] arguments against the breeding of animals for human use, tissue engineers should prior-
itise transitioning from animal to plant-based sources for their scaffolds. The use of recombinant
human collagen derived from plants or microorganisms also avoids the transfer of diseases, pre-
vents immune responses, and circumvents pepsin treatment [35, 78]. Establishing guidelines for
the design of plant-based collagen scaffolds similar to the research performed here could facilitate
this important transition.

In this thesis, we examined chemical questions with implications for the future of health care. At
the same time, we believe this work also addresses a broader theme: the future of experimental
research. We would like to pose the question of how experiments will be performed in ten years
from now, when the use of big data will have expanded rapidly. Already referred to as the ‘fourth
paradigm of science’ [117], the combination of big data and artificial intelligence is expanding and
changing the methodological toolbox of chemical and materials science. Machine learning, a sub-
field of artificial intelligence involved with pattern recognition, is already used to inform chemical
synthesis, assist characterisation, complement theoretical chemistry and said to revolutionise the
discovery of new compounds and the revelation of structure-property relationships [97]. Next, the
shift towards open science [118] will greatly enhance the volume of high-quality scientific data
available for analysis. Big data approaches will therefore no longer be a fancy tool for the market-
ing of research, but a sheer necessity for the interpretation of this large amount of complex data
[117].

Recently, Butler et al proposed a new generation computational chemistry workflow in Nature
[97], where they introduced statistically driven design and machine learning as useful tools for the
prediction of composition, structure and other properties from chemical and physical data. We
believe design of experiments may be integrated in this workflow. Using machine learning termino-
logy, we demonstrated the implementation of a simple supervised learning, linear-regression-based
workflow to predict functional properties from assembly conditions, including validation of the
developed model with a new data set. Yet, retrieval of patterns formed only one part of the big
data workflow developed in this work, which was preceded by experimental design and smart data
collection. We consider this work an example of an integral approach towards experimental design,
big data collection, data mining and modelling, and hope it contributes to the discussion of future
experimentation.
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A. Buffer formulations and results

Figure A.1: Buffer pH versus target pH. The buffer compositions were calculated individually for
each of the conditions of the factorial design to prevent confounding between factors. a and c show the
buffer pH after formulation according to the ratios calculated with the MATLAB script, and the target
pH before addition of collagen. The difference between the measured pH and the target (resulting from a
deviation of dH2O from neutral pH) was compensated with a 1M NaOH solution. Figure b and d show
how the pH subsequently reached a value close to the factor setting upon mixing with acidic collagen
solution.
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Table A.1: List of buffer compositions and the runs where they are used.

Buffer Experiments Collagen conc. pH Phosphate NaCl Ionic strength
mg/mL mM mM mM

F 2,4 0.10 7.8 30 300 385
M 7,29 1.0 6.0 30 300 340
C 8,27 0.10 6.0 100 30 156
D 9,18 0.10 7.8 100 30 313
P 11,10 1.0 7.8 100 300 585
B 12,5 0.10 7.8 30 30 114
J 13,22 1.0 7.8 30 30 115
H 14,24 0.10 7.8 100 300 585
L 15,17 1.0 7.8 100 30 314
A 16,26 0.10 6.0 30 30 66.5
O 23,3 1.0 6.0 100 300 432
I 25,6 1.0 6.0 30 30 67.2
K 28,1 1.0 6.0 100 30 156
N 30,20 1.0 7.8 30 300 386
G 31,19 0.10 6.0 100 300 432
E 32,21 0.10 6.0 30 300 339
Q 33 0.55 6.9 65 165 305
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B. Results factorial design: Morphology
Meaning of factor coding

Table B.1: Factors and levels of the factorial design.

Factor Name Low (-1) Mid (0) High (+1) Range
A Temperature 27 °C 32 °C 37 °C 10 °C
B Collagen concentration 0.1 mg/mL 0.5 mg/mL 1.0 mg/mL 0.9 mg/mL
C pH 6 6.9 7.8 1.8
D NaCl concentration 30 mM 165 mM 300 mM 270 mM
E Phosphate concentration 30 mM 65 mM 100 mM 70 mM

Imaging details

Magnification: 8000x
Field of view: 33.6 x 33.6 µm2

Pixel size: 32.2 nm
Contrast: BSE
Imaging voltage: 5.3 kV
Imaging intensity: Low (source current: 20mA)
Pixels: 1024x1024
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1K (N=30) 
A B C D E 
1 1 -1 -1 1 

  

 
 

 
Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 137 ± 61 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 198 ± 92 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 131 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 186 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

139 ± 20 nm 

Pore area (nw) 1.16 ± 1.04 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 2.10 ± 2.17 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.84 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.34 µm2 
Porosity 73 ± 3 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 3.08 x 104 
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# Pores per image 401 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-4.9 % (before: 2.9 x 105, after: 2.8 x 105) 

 
 
2F (N=0; no assembly) 
A B C D E 
-1 -1 1 1 -1 
 
3O (N = 0; almost exclusively non-fibrous collagen) 
A B C D E 
1 1 -1 1 1 

 

N/A 

 

4F (N=97) 
A B C D E 
1 -1 1 1 -1 
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 197 ± 95 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 298 ± 134 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 186 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 271 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

197 ± 14 nm 

Pore area (nw) 2.39 ± 1.74 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 3.66 ± 3.30 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 1.84 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 2.65 µm2 
Porosity 74 ± 5 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 2.6 x 104 

# Pores per image 196 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-8.9 % (before: 3.0 x 105, after: 2.7 x 105) 
 

5B (N = 14; many images empty or collapsed) 
A B C D E 
1 -1 1 -1 -1 
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 102 ± 36 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 128 ± 41 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 93 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 131 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

102 ± 5 nm 

Pore area (nw) 0.68 ± 0.54 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 1.10 ± 0.99 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.51 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 0.76 µm2 
Porosity 73 ± 2 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 3.5 x 104 

# Pores per image 756 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-2.3 % (before: 2.9 x 105, after: 2.8 x 105) 
 

6I (N = 0; spherulites, “slurry” and collapse) 
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A B C D E 
1 -1 1 -1 -1 

 

 

 
Mean diameter:  - 
Mean porosity: -  
 
7M (N = 44; almost exclusively non-fibrous collagen) 
A B C D E 
-1 1 -1 1 -1 
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 221 ± 128 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 397 ± 226 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 186 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 335 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

223 ± 23 nm 

Pore area (nw) 3.27 ± 2.58 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 5.30 ± 4.22 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 2.36 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 3.88 µm2 
Porosity 75 ± 3 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 2.0 x 104 

# Pores per image 134 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-8.5 % (before: 2.8 x 105, after: 2.6 x 105) 
 

8C (N = 0; no assembly) 
A B C D E 
-1 -1 -1 -1 1 
 
9D (N = 0; no assembly) 
A B C D E 
-1 -1 1 -1 1 
 
10P (N = 85) 
A B C D E 
1 1 1 1 1 
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 167 ± 73 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 241 ± 95 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 147 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 208 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

168 ± 15 nm 

Pore area (nw) 1.27 ± 1.00 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 1.75 ± 1.49 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) µm2 
Pore area (aw median) µm2 
Porosity 71 ± 2 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 3.3 x 104 

# Pores per image 288 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-7.7 % (before: 3.3 x 105, after: 3.0 x 105) 
 

11P (N = 35; many discarded due to spherulites) 
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A B C D E 
-1 1 1 1 1 

  

 
 

 
Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 180 ± 77 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 253 ± 109 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 147 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 237 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

181 ± 12 nm 

Pore area (nw) 2.00 ± 1.38 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 2.96 ± 2.22 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 1.54 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 2.22 µm2 
Porosity 74 ± 3 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 2.8 x 104 

# Pores per image 241 
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Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-8.6 % (before: 2.9 x 105, after: 2.6 x 105) 
 

12B (N = 104) 
A B C D E 
-1 -1 1 -1 -1 

  

 
 

 
Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 132 ± 58 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 189 ± 86 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 131 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 186 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

135 ± 24 nm 

Pore area (nw) 1.12 ± 1.06 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 2.13 ± 2.17 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.79 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.34 µm2 
Porosity 74 ± 3 % 
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# skeleton pixels per image 3.2 x 104 

# Pores per image 253 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-5.8 % (before: 2.8 x 105, after: 2.7 x 105) 
 

13J (N = 0; images discarded due to crystals or slush) 
A B C D E 
-1 1 1 -1 -1 

 

 

 

14H (N = 170) 
A B C D E 
-1 -1 1 1 1 
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 190 ± 92 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 291 ± 140 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 147 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 263 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

192 ± 20 nm 

Pore area (nw) 2.22 ± 1.65 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 3.44 ± 3.08 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 1.70 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 2.50 µm2 
Porosity 74 ± 4 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 2.6 x 104 

# Pores per image 214 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-9.2 % (before: 2.9 x 105, after: 2.7 x 105) 
 

15L (N = 27; many discarded due to slurry) 
A B C D E 
-1 1 1 -1 1 
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 172 ± 70 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 235 ± 98 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 147 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 208 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

172 ± 13 nm 

Pore area (nw) 1.57 ± 0.92 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 2.11 ± 1.50 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 1.29 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.67 µm2 
Porosity 69 ± 3 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 3.3 x 104 

# Pores per image 259 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-7.2 % (before: 3.4 x 105, after: 3.2 x 105) 
 

16A (N = 309) 
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A B C D E 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

  

 
 

 
Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 107 ± 39 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 136 ± 46 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 93 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 131 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

107 ± 6 nm 

Pore area (nw) 0.69 ± 0.53 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 1.10 ± 1.15 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.52 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 0.74 µm2 
Porosity 71 ± 2 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 3.8 x 104 

# Pores per image 651 
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Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-1.8 % (before: 3.1 
 x 105, after: 3.0 x 105) 

 

17L (N = 15; many discarded due to spherulites) 
A B C D E 
1 1 1 -1 1 

  

 
 

 
Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 183 ± 86 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 277 ± 133 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 147 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 237 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

183 ± 17 nm 

Pore area (nw) 2.00 ± 1.39 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 2.96 ± 2.31µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 1.54 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 2.23 µm2 
Porosity 71 ± 4 % 
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# skeleton pixels per image 2.9 x 104 

# Pores per image 651 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-7.9 % (before: 3.2 
 x 105, after: 3.0 x 105) 

 

18D (N = 144) 
A B C D E 
1 -1 1 -1 1 

  

 
 

 
Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 189 ± 94 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 296 ± 145 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 147 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 271 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

190 ± 17 nm 

Pore area (nw) 1.95 ± 1.11 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 2.58 ± 2.50 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 1.59 µm2 
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Pore area (aw median) 2.13 µm2 
Porosity 71 ± 2 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 3.0 x 104 

# Pores per image 651 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-5.8 % (before: 3.3 x 105, after: 3.1 x 105) 
 

19G (N = 0; no assembly) 
A B C D E 
1 -1 -1 1 1 
 
20N (N = 70) 
A B C D E 
1 1 1 1 -1 

  

 
 

 
Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 190 ± 81 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 263 ± 119 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 147 nm 
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Fibre diameter (vw median) 237 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

182 ± 15 nm 

Pore area (nw) 1.93 ± 1.28 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 2.78 ± 1.96 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 1.51 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 2.14 µm2 
Porosity 73 ± 3 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 2.8 x 104 

# Pores per image 248 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-8.2 % (before: 3.0 x 105, after: 2.8 x 105) 
 

21E (N = 21; many images empty, crystals) 
A B C D E 
1 -1 -1 1 -1 

  

 
 

 
Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 141 ± 63 nm 
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Fibre diameter (vw) 205 ± 95 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 131 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 186 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

145 ± 22 nm 

Pore area (nw) 1.19 ± 1.03 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 2.09 ± 2.18 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.88 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.37 µm2 
Porosity 73 ± 4 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 3.0 x 104 

# Pores per image 400 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-5.6 % (before: 3.0 x 105, after: 2.8 x 105) 
 

22J (N = 17; many discarded due to spherulites) 
A B C D E 
1 1 1 -1 -1 
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 110 ± 42 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 144 ± 53 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 93 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 131 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

112 ± 11 nm 

Pore area (nw) 0.78 ± 0.95 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 1.94 ± 3.78 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.56 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 0.86 µm2 
Porosity 72 ± 5 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 3.3 x 104 

# Pores per image 572 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-3.6 % (before: 2.9 x 105, after: 2.9 x 105) 
 

23O (N = 45; inherently sludgy) 
A B C D E 
-1 1 -1 1 1 
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 389 ± 306 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 1.04 x 103  ± 857 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 328 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 790 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

420 ± 163 nm 

Pore area (nw) 9.23 ± 6.73 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 14.1 ± 8.96 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 6.93 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 11.9 µm2 
Porosity 80 ± 6 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 8.8 x 103 

# Pores per image 30 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-1.7 % (before: 2.4 x 105, after: 2.0 x 105) 
 

24H (N = 110) 
A B C D E 
1 -1 1 1 1 
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 177 ± 82 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 263 ± 123 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 147 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 237 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

180 ± 17 nm 

Pore area (nw) 2.08 ± 1.62 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 3.34 ± 2.86 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 1.54 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 2.40 µm2 
Porosity 76 ± 3 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 2.7 x 104 

# Pores per image 247 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-1.0 % (before: 2.8 x 105, after: 2.5 x 105) 
 

25I (N = 21; many discarded due to crystals/spherulites) 
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A B C D E 
-1 1 -1 -1 -1 

  

 
 

 
Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 111 ± 42 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 144 ± 53 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 93 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 131 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

112 ± 10 nm 

Pore area (nw) 0.77 ± 0.66 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 1.33 ± 1.48 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.56 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 0.85 µm2 
Porosity 72 ± 2 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 3.3 x 104 

# Pores per image 609 
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Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-2.7 % (before: 3.0 x 105, after: 2.9 x 105) 
 

26A (N = 120) 
A B C D E 
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

  

 
 

 
Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 111 ± 42 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 145 ± 56 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 93 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 131 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

112 ± 10 nm 

Pore area (nw) 0.88 ± 0.90 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 1.79 ± 2.41 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.61 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.02 µm2 
Porosity 74 ± 3 % 
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# skeleton pixels per image 3.1 x 104 

# Pores per image 607 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-3.3 % (before: 3.8 x 105, after: 2.7 x 105) 
 

27C (N = 234) 
A B C D E 
1 -1 -1 -1 1 

  

 
 

 
Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 141 ± 65 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 208 ± 98 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 131 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 186 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

143 ± 20 nm 

Pore area (nw) 1.12 ± 0.78 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 1.67 ± 1.27 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.88 µm2 
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Pore area (aw median) 1.25 µm2 
Porosity 71 ± 2 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 3.4 x 104 

# Pores per image 411 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-4.0 % (before: 3.1 x 105, after: 3.0 x 105) 
 

28K (N = 69; inherently sludgy) 
A B C D E 
-1 1 -1 -1 1 

  

 
 

 
Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 355 ± 261 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 780 ± 438 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 271 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 685 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

376 ± 92 nm 

Pore area (nw) 7.13 ± 5.24 µm2 
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Pore area (aw) 11.0 ± 8.10 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 5.54 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 8.72 µm2 
Porosity 76 ± 6 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 1.2 x 104 

# Pores per image 41 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-1.2 % (before: 2.7 x 105, after: 2.4 x 105) 
 

29M (N = 2; almost exclusively non-fibrous collagen) 
A B C D E 
1 1 -1 1 -1 

  

 
 

 
Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 173 ± 74 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 243 ± 100 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 147 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 237 nm 
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Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

172 ± 6 nm 

Pore area (nw) 1.92 ± 1.65 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 3.34 ± 2.93 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 1.37 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.97 µm2 
Porosity 76 ± 4 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 2.7 x 104 

# Pores per image 255 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-1.2 % (before: 2.8 x 105, after: 2.5 x 105) 
 

30N (N = 113) 
A B C D E 
-1 1 1 1 -1 

  

 
 

 
Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 195 ± 89 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 283 ± 123 nm 
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Fibre diameter (nw median) 123 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 186 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

195 ± 14 nm 

Pore area (nw) 2.28 ± 1.58 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 3.38 ± 3.11 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 1.37 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.97 µm2 
Porosity 73 ± 4 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 2.7 x 104 

# Pores per image 202 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-7.5 % (before: 3.0 x 105, after: 2.8 x 105) 
 

31G (N = 0; no assembly) 
A B C D E 
-1 -1 -1 1 1 
 
32E (N = 0; no assembly) 
A B C D E 
-1 -1 -1 1 -1 
 
33Qa (N = 89) 
A B C D E 
0 0 0 0 0 
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 287 ± 203 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 635 ± 402 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 237 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 529 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

308 ± 77 nm 

Pore area (nw) 5.29 ± 4.49 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 9.11 ± 7.51 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 3.77 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 6.73 µm2 
Porosity 76 ± 5 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 1.5 x 104 

# Pores per image 69 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-7.0 % (before: 2.7 x 105, after: 2.5 x 105) 
 

33Qb (N = 0; due to spherulites, round crystals and ‘barbed wire’) 
A B C D E 
0 0 0 0 0 
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34Q (N = 179; ‘barbed wire’) 
A B C D E 
0 0 0 0 0 
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 248 ± 146 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 439 ± 222 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 197 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 394 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

251 ± 27 nm 

Pore area (nw) 4.09 ± 2.89 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 6.14 ± 4.52 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 3.12 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 4.82 µm2 
Porosity 75 ± 3 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 1.9 x 104 

# Pores per image 113 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-7.7 % (before: 2.8 x 105, after: 2.6 x 105) 
 

35Q (N = 66; ‘barbed wire’) 
A B C D E 
0 0 0 0 0 
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 279 ± 183 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 556 ± 317 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 237 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 478 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw, measure of 
SE between images of one sample) 

287 ± 65 nm 

Pore area (nw) 5.43 ± 4.42 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 9.02 ± 7.42 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 3.96 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 6.78 µm2 
Porosity 78 ± 5 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 1.3 x 104 

# Pores per image 76 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-1.2 % (before: 2.5 x 105, after: 2.2 x 105) 
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C. Results factorial design: Kinetics
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D. Results CCD: Morphology
Meaning of factor coding

Table D.1: Factor settings of central composite design.

Factor Parameter -1.682 -1 0 1 1.682
A Temperature (°C) 37 37 37 37 37
B Collagen concentration (mg/mL) 1 1 1 1 1
C pH 6.5 6.8 7.3 7.7 8.0
D NaCl concentration (mM) 6 40 90 140 174
E Phosphate concentration (mM) 16 30 50 70 84

Imaging details

Magnification: 15,000x
Field of view: 19.9 x 17.2 µm2

Pixel size: 9.72 nm
Contrast: SE
Imaging voltage: 2 kV
Beam current: 4.16 pA
Spot size: 3.5
Aperture: 30 µm
Source: Field-emission gun
Integration: 1 or 4x
Pixels: 2048 x 1768
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1CP (N=40) 
C D E  
0 0 0  

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 177 ± 168 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 532 ± 331 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 125 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 464 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 184 ± 47 nm 
Pore area (nw) 1.34 ± 0.76 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 1.76 ± 1.01 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.84 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.34 µm2 
Porosity 58 ± 6 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 5.06 x 104 
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# Pores per image 46 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-5.6 % 

 
 
2S1 (N=40) 
C D E   
-1,68 0 0   

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 153 ± 155 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 479 ± 320 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 99 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 428 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 197 ± 14 nm 
Pore area (nw) 0.98 ± 0.61 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 1.35 ± 0.79 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.87 µm2 
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Pore area (aw median) 1.21 µm2 
Porosity 57 ± 4 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 7.1 x 104 

# Pores per image 59 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-4.5 % 
 

3F1 (N = 10; most parts covered with film) 
C D E   
1 -1 -1   

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 173 ± 168 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 493 ± 259 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 117 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 454 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 185 ± 55 nm 
Pore area (nw) 1.01 ± 0.79 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 1.62 ± 1.17 µm2 
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Pore area (nw median) 0.72 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.19 µm2 
Porosity 48 ± 5 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 7.6 x 104 

# Pores per image 28 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-2.0 %  
 

4S2 (N = 40) 
A B C D E 
-1 1 -1 1 -1 

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 241 ± 223 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 664 ± 370 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 179 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 603 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 249 ± 58 nm 
Pore area (nw) 2.44 ± 1.22 µm2 
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Pore area (aw) 3.05 ± 1.51 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 2.16 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 2.70 µm2 
Porosity 63 ± 6 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 2.94 x 104 

# Pores per image 26 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-11.7 % (before: 2.8 x 105, after: 2.6 x 105) 
 

5CP (N = 40) 
C D E   
0 0 0   

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 162 ± 178 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 583 ± 361 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 97 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 509 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 171 ± 59 nm 
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Pore area (nw) 0.91 ± 0.76 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 1.54 ± 0.95 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.66 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.41 µm2 
Porosity 59 ± 7 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 6.6 x 105 

# Pores per image 79 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-5.5 % 
 

6F2 (N = 40) 
C D E   
-1 1 1   

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 308 ± 262 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 763 ± 400 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 227 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 705 nm 
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Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 314 ± 48 nm 
Pore area (nw) 3.55 ± 1.34 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 4.06 ± 1.45 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 3.38 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 3.72 µm2 
Porosity 57 ± 6 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 2.8 x 105 

# Pores per image 12 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-8.1 %  
 

7S3 (N = 104) 
A B C D E 
-1 -1 1 -1 -1 

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 334 ± 271 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 802 ± 454 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 256 nm 
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Fibre diameter (vw median) 717 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 222 ± 46 nm 
Pore area (nw) 4.06 ± 1.25 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 4.44 ± 1.39 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 3.81 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 4.15 µm2 
Porosity 58 ± 7 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 2.4 x 105 

# Pores per image 13 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-9.5 %  
 

8F3 (N = 40) 
C D E   
1 1 1   

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 170 ± 182 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 588 ± 364 nm 
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Fibre diameter (nw median) 110 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 512 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 187 ± 59 nm 
Pore area (nw) 1.30 ± 1.00 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 2.07 ± 1.27 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 1.05 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.80 µm2 
Porosity 64 ± 4 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 5.1 x 104 

# Pores per image 60 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-8.7 % 
 

9F4 (N = 40) 
C D E   
1 -1 1   

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 337 ± 278 nm 
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Fibre diameter (vw) 815 ± 435 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 253 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 746 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 341 ± 51 nm 
Pore area (nw) 4.17 ± 1.65 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 4.83 ± 2.08 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 3.82 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 4.34 µm2 
Porosity 59 ± 7 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 2.4 x 104 

# Pores per image 12 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-10.1 % 
 

10S4 (N = 40) 
C D E   
-1 -1 -1   

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
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Fibre diameter (nw) 250 ± 246 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 793 ± 509 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 174 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 679 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 264 ± 66 nm 
Pore area (nw) 2.50 ± 1.17 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 3.04 ± 1.41 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 2.23 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 2.73 µm2 
Porosity 56 ± 6 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 3.8 x 104 

# Pores per image 21 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-6.9 %  
 

 

11F5 (N = 40) 
C D E   
-1 -1 1   
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 213 ± 21 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 673 ± 389 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 140 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 605 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 227 ± 59 nm 
Pore area (nw) 1.92 ± 1.11 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 2.56 ± 1.52 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 1.68 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 2.23 µm2 
Porosity 60 ± 7 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 4.11 x 104 

# Pores per image 33 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-8.4 % 
 

 

12S5 (N = 9; most parts covered with film) 
C D E   
0 0 -1.68   
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 74 ± 77 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 279 ± 199 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 44 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 233 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 72 ± 25 nm 
Pore area (nw) 0.28 ± 0.27 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 0.54 ± 0.51 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.19 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 0.36 µm2 
Porosity 64 ± 10 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 9.3 x 104 

# Pores per image 394 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-3.4 %  
 

13F6 (N = 40) 
C D E   
-1 1 -1   
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 259 ± 240 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 716 ± 395 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 183 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 650 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 281 ± 65 nm 
Pore area (nw) 2.25 ± 1.51 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 3.26 ± 1.50 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 2.28 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 3.06 µm2 
Porosity 57 ± 6 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 3.2 x 104 

# Pores per image 22 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-9.2 % 
 

14CP (N = 40) 
C D E   
0 0 0   
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Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 318 ± 272 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 811 ± 446 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 234 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 736 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 324 ± 50 nm 
Pore area (nw) 3.55 ± 1.23 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 3.97 ± 1.35 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 3.32 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 3.80 µm2 
Porosity 55 ± 5 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 2.9 x 104 

# Pores per image 14 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-7.1 %  
 

15CP (N = 40; but clear freeze-drying artefacts) 
C D E   
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0 0 0   

 

 

 

 
Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 178 ±2121 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 695 ± 398 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 97 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 632 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 212 ± 92 nm 
Pore area (nw) 0.59 ± 0.97 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 2.17 ± 2.22 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.27 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.40 µm2 
Porosity 55 ± 6 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 6.2 x 104 

# Pores per image 84 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-6.9 %  
 

16CP (N = 40) 
C D E   
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0 0 0   

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 202 ± 191 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 584 ± 338 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 138 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 523 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 217 ± 61 nm 
Pore area (nw) 1.27 ± 0.99 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 2.04 ± 1.13 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 1.05 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.83 µm2 
Porosity 54 ± 7 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 4.8 x 104 

# Pores per image 41 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-5.9 %  
 

17CP (N = 40) 
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C D E   
0 0 0   

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 158 ± 160 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 518 ± 353 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 110 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 432 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 177 ± 65 nm 
Pore area (nw) 1.18 ± 0.93 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 1.92 ± 1.29 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.91 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.59 µm2 
Porosity 62 ± 4 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 5.8 x 104 

# Pores per image 64 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-7.6 %  
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18S6 (N = 40) 
C D E   
0 -1.68 0   

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 161 ± 182 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 593 ± 356 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 97 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 526 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 197 ± 86 nm 
Pore area (nw) 0.75 ± 0.91 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 1.86 ± 1.39 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.37 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.61 µm2 
Porosity 53 ± 7 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 6.2 x 104 

# Pores per image 80 
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Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-4.9 % 
 

 
19F7 (N = 7, most parts covered with film) 
C D E   
-1 -1 -1   

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 196 ± 168 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 492 ± 273 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 148 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 441 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 201 ± 34 nm 
Pore area (nw) 1.72 ± 0.98 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 2.29 ± 1.20 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 1.26 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.99 µm2 
Porosity 41 ± 2 % 
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# skeleton pixels per image 7.1 x 104 

# Pores per image 11 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-1.5 % 
 

20F8 (N = 40) 
C D E   
1 1 -1   

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 201 ± 209 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 654 ± 378 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 136 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 584 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 217 ± 68 nm 
Pore area (nw) 1.46 ± 0.95 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 2.08 ± 1.23 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 1.23 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.72 µm2 
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Porosity 56 ± 6 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 5.6 x 104 

# Pores per image 33 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-5.7 % 
 

 

Effect of integration time Quanta images 

 

17CP 1x integration (N = 34) 
C D E   
0 0 0   

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 150 ± 148 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw) 454 ± 268 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 99 nm 
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Fibre diameter (vw median) 399 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 156 ± 39 nm 
Pore area (nw) 1.06 ± 0.76 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 1.60 ± 0.97 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 0.87 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 1.37 µm2 
Porosity 61 ± 3 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 6,4 x 104 

# Pores per image 71 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-6.6 % 
 

 
17CP 4x integration (N = 6) 
C D E   
0 0 0   

 

 

 

 
 

Metric Mean 
Fibre diameter (nw) 287 ± 253 nm 
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Fibre diameter (vw) 812 ± 514 nm 
Fibre diameter (nw median) 210 nm 
Fibre diameter (vw median) 694 nm 
Mean of mean fibre diameter (nw) 293 ± 57 nm 
Pore area (nw) 3.27 ± 1.22 µm2 

Pore area (aw) 3.72 ± 1.35 µm2 
Pore area (nw median) 2.97 µm2 
Pore area (aw median) 3.59 µm2 
Porosity 65 ± 3 % 
# skeleton pixels per image 2.4 x 104 

# Pores per image 23 
Pixels removed with opening, closing and object 
removal 

-12.8 % 
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E. Statistical analysis factorial design
Response distributions

Distribution of the calculated responses. The black dots in the run order plot represent the three
centre points. For fibril diameter, pore area and lag time, their position indicates a deviation of the
response from linearity.

Fibril diameter

Pore area
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Lateral growth rate

Lag time
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Regression model for the lateral growth rate
Included below are the results of the regression and ANOVA analyses for the empirical models
developed to relate the lateral growth rate of fibrillogenesis to assembly parameters, as discussed
in section 3.3.

Full factorial (factors A-E; model A)

ANOVA table full factorial model including up to 3-factor interactions.
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Anova Table (Type III tests)
Sum Sq Df F value Pr(>F)

(Intercept) 0.034377 1 29.4877 0.002871 **
A 0.020618 1 17.6851 0.008446 **
B 0.034719 1 29.7809 0.002810 **
C 0.009714 1 8.3324 0.034323 *
D 0.001824 1 1.5647 0.266328
E 0.000221 1 0.1892 0.681720
A:B 0.013138 1 11.2696 0.020173 *
A:C 0.001573 1 1.3493 0.297841
A:D 0.007781 1 6.6740 0.049228 *
A:E 0.003249 1 2.7869 0.155908
B:C 0.002126 1 1.8238 0.234765
B:D 0.006469 1 5.5487 0.065108 .
B:E 0.002474 1 2.1222 0.204963
C:D 0.000000 1 0.0003 0.987638
C:E 0.000075 1 0.0645 0.809581
D:E 0.000476 1 0.4087 0.550762
A:B:C 0.002640 1 2.2642 0.192726
A:B:D 0.005135 1 4.4045 0.089903 .
A:B:E 0.001399 1 1.1998 0.323304
A:C:D 0.006872 1 5.8950 0.059531 .
A:C:E 0.007379 1 6.3293 0.053447 .
A:D:E 0.000105 1 0.0899 0.776382
B:C:D 0.008080 1 6.9305 0.046389 *
B:C:E 0.006402 1 5.4918 0.066095 .
B:D:E 0.002607 1 2.2365 0.195030
C:D:E 0.004147 1 3.5573 0.117952
Residuals 0.005829 5
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ANOVA table reduced factorial model including only significant interactions
(p < 0.05).
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Anova Table (Type III tests)
Sum Sq Df F value Pr(>F)

(Intercept) 0.090764 1 18.8899 0.0002028 ***
A 0.047854 1 9.9594 0.0041396 **
B 0.037666 1 7.8390 0.0097139 **
AB 0.035557 1 7.4002 0.0116940 *
AD 0.028727 1 5.9788 0.0218656 *
BD 0.021517 1 4.4781 0.0444623 *
Residuals 0.120123 25

Reduced factorial model including only significant interactions (p < 0.05).
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1.
Residual standard error: 0.06932 on 25 degrees of freedom.
Multiple R-squared: 0.6124, adjusted R-squared: 0.5349.
F-statistic: 7.901 on 5 and 25 DF, p-value 0.0001408.

Linear model: klat ∼ A + B + AB + AD + BD
Estimate Std. error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 0.05520 0.01270 4.346 0.000203 ***
A 0.04221 0.01338 3.156 0.004140 **
B 0.03748 0.01339 2.800 0.009714 **
AB 0.03642 0.01339 2.720 0.011694 *
AD 0.03231 0.01321 2.445 0.021866 *
BD 0.02797 0.01322 2.116 0.044462 *
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Model with ionic strength (F) (model B)

ANOVA table factorial model with factors A,B,C,F, including up to 3-factor interac-
tions.
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Anova Table (Type III tests)
Sum Sq Df F value Pr(>F)

(Intercept) 0.065225 1 71.5917 2.660e-07 ***
A 0.046273 1 50.7899 2.402e-06 ***
B 0.032652 1 35.8395 1.900e-05 ***
C 0.002413 1 2.6483 0.123190
F 0.005750 1 6.3108 0.023103 *
A:B 0.034330 1 37.6812 1.427e-05 ***
A:C 0.001991 1 2.1857 0.158711
A:F 0.012505 1 13.7254 0.001923 **
B:C 0.000159 1 0.1749 0.681366
B:F 0.013747 1 15.0892 0.001316 **
C:F 0.001604 1 1.7610 0.203130
A:B:C 0.000567 1 0.6227 0.441586
A:B:F 0.004547 1 4.9907 0.040107 *
A:C:F 0.003683 1 4.0428 0.061524 .
B:C:F 0.006880 1 7.5520 0.014290 *
Residuals 0.014577 16

ANOVA table reduced factorial model including only significant interactions
(p < 0.05).
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Anova Table (Type III tests)
Sum Sq Df F value Pr(>F)

(Intercept) 0.089969 1 83.7931 8.900e-09 ***
A 0.050655 1 47.1774 8.662e-07 ***
B 0.037156 1 34.6049 7.717e-06 ***
F 0.007989 1 7.4404 0.0126096 *
AB 0.034274 1 31.9211 1.315e-05 ***
AF 0.027180 1 25.3143 5.567e-05 ***
BF 0.020024 1 18.6490 0.0003034 ***
ABF 0.005229 1 4.8701 0.0385935 *
ACF 0.008192 1 7.6296 0.0116775 *
BCF 0.009631 1 8.9695 0.0069016 **
Residuals 0.022548 21
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Reduced factorial model including only significant interactions
(p < 0.05).

Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1.
Residual standard error: 0.03277 on 21 degrees of freedom.
Multiple R-squared: 0.9273, adjusted R-squared: 0.8961.
F-statistic: 29.74 on 9 and 21 DF, p-value 5.545e-10

Li. model: klat ∼ A + B + F + AB + AF + BF + ABF + ACF + BCF
Estimate Std. error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 0.055524 0.006066 9.154 8.90e-09 ***
A 0.046539 0.006776 6.869 8.66e-07 ***
B 0.039906 0.006784 5.883 7.72e-06 ***
F 0.037405 0.013713 2.728 0.012610 *
AB 0.036103 0.006390 5.650 1.32e-05 ***
AF 0.067664 0.013448 5.031 5.57e-05 ***
BF 0.058110 0.013456 4.318 0.000303 ***
ABF 0.030274 0.013718 2.207 0.038593 *
ACF 0.032856 0.011895 2.762 0.011678 *
BCF 0.035610 0.011890 2.995 0.006902 **

Diagnostic checks of regression models

Normal probability plot of saturated model effects. From the plot, no 4-factor interactions
appear significant.
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Full factorial model (factors A-E; model A)

Lack-of-fit test model A.
Model 1: klat ∼ A + B + AB + AD + BD
Model 2: lack-of-fit
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Anova Table (Type III tests)
Residuals Df Res.Sum Sq. Df Sum of Sq. F value Pr(>F)

1 25 0.120123
2 1 0.000851 24 0.11927 5.8413 0.3173

Residual plots model A. Except for one outlier, there is no indication of a significant model
lack-of-fit.
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Residuals vs predicted response (model A). The plot indicates some underprediction at high
growth rates, but the residuals seem otherwise fairly randomly distributed.
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Reduced model with ionic strength (F) (model B)

Lack-of-fit test model B..
Model 1: klat ∼ A + B + F + AB + AF + BF + ABF + ACF + BCF
Model 2: lack-of-fit
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Anova Table (Type III tests)
Residuals Df Res.Sum Sq. Df Sum of Sq. F value Pr(>F)

1 21 0.0225479
2 1 0.0008508 20 0.021697 1.2751 0.6136

Residual plots model B. Except for the two outliers in the normal Q-Q plot, there is no indic-
ation of a significant model lack-of-fit.
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Residuals vs predicted response (model B). At low growth rates, the residuals seem ran-
domly distributed. However, the plot indicates a systematic underprediction of the lateral growth
rate at increasing rates.
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F. Buffer calculations code
1 %% Model sodium phosphate buffer − collagen system with NaCl
2 % Source of all parameters:
3 %
4 % R. Beynon and J. Easterby, Buffer Solutions the Basics. Oxford University
5 % Press, Oxford New York Tokyo, 1996.
6 %
7 %
8 %% Input parameters & constants
9 %%

10 % constants specific to phosphate buffer
11 pKa1 = 2.15;
12 pKa2 = 7.20;
13 pKa3 = 12.33;
14 dpKa1 = 0.0044; % K−1
15 dpKa2 = −0.0028; % K−1
16 dpKa3 = −0.0226 ;% K−1
17

18 zeta1 = 0;
19 zeta2 = −1;
20 zeta3 = −2;
21

22 A = 0.5114;
23

24 % input parameters
25 T = 20 + 273.15; % working temperature
26 pH = 6.8; % target pH
27 NaCl = 0.14; % NaCl concentration (M) after mixing with collagen
28 M = 0.07; % desired buffer molarity (M) after mixing with collagen
29 HCls = 10^(−2.01); %0.013 % HCl conc. in collagen stock (M) = 0.013
30 Cs = 6.2%6.2; % collagen stock conc. in mg/mL
31 Cc = 1.0; % collagen working conc. in mg/mL
32

33 Na2HPO4_Mw = 141.96; % g/mol = mg/mmol
34 NaH2PO4_Mw = 138; % g/mol = mg/mmol
35 Na2HPO4_stock = 0.5; % mol/L stock
36 NaH2PO4_stock = 0.5; % mol/L stock
37 NaCl_stock = 2.0; % mol/L stock
38 vol = 0.025; % buffer volume to make in L
39

40 pKat = pKa2; % theoretical pKa of interest
41 dpKa = dpKa2; % dpKa of interest
42 zeta = zeta2; % zeta of interest
43

44 Cdil = Cs/Cc; % collagen dilution factor
45

46

47 %% Use Henderson−Hasselbalch & Davies relationships to calculate working pKa & ...
ionic strength

48 [pKa] = pKaCalc(pKat,T,dpKa) % pKa at working temperature
49 % Initially, assume activity coefficients of 1 and ionic strength only due
50 % to NaCl.
51 gamma_H2PO4 = 1;
52 gamma_HPO4 = 1;
53 I = 0.5*(2*NaCl*1^2);
54 [HPO4b,H2PO4b,HPO4t,H2PO4t,pHbefore] = ...

HHHCl(pH,pKa,M,HCls,Cdil,gamma_HPO4,gamma_H2PO4) % calculate pH drop as ...
result of addition HCl in collagen stock

55 [pKa_cor,I,HCl,Na,Cl,H,OH,gamma_HPO4,gamma_H2PO4] = ...
Davies(pKa,HPO4t,H2PO4t,HPO4b,H2PO4b,HCls,NaCl,Cdil,pH,zeta,A)

56 pKa = pKa_cor;
57

58 [HPO4b,H2PO4b,HPO4t,H2PO4t,pHbefore] = ...
HHHCl(pH,pKa,M,HCls,Cdil,gamma_HPO4,gamma_H2PO4) % correct for HCl

59

60 fprintf(' ')
61 fprintf('Relevant values:')
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62 H2PO4conc = H2PO4b*(Cdil/(Cdil−1)) % correct for HCl
63 HPO4conc = HPO4b*(Cdil/(Cdil−1)) % correct for HCl
64 %Na2HPO4_g = HPO4conc.*Na2HPO4_Mw.*vol % weight to add
65 %NaH2PO4_g = H2PO4conc.*NaH2PO4_Mw.*vol % weight to add
66 NaClconc = NaCl*(Cdil/(Cdil−1))
67 %NaCl_g = NaClconc*58.44277.*vol
68 disp(strcat('Volume ',num2str(Na2HPO4_stock), 'M Na2HPO4 in mL:'))
69 Na2HPO4_ml = 1000*HPO4conc.*vol/Na2HPO4_stock % volume to add in mL
70 disp(strcat('Volume ',num2str(NaH2PO4_stock), 'M NaH2PO4 in mL:'))
71 NaH2PO4_ml = 1000*H2PO4conc.*vol/NaH2PO4_stock % volume to add in ML
72 disp(strcat('Volume ',num2str(NaCl_stock), 'M NaCl in mL:'))
73 NaCl_ml = 1000*NaClconc.*vol/NaCl_stock % volume to add in ML
74

75 disp(strcat('Used pKa_cor: ',num2str(pKa_cor)))
76 disp(strcat('pH before mixing with collagen (not fully correct, see comment) : ...

',num2str(pHbefore)))
77 dH2O = 1000*vol − Na2HPO4_ml − NaH2PO4_ml − NaCl_ml;
78 disp(strcat('dH2O volume: ',num2str(dH2O)))
79

80 %% Calculate working pKa (dependent on T)
81

82 function [pKa] = pKaCalc(pKat,T,dpKa)
83 pKa = pKat + (dpKa)*(T−298.15);
84 end
85

86 %% Henderson−Hasselbalch
87 % Initial Henderson Hasselbalch
88

89 function [HPO4,H2PO4] = HH(pH,pKa,M)
90 syms acid base;
91 eqns = [pH == pKa + log10(base/acid), acid + base == M];
92 vars = [acid base];
93 [solacid, solbase] = solve(eqns, vars);
94 HPO4 = double(solbase); % base
95 H2PO4 = double(solacid); % acid
96 end
97

98 %% Henderson−Hasselbalch with HCl addition
99

100 function [HPO4b,H2PO4b,HPO4t,H2PO4t,pHbefore] = ...
HHHCl(pH,pKa,M,HCls,Cdil,gamma_HPO4,gamma_H2PO4)

101 syms acid base;
102 eqns = [pH == pKa + log10(base/acid), acid + base == M];
103 vars = [acid base];
104 [solacid, solbase] = solve(eqns, vars);
105 HPO4activity = double(solbase); % target base (after mixing with acidic ...

collagen)
106 H2PO4activity = double(solacid); % target acid (after mixing with acidic ...

collagen)
107 HPO4t = double(solbase); % no activity constant
108 H2PO4t = double(solacid);% no activity constant
109 HCl = HCls./Cdil;
110 HPO4b = HPO4t + HCl; % HPO4 stock (to arrive at HPO4t after mixing)
111 H2PO4b = H2PO4t − HCl; % H2PO4 stock (to arrive at H2PO4t after mixing)
112 pHbefore = pKa + log10(HPO4b/H2PO4b) % pH before mixing
113 end
114

115 %% Davies approximation
116 function [pKa_cor,I,HCl,Na,Cl,H,OH,gamma_HPO4,gamma_H2PO4] = ...

Davies(pKa,HPO4t,H2PO4t,HPO4b,H2PO4b,HCls,NaCl,Cdil,pH,zeta,A);
117 % calculate ionic strength
118 HCl = HCls./Cdil;
119 Na = NaCl + 2.*HPO4b + H2PO4b;
120 Cl = NaCl + HCl;
121 H = 10^(−pH);
122 pOH = 14−pH;
123 OH = 10^(−pOH);
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124

125 I = 0.5*(H2PO4t*1^2+HPO4t*2^2+Na*1^2+Cl*1^2+H*1^2+OH);
126 gamma_HPO4 = 10^(−A*1^2*(sqrt(I)/(1+sqrt(I))−0.2*I));
127 gamma_H2PO4 = 10^(−A*2^2*(sqrt(I)/(1+sqrt(I))−0.2*I));
128 pKa_cor = pH − log10((HPO4t*gamma_HPO4)/(H2PO4t*gamma_H2PO4));
129 end
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G. Image analysis code - Chapter 3
1 %% fiber analysis.m
2 % Extract the fiber size distribution, pore size distribution and porosity
3 % of a series of fibre network images.
4 % Adaptive (local) thresholding.
5

6 %% Set image folder: Loop over all images in folder
7 clear all; close all;
8 infolder=' ';
9 outfolder=' ';

10 FoV = 33.6.*1e3; % field of view in nm
11 fext = '*.tiff'; % file extension
12 contrast = 'bright'; % 'bright' (SEM) or 'dark' (TEM)
13 x = 1024; x2 = x−2; %image dimension x before and after removal edge pixels
14 y = 1024; y2 = y−2; %image dimension y before and after removal edge pixels
15 pixs = 32.776; % pixel size in nm
16

17 filenames=dir(strcat(infolder,fext));
18 number_files=size(filenames,1);
19 runnr = '(r|R)un.\d*';
20 run=regexp(outfolder,runnr,'match');
21

22 % Set colormap
23 darkpurple = [43 46 114]./255;
24 %darkblue = [4 15 98]./255;
25 darkblue = [0 0 100]./255;
26 lavender = [161 153 204]./255;
27 pink = [221 70 125]./255;
28 lightblue = [194 221 245]./255;
29 lightpink = [217 183 208]./255;
30 mediumblue = [123 139 193]./255;
31 gray = [166 166 166]./255;
32 bordeaux = [0.6350 0.0780 0.1840];
33 brightblue = [0.3010 0.7450 0.9330];
34 %
35 brightred = [201 56 58]./255;
36 indigo = [60 77 193]./255;
37 orangered = [228 99 77]./255;
38 lightorange = [224 153 121]./255;
39 lightblue2 = [145 179 254]./255;
40 iceblue = [206 216 233]./255;
41 verylightorange = [239 210 194]./255;
42 grayblue = [76 112 176]./255;
43 grassgreen = [84 169 102]./255;
44 cmap = [darkblue;
45 darkpurple;
46 lavender;
47 pink;
48 lightblue;
49 lightpink;
50 mediumblue;
51 gray];
52 % figure; surf(peaks)
53 % colormap(cmap)
54

55 % define data storage vectors
56 meta_dm_mean = [];
57 meta_dm_std = [];
58 meta_porosity = [];
59 %meta_pores = zeros(x2−100,y2,number_files);
60 meta_diameters = zeros(x2,y2,number_files);
61 meta_pore_areas = [];
62 nbins = length([0:pixs:3]);
63 meta_dm_hist = zeros(1,nbins); % to sum the histogram data
64 meta_sumBW =[];
65 meta_sumBW1 = [];
66 meta_sumBW2 = [];
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67 meta_sumBWloc = [];
68 meta_sumcloseBW = [];
69 meta_removalBW_BW1 = [];
70

71 for file=1:number_files
72 %tic
73 %% read file
74 Iname = filenames(file).name;
75 img=imread(strcat(infolder,Iname));
76 Iname = Iname(1:end−length(fext)+1);
77 I = img(1:1024,:);
78 x = size(I,1); y = size(I,2);
79 x2 = size(I,1)−2; y2 = size(I,2)−2;
80 %figure;imshow(I,[])
81 pixs = FoV/size(img,2); % in nm
82

83 %% Median filter
84 Imed = medfilt2(I);
85 %imwrite(Imed,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'Imed.tif'),'tif');
86

87 %% Sobel filter
88 h = fspecial('sobel'); % horizontal sobel filter
89 v = h'; % vertical sobel filter
90 Imedsobel = Imed+imfilter(Imed,h)+imfilter(Imed,v); %figure; ...

imshow(Imedsobel,[]);
91 Imedsobel = Imedsobel(2:end−1,2:end−1); % remove edges to circumvent median ...

filter artifact
92 %imwrite(Imedsobel,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'Imedsobel.tif'),'tif');
93

94 %% Obtain first fibre size estimate
95 % Global thresholding
96 Tglob1 = graythresh(Imedsobel);
97 BWglob1 = imbinarize(Imedsobel,Tglob1); % figure; imshow(BWglob1);
98 %imwrite(BWglob1,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'BWglob1.tif'),'tif');
99

100 % Skeletonisation
101 skel1 = bwskel(BWglob1,'MinBranchLength',20); % minbranchlength to prevent ...

calculating 'fibre diameter' of noise
102

103 % Remove bifurcation points and surrounding circle with radius 8
104 bifurc1 = bwmorph(skel1,'branchpoints');
105 se = strel('disk',8);
106 bifurc_disks1 = imdilate(bifurc1,se);
107

108 % Subtract bifurcation points from skeleton
109 skeleton1 = skel1 & ¬bifurc_disks1; %figure; imshow(skeleton1,[])
110

111 % Distance map
112 dmap1 = bwdist(¬BWglob1);
113

114 % Obtain mean diameter (estimate)
115 diameters1 = 2.*skeleton1.*dmap1.*pixs;
116 diameters1(diameters1==0) = NaN; % set 0s to NaN to facilitate calculations
117 dm_mean_est = mean(diameters1(:),'omitnan');
118 dm_std_est = std(diameters1(:),'omitnan');
119

120 %% Adaptive thresholding with local neighborhood size scaling with estimated ...
diameter

121 % Scale neighborhood: default area for a mean diameter of 250 nm.
122 nbhsizedf = 2*floor(size(I)/16)+1; % Default neightbourhood size
123 sfactor = dm_mean_est./250;
124 nbhsize = round(sfactor.*nbhsizedf); % Scale nbhsize with approximate fibre size
125 if ¬rem(nbhsize,2)
126 nbhsize = nbhsize + 1; % Make sure filter size is odd.
127 end
128 Tloc = adaptthresh(Imedsobel,0.55,'Statistic',...
129 'mean','NeighborhoodSize',nbhsize, ...
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130 'ForegroundPolarity',contrast); % gaussian is also a good option, but ...
even more of a gradient (due to detector??). Median is way too slow.

131 BWloc = imbinarize(Imedsobel,Tloc); %figure; imshow(BWloc,[]);
132 %imwrite(BWloc,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'BWloc.tif'),'tif');
133 meta_sumBWloc(file) = sum(BWloc(:));
134

135 %% Global thresholding (to make a mask and correct for inaccuracies in local ...
thresholding in corners)

136 Tglob = graythresh(Imedsobel);
137 BWglob = imbinarize(Imedsobel,Tglob.*0.95);
138 mask = BWglob;
139 %figure; imshow(BWglob,[]);
140

141 %% Subtract pixels not exceeding global threshold from local thresholded binary
142 %BW = BWloc.*mask; figure; imshow(BW,[]);
143 BW1 = BWloc & mask; %figure; imshow(BW1,[]);
144 %imwrite(BW1,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'BW1.tif'),'tif');
145 %saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'BW.tif'));
146 meta_sumBW1(file) = sum(BW1(:));
147

148 %% Closing and opening of image to remove noise and holes
149 % disk−shaped element with a radius of 1/4 fibre radius
150 se = strel('disk',double(round(1/8.*dm_mean_est./pixs)));
151 openBW = imopen(BW1,se); %figure; imshow(openBW,[]);
152 closeBW = imclose(openBW,se); %figure; imshow(closeBW,[]);
153 %BW = closeBW;
154 %imwrite(closeBW,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'BWclosed.tif'),'tif');
155 meta_sumcloseBW(file) = sum(closeBW(:));
156

157 %% Remove objects smaller than a circle with a radius of the estimated
158 % Fibre diameter
159 minarea = pi.*((0.5.*dm_mean_est)./pixs).^2;
160 L = bwlabel(closeBW);
161 all_objects = regionprops(L,'Area');
162 all_areas = [all_objects.Area];
163 idx = find(all_areas ≥ minarea);
164 BW2 = ismember(L,idx);
165 meta_sumBW2(file) = sum(BW2(:));
166

167 %% Remove holes smaller than a circle with a radius of the estimated
168 % Fibre diameter
169 minarea_inv = pi.*((0.5.*dm_mean_est)./pixs).^2;
170 Linv = bwlabel(¬BW2);
171 all_objects = regionprops(Linv,'Area');
172 all_areas = [all_objects.Area];
173 idx = find(all_areas ≥ minarea_inv);
174 BWinv = ismember(Linv,idx);
175 BW = ¬BWinv;
176 imwrite(BW,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'BW.tif'),'tif');
177 meta_sumBW(file) = sum(BW(:));
178 meta_removalBW_BW1(file) = ...

(meta_sumBW(file)−meta_sumBW1(file))./meta_sumBW1(file); % percent of ...
pixels removed

179

180 %% Calculate porosity
181 % Exlude bottom region from calculations due to segmentation problems.
182 lastrow = x2−100;
183 totalpix = lastrow.*size(I,2);
184 BWpor = BW(1:lastrow,:);
185 porosity = (totalpix−sum(BWpor(:)))/totalpix;
186 meta_porosity(file,:) = porosity(:);
187

188

189 %% skeletonisation
190 % I prefer bwskel over bwmorph, because of MinBranchLength option
191 skel = bwskel(BW,'MinBranchLength',20);
192 %imwrite(skel,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'skel.tif'),'tif');
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193

194 % Remove bifurcation points and surrounding disk with a radius
195 % dependent on the estimated fibre diameter.
196 bifurc = bwmorph(skel,'branchpoints'); %figure; imshow(bifurc,[])
197 radius = double(round(((2.*0.5*dm_mean_est)/pixs))); % make the circle two ...

times the fibre diameter (bifurcation point of 2 fibres)
198 se = strel('disk',radius);
199 bifurc_disks = imdilate(bifurc,se); %figure; imshow(bifurc_disks,[])
200

201 % subtract bifurcation points from skeleton
202 skeleton = skel & ¬bifurc_disks; %figure; imshow(skeleton,[])
203 imwrite(skeleton,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'skeleton.tif'),'tif');
204

205 %% Distance map
206 dmap = bwdist(¬BW);
207

208 %% Get diameters and standard deviation
209 diameters = 2.*skeleton.*dmap.*pixs; % diameter in nm
210 diameters(diameters==0) = NaN; % set 0s to NaN to facilitate calculations
211 dm_mean = mean(diameters(:),'omitnan');
212 dm_std = std(diameters(:),'omitnan');
213 disp(['The average fiber diameter is ',num2str(dm_mean),...
214 ' micron with a standard deviation of ',num2str(dm_std),' nm.'])
215 meta_dm_mean(file) = dm_mean;
216 meta_dm_std(file) = dm_std;
217 meta_diameters(:,:,file) = diameters;
218

219 %% Pore size estimate
220 % remove larger holes
221 minarea_inv = pi.*((3.*dm_mean_est)./pixs).^2;
222 Linv = bwlabel(¬BW);
223 all_objects = regionprops(Linv,'Area');
224 all_areas = [all_objects.Area];
225 idx = find(all_areas ≥ minarea_inv);
226 BWinv = ismember(Linv,idx);
227 BWrem = ¬BWinv; %figure; imshow(BWrem)
228

229 L = bwlabel(BWrem);
230 all_objects = regionprops(L,'Area');
231 all_areas = [all_objects.Area];
232 idx = find(all_areas ≥ minarea_inv);
233 BWinv2 = ismember(L,idx);
234 BWrem2 = BWinv2; %figure; imshow(BWrem2)
235

236 dmapinv = −bwdist(BWrem2);
237 dmapinv(¬dmapinv) = Inf;
238 distinctPores = watershed(dmapinv(1:(x2−100),:),8); %figure; ...

imshow(distinctPores,[])
239 imwrite(mat2gray(distinctPores),strcat(outfolder,Iname,'watershed.tif'),'tif');
240

241 minarea_inv = pi.*((3.*dm_mean)./pixs).^2;
242 all_pores = regionprops(distinctPores,'Area');
243 all_poreAreas = sort([all_pores.Area]);
244 % ignore largest pore, as they may be a consequence of watershedding
245 % mistakes
246 poreAreas1 = all_poreAreas(1:end−5);
247 % Set minimum pore area = minarea_inv (circle with 2 times the fibre
248 % diameter)
249 poremask = poreAreas1 ≥ minarea_inv;
250 poreAreas = poreAreas1.*poremask;
251 poreAreas(poreAreas==0) = NaN;
252 %mean(poreAreas(:),'omitnan');
253 pixs_um = pixs./1000;
254 poreAreas_nm = poreAreas.*pixs.*pixs;
255 poreAreas_um = poreAreas.*pixs_um.*pixs_um;
256 Npores = sum(¬isnan(poreAreas_um(:)));
257 meta_pore_areas = [meta_pore_areas,poreAreas_um]; % append to meta matrix
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258

259 end
260 %%%%%%%%%%%%% Fibre diameter data %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
261 %% Histogram of summed fibre diameter data
262 % Approach 1a: Histogram based on 3D diameters matrix
263 dx = 2.*pixs;
264 edges_fibres = [0:dx:max(meta_diameters(:))];
265 xdata_fibres = edges_fibres(1:end−1)+0.5.*dx;
266 figure; h_fibres=histogram(meta_diameters(:),edges_fibres,'Normalization','count');
267 hvalues_fibres = h_fibres.Values;
268 %axis([0.20 1.2 −5000 5000]);
269 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
270 %set(gca, 'YScale', 'log')
271 title('Histogram of summed data');
272 xlabel('Fibre diameter (nm)','Fontsize',14);
273 ylabel('Counts','Fontsize',14);
274 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
275 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'fibre_diameter_hist_summed.tif'));
276

277 %% Number weighted distribution fibre diameter
278 nweighingf_fibres = sum(hvalues_fibres(:));%sum(meta_diameters(:)>0); ...

%sum(meta_diameters(:),'omitnan');
279 hvaluesnw_fibres = hvalues_fibres./nweighingf_fibres;
280

281 % bar chart
282 figure; bar(xdata_fibres, ...

hvaluesnw_fibres(1:length(edges_fibres)−1),'FaceColor',darkblue,'BarWidth', ...
1,'FaceAlpha',0.8); % 1 = bar width

283 title('Fibre diameter distribution (num. weighted)');
284 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
285 xlabel('Fibre diameter (nm)','Fontsize',14);
286 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
287 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
288 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Fibre_diameter_nw_bar.tif'));
289

290 % bar chart transparent
291 figure; bar(xdata_fibres, ...

hvaluesnw_fibres(1:length(edges_fibres)−1),'FaceColor',bordeaux,'BarWidth', ...
1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % 1 = bar width

292 title('Fibre diameter distribution (num. weighted)');
293 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
294 xlabel('Fibre diameter (nm)','Fontsize',14);
295 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
296 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
297 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Fibre_diameter_nw_bar_transparent.tif'));
298

299 %% Volume weighted distribution fibre diameter
300 % Weigh the bin values by the volume of the segments in that bin
301

302 segmentVol = (pi*((0.5.*(edges_fibres(1:end−1)+(0.5*dx))).^2).*dx); % volume of ...
the fibre segments in each bin

303 segmentVolTbin = hvalues_fibres.*segmentVol; % total volume of all segments in bin
304 segmentVolT = sum(segmentVolTbin(:));
305 hvaluesvw_fibres = segmentVolTbin./segmentVolT;
306

307 % bar chart
308 figure; bar(xdata_fibres, ...

hvaluesvw_fibres(1:length(edges_fibres)−1),'FaceColor',bordeaux,'BarWidth', ...
1); % 1 = bar width

309 title('Fibre diameter distribution (vol. weighted)');
310 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
311 xlabel('Fibre diameter (nm)','Fontsize',14);
312 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
313 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
314 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Fibre_diameter_vw_bar.tif'));
315

316 % bar chart transparent
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317 figure; bar(xdata_fibres, ...
hvaluesvw_fibres(1:length(edges_fibres)−1),'FaceColor',bordeaux,'BarWidth', ...
1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % 1 = bar width

318 title('Fibre diameter distribution (vol. weighted)');
319 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
320 xlabel('Fibre diameter (nm)','Fontsize',14);
321 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
322 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
323 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Fibre_diameter_vw_bar_transparent.tif'));
324

325 %% Overlay num. & vol. weighted bar charts Fibre diameter
326 figure; hold on;
327 bn_fibres = bar(xdata_fibres, hvaluesnw_fibres(1:length(edges_fibres)−1) ,...
328 'FaceColor',darkblue,'BarWidth',1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % 1 = bar width
329 bv_fibres = bar(xdata_fibres, hvaluesvw_fibres(1:length(edges_fibres)−1),...
330 'FaceColor',bordeaux,'BarWidth',1,'FaceAlpha',0.5);
331 % bn = bar(xdata, hvaluesnw(1:length(edges)−1),'BarWidth',1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % ...

1 = bar width
332 % bv = bar(xdata, hvaluesvw(1:length(edges)−1),'BarWidth',1,'FaceAlpha',0.5);
333

334 title('Fibre diameter distribution');
335 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
336 xlabel('Fibre diameter (nm)','Fontsize',14);
337 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
338 legend('Number weighted','Volume weighted');
339 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
340 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Fibre_diameter_nw_vw_bar.tif'));
341 hold off;
342 intersection = find(hvaluesnw_fibres == hvaluesvw_fibres);
343

344 %% mean diameter stats
345 % mean diameter
346 diameter_mean = mean(meta_diameters(:),'omitnan');
347 diameter_std = std(meta_diameters(:),'omitnan');
348

349 % mean of mean
350 mean_diameter_mean = mean(meta_dm_mean);
351 mean_diameter_mean_std = std(meta_dm_mean);
352

353 % Median (number weighted)
354 diameter_median_nw = median(meta_diameters(:),'omitnan');
355

356 % volume weighted mean
357 % first omit NaN and sort meta_diameters to enable retrieval of median
358 meta_diameters_sorted = rmmissing(sort(meta_diameters(:)));
359 meta_diameters_volume = pi.*(0.5.*meta_diameters_sorted).^2.*pixs;
360 volT = sum(meta_diameters_volume(:),'omitnan');
361 volMean = mean(meta_diameters_volume(:),'omitnan');
362 meta_diameters_wf = meta_diameters_volume./volT; % weighing factor
363 %wfactorT = sum(meta_diameters_wf(:),'omitnan'); % =1 (check)
364 meta_diameters_vw = meta_diameters_sorted.*meta_diameters_wf;
365 diameter_mean_vw = sum(meta_diameters_vw(:),'omitnan'); % From original data
366

367 % std vw mean weighted after volume
368 % source: https://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/software/dataplot/refman2/ch2/weightsd.pdf
369 Nfibres = length(meta_diameters_sorted);
370 diameter_std_vw = sqrt((Nfibres./(Nfibres−1)).*...
371 sum(meta_diameters_wf(:).*((meta_diameters_sorted(:)−...
372 diameter_mean_vw)).^2,'omitnan'));
373

374 % Mean number of fibre skeleton pixels per image
375 Nfibres_mean = Nfibres./number_files;
376

377 % Median of volume weighted data
378 sumw=0;
379 diameter_median_vw = 0;
380 for i = 1:length(meta_diameters_wf);
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381 sumw = sumw+meta_diameters_wf(i);
382 if sumw ≥ 0.5
383 diameter_median_vw = meta_diameters_sorted(i);
384 break;
385 end
386 end
387

388

389 %%%%%%%%%%%%% Pore data %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
390 %% Porosity statistics
391 porosity_mean = mean(meta_porosity);
392 porosity_std = std(meta_porosity);
393

394 %% Pore size estimates
395 % mean pore size number weighted
396 pore_mean = mean(meta_pore_areas(:),'omitnan');
397 pore_std = std(meta_pore_areas(:),'omitnan');
398

399 % Mean pore size area weighted (assume rectangle)
400 meta_pore_areas_sorted = rmmissing(sort(meta_pore_areas(:)));
401

402 % Median (number weighted)
403 pore_area_median_nw = median(meta_pore_areas(:),'omitnan');
404

405 pareaT = sum(meta_pore_areas_sorted(:),'omitnan');
406 meta_pores_wfa = meta_pore_areas_sorted./pareaT; % weighing factor
407 meta_pores_aw = meta_pore_areas_sorted.*meta_pores_wfa;
408 pore_mean_aw = sum(meta_pores_aw(:),'omitnan');
409

410 Npores = length(meta_pore_areas_sorted);
411 pore_std_aw = sqrt((Npores./(Npores−1)).*...
412 sum(meta_pores_wfa(:).*((meta_pore_areas_sorted(:)...
413 −pore_mean_aw)).^2,'omitnan'));
414 Npores_mean = Npores./number_files;
415

416 % Median of area weighted data
417 sumw=0;
418 pore_area_median_vw = 0;
419 for i = 1:length(meta_pores_wfa);
420 sumw = sumw+meta_pores_wfa(i);
421 if sumw ≥ 0.5
422 pore_area_median_vw = meta_pore_areas_sorted(i);
423 break;
424 end
425 end
426

427

428 %% Pore size distribution histogram
429 dx = 2.*pixs_um;
430 edges_pores = [0:dx:max(meta_pore_areas(:))];
431 xdata_pores = edges_pores(1:end−1)+0.5.*dx;
432 figure; h_pores=histogram(meta_pore_areas(:),edges_pores,'FaceColor',...
433 darkblue,'Normalization','count');
434 hvalues_pores = h_pores.Values;
435 %axis([0.20 1.2 −5000 5000]);
436 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
437 %set(gca, 'YScale', 'log')
438 title('Histogram of summed data');
439 xlabel('Pore area (\mum^2)','Fontsize',14);
440 ylabel('Counts','Fontsize',14);
441 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
442 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'pore_area_hist_summed.tif'));
443

444 %% Number weighted distribution pore diameter
445 nweighingf_pores = sum(hvalues_pores(:));
446 hvaluesnw_pores = hvalues_pores./nweighingf_pores;
447
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448 % bar chart
449 figure; bar(xdata_pores, ...

hvaluesnw_pores(1:length(edges_pores)−1),'FaceColor',darkblue,'BarWidth',...
450 1,'FaceAlpha',0.8); % 1 = bar width
451 title('Pore diameter distribution (num. weighted)');
452 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
453 xlabel('Pore area (\mum^2)','Fontsize',14);
454 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
455 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
456 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Pore_area_nw_bar.tif'));
457

458 % bar chart transparent
459 figure; bar(xdata_pores, ...

hvaluesnw_pores(1:length(edges_pores)−1),'FaceColor',darkblue,...
460 'BarWidth', 1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % 1 = bar width
461 title('Pore diameter distribution (num. weighted)');
462 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
463 xlabel('Pore area (\mum^2)','Fontsize',14);
464 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
465 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
466 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Pore_area_nw_bar_transparent.tif'));
467

468 %% Area weighted distribution pore diameter
469 % Weigh the bin values by the volume of the segments in that bin
470 segmentApTbin = hvalues_pores.*xdata_pores; % total volume of all segments in bin
471 segmentApT = sum(segmentApTbin(:));
472 hvaluesaw_pores = segmentApTbin./segmentApT;
473

474 % bar chart
475 figure; bar(xdata_pores, ...

hvaluesaw_pores(1:length(edges_pores)−1),'FaceColor',bordeaux,'BarWidth', ...
1,'FaceAlpha',1); % 1 = bar width

476 title('Pore area distribution (area weighted)');
477 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
478 xlabel('Pore area (\mum^2)','Fontsize',14);
479 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
480 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
481 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Pore_area_aw_bar.tif'));
482

483 % bar chart transparent
484 % bar chart
485 figure; bar(xdata_pores, ...

hvaluesaw_pores(1:length(edges_pores)−1),'FaceColor',bordeaux,'BarWidth', ...
1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % 1 = bar width

486 title('Pore area distribution (area weighted)');
487 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
488 xlabel('Pore area (\mum^2)','Fontsize',14);
489 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
490 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
491 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Fibre_area_aw_bar_transparent.tif'));
492

493 %% Overlay num., area weighted bar charts pore diameter
494 figure; hold on;
495 bn_pores = bar(xdata_pores, hvaluesnw_pores(1:length(edges_pores)−1),...
496 'FaceColor',darkblue,'BarWidth',1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % 1 = bar width
497 ba_pores = bar(xdata_pores, hvaluesaw_pores(1:length(edges_pores)−1),...
498 'FaceColor',bordeaux,'BarWidth',1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % 1 = bar width
499

500 title('Pore area distribution');
501 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
502 xlabel('Pore area (\mum^2)','Fontsize',14);
503 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
504 legend('Number weighted','Area weighted','Volume weighted');
505 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
506 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Pore_area_nw_aw_bar.tif'));
507 hold off;
508
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509 %%%%%%%%%%%%% Save data %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
510 %% Save histogram data fibre diameter & pore size
511 % save mat files
512 %save(strcat(outfolder,run,'hvaluesnw.mat'),'hvaluesnw');
513 %save(strcat(outfolder,run,'hvaluesvw.mat'),'hvaluesvw');
514 %save(strcat(outfolder,run,'xdata.mat'),'xdata');
515

516 % write to csv
517 csvname = strcat(outfolder,run{1},'_hvaluesnw.csv');
518 rr = 0; c = 0;
519 csvwrite(csvname,hvaluesnw_fibres',rr,c); % histdata
520

521 csvname = strcat(outfolder,run{1},'_hvaluesvw.csv');
522 rr = 0; c = 0;
523 csvwrite(csvname,hvaluesvw_fibres',rr,c); % histdata
524

525 csvname = strcat(outfolder,run{1},'_xdata.csv');
526 rr = 0; c = 0;
527 csvwrite(csvname,xdata_fibres',rr,c); % histdata
528

529 csvname = strcat(outfolder,run{1},'_hvaluesnw_pores.csv');
530 rr = 0; c = 0;
531 csvwrite(csvname,hvaluesnw_pores',rr,c); % histdata
532

533 csvname = strcat(outfolder,run{1},'_hvaluesaw_pores.csv');
534 rr = 0; c = 0;
535 csvwrite(csvname,hvaluesaw_pores',rr,c); % histdata
536

537 csvname = strcat(outfolder,run{1},'_xdatapores.csv');
538 rr = 0; c = 0;
539 csvwrite(csvname,xdata_pores',rr,c); % histdata
540

541 %% Metrics percentage pixels removed/added during opening, closing, object
542 % removal
543 sumBW = mean(meta_sumBW(:));
544 sumBW1 = mean(meta_sumBW1(:));
545 sumBW2 = mean(meta_sumBW2(:));
546 sumBWloc = mean(meta_sumBWloc(:));
547 sumcloseBW = mean(meta_sumcloseBW(:));
548 ratioBW1_BW = mean(meta_removalBW_BW1(:));
549

550 %% Collect image metrics
551 fnames = {};
552 for file=1:length(filenames)
553 %filenames(i).name = string(filenames(i).name);
554 fnames{file}= string(filenames(file).name);
555 end
556

557 metrics = table(fnames',meta_dm_mean',meta_dm_std',...
558 meta_porosity(:,1));
559 metrics.Properties.VariableNames = {'image','diameter_mean_nm','diameter_std_nm',...
560 'porosity_layer1'}
561 metrics.Properties.VariableUnits = {'','nm','nm',''};
562

563 outname = strcat(outfolder,'image_metrics.xlsx');
564 writetable(metrics,outname,'Sheet',1,'Range','A1')
565

566 metrics_meta = table(diameter_mean,diameter_std,diameter_mean_vw,diameter_std_vw,...
567 diameter_median_nw, ...

diameter_median_vw,mean_diameter_mean,mean_diameter_mean_std,...
568 porosity_mean,porosity_std,...
569 pore_mean,pore_std,pore_mean_aw,...
570 pore_std_aw,pore_area_median_nw,pore_area_median_vw,...
571 Nfibres_mean,Npores_mean,sumBWloc,sumBW1,sumcloseBW,...
572 sumBW2,sumBW,ratioBW1_BW);
573 metrics_meta.Properties.VariableNames = ...

{'Diameter_mean_nw_nm','Diameter_std_nw_nm',...
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574 'Diameter_mean_vw_nm','D_Mean_std_vw_nm','D_median_nw_nm','D_median_vw_nm',...
575 'Mean_mean_diameter_nm','Std_of_mean_diameter_nm',...
576 'Mean_porosity','Std_porosity',...
577 'PoreA_mean','PoreA_std','PoreA_aw',...
578 'PoreA_std_aw','PoreA_median_nw','PoreA_median_aw',...
579 'Mean_num_fibre_skeleton_pixs','Mean_num_pores','sumBWloc',...
580 'sumBW1','sumcloseBW','sumBW2','sumBW','ratio_pixels_BW_BW1'}
581 writetable(metrics_meta,outname,'Sheet',2,'Range','A1')
582

583

584 %% run script on gpu with gpuArray
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H. Image analysis code - Chapter 4
1 %% fiber analysis.m
2 % Extract the fiber size distribution, pore size distribution and porosity
3 % of a series of fibre network images.
4 % Adaptive (local) thresholding.
5

6 %% Set image folder: Loop over all images in folder
7 clear all; close all;
8 % infolder='\\st−a2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−11F5−still sort\';
9 % outfolder='\\st−a2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−11F5−still ...

sort\Output\';
10

11 in1 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−1CP\15000x\';
12 out1 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−1CP\15000x\Output2\';
13 in2 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−2S1\';
14 out2 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−2S1\Output2\';
15 in3 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−3F1\';
16 out3 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−3F1\Output2\';
17 in4 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−4S2\';
18 out4 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−4S2\Output2\';
19 in5 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−5CP\';
20 out5 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−5CP\Output2\';
21 in6 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−6F2\';
22 out6 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−6F2\Output2\';
23 in7 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−7S3\';
24 out7 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−7S3\Output2\';
25 in8 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−8F3\';
26 out8 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−8F3\Output2\';
27 in9 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−9F4\';
28 out9 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−9F4\Output2\';
29 in10 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−10S4\';
30 out10 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−10S4\Output2\';
31 in11 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−11F5\';
32 out11 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−11F5\Output2\';
33 in12 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−12S5\';
34 out12 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−12S5\Output2\';
35 in13 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−13F6\';
36 out13 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−13F6\Output2\';
37 in14 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−14CP\';
38 out14 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−14CP\Output2\';
39 in15 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−15CP−exclude\';
40 out15 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−15CP−exclude\Output2\';
41 in16 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−16CP\';
42 out16 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−16CP\Output2\';
43 in17 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−17CP\';
44 out17 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−17CP\Output2\';
45 in18 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, ...

Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−18S6−check−after−running\';
46 out18 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, ...

Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−18S6−check−after−running\Output2\';
47 in19 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−19F7\';
48 out19 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−19F7\Output2\';
49 in20 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−20F8\';
50 out20 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−20F8\Output2\';
51

52 int1 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−17CP\int1x\';
53 int1out = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−17CP\int1x\Output\';
54 int4 = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−17CP\int4x\';
55 int4out = '\\ST−A2355\Tomo5\Hazendonk, Laura\LvH−CCI\LvH−CCI−17CP\int4x\Output\';
56

57

58 LocArray = {in1,out1; in2,out2; in3,out3; in4,out4; in5,out5; in6,out6;
59 in7,out7; in8,out8; in9,out9; in10,out10; in11,out11; in12,out12;
60 in13,out13;in14,out14;in15,out15;in16,out16;in17,out17;in18,out18;
61 in19,out19;in20,out20}
62

63 LocArray2 = {int1,int1out; int4,int4out};
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64

65 %for loc = 1:20
66 for loc = 1:2
67 infr = LocArray2(loc,1);
68 infolder = infr{1};
69 outfr = LocArray2(loc,2);
70 outfolder = outfr{1};
71 %FoV = 33.6.*1e3; % field of view in nm
72 fext = '*.tif'; % file extension
73 contrast = 'bright'; % 'bright' (SEM) or 'dark' (TEM)
74 x = 1760; x2 = x−2; %image dimension x before and after removal edge pixels
75 y = 2048; y2 = y−2; %image dimension y before and after removal edge pixels
76 pixs = 9.714; % pixel size in nm
77

78 filenames=dir(strcat(infolder,fext));
79 number_files=size(filenames,1);
80 runnr = 'LvH−CCI−\d*\w*\d*';
81 run=regexp(outfolder,runnr,'match');
82

83 % Set colormap
84 darkpurple = [43 46 114]./255;
85 %darkblue = [4 15 98]./255;
86 darkblue = [0 0 100]./255;
87 lavender = [161 153 204]./255;
88 pink = [221 70 125]./255;
89 lightblue = [194 221 245]./255;
90 lightpink = [217 183 208]./255;
91 mediumblue = [123 139 193]./255;
92 gray = [166 166 166]./255;
93 bordeaux = [0.6350 0.0780 0.1840];
94 brightblue = [0.3010 0.7450 0.9330];
95 %
96 brightred = [201 56 58]./255;
97 indigo = [60 77 193]./255;
98 orangered = [228 99 77]./255;
99 lightorange = [224 153 121]./255;

100 lightblue2 = [145 179 254]./255;
101 iceblue = [206 216 233]./255;
102 verylightorange = [239 210 194]./255;
103 grayblue = [76 112 176]./255;
104 grassgreen = [84 169 102]./255;
105 cmap = [darkblue;
106 darkpurple;
107 lavender;
108 pink;
109 lightblue;
110 lightpink;
111 mediumblue;
112 gray];
113 % figure; surf(peaks)
114 % colormap(cmap)
115

116 % define data storage vectors
117 meta_dm_mean = [];
118 meta_dm_std = [];
119 meta_porosity = [];
120 %meta_pores = zeros(x2−100,y2,number_files);
121 meta_diameters = zeros(x2,y2,number_files);
122 meta_pore_areas = [];
123 nbins = length([0:pixs:3]);
124 meta_dm_hist = zeros(1,nbins); % to sum the histogram data
125 meta_sumBW =[];
126 meta_sumBW1 = [];
127 meta_sumBW2 = [];
128 meta_sumBWloc = [];
129 meta_sumcloseBW = [];
130 meta_removalBW_BW1 = [];
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131

132 for file=1:number_files
133 %tic
134 Iname = filenames(file).name;
135 img=imread(strcat(infolder,Iname));
136 Iname = Iname(1:end−length(fext)+1);
137 I = img(1:1760,:);
138 x = size(I,1); y = size(I,2);
139 x2 = size(I,1)−2; y2 = size(I,2)−2;
140 %figure;imshow(I,[])
141 pixs = 9.727; %9.727; % in nm % 15000: 9.727 nm, 25000: 5.828 nm
142

143 %% Median filter
144 Imed = medfilt2(I);%figure; imshow(Imed,[])
145 Imed = medfilt2(Imed);
146 Imed = medfilt2(Imed);
147 Imed = medfilt2(Imed);
148 Imed = medfilt2(Imed);
149 Imed = medfilt2(Imed);
150 Imed = medfilt2(Imed);
151 Imed = medfilt2(Imed);
152 Imed = medfilt2(Imed);
153 Imed = medfilt2(Imed);
154 %imwrite(Imed,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'Imed.tif'),'tif');
155

156 %% Sobel filter
157 h = fspecial('sobel'); % horizontal sobel filter
158 v = h'; % vertical sobel filter
159 Imedsobel = Imed+imfilter(Imed,h)+imfilter(Imed,v); %figure; ...

imshow(Imedsobel,[]);
160 Imedsobel = Imedsobel(2:end−1,2:end−1); % remove edges to circumvent ...

median filter artifact
161 %imwrite(Imedsobel,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'Imedsobel.tif'),'tif');
162

163 %% Obtain first fibre size estimate
164 % Global thresholding
165 Tglob1 = graythresh(Imedsobel);
166 BWglob1 = imbinarize(Imedsobel,Tglob1*1); % figure; imshow(BWglob1);
167 %imwrite(BWglob1,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'BWglob1.tif'),'tif');
168

169 % Skeletonisation
170 skel1 = bwskel(BWglob1,'MinBranchLength',20); % minbranchlength to ...

prevent calculating 'fibre diameter' of noise
171

172 % Remove bifurcation points and surrounding circle with radius 8
173 bifurc1 = bwmorph(skel1,'branchpoints');
174 se = strel('disk',8);
175 bifurc_disks1 = imdilate(bifurc1,se);
176

177 % Subtract bifurcation points from skeleton
178 skeleton1 = skel1 & ¬bifurc_disks1; %figure; imshow(skeleton1,[])
179

180 % Distance map
181 dmap1 = bwdist(¬BWglob1);
182

183 % Obtain mean diameter (estimate)
184 diameters1 = 2.*skeleton1.*dmap1.*pixs;
185 diameters1(diameters1==0) = NaN; % set 0s to NaN to facilitate calculations
186 dm_mean_est = mean(diameters1(:),'omitnan');
187 dm_std_est = std(diameters1(:),'omitnan');
188

189 %% Adaptive thresholding with local neighborhood size scaling with ...
estimated diameter

190 % Scale neighborhood: default area for a mean diameter of 250 nm.
191 nbhsizedf = 2*floor(size(I)/16)+1; % Default neightbourhood size
192 sfactor = dm_mean_est./10;
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193 nbhsize = round(sfactor.*nbhsizedf); % Scale nbhsize with approximate ...
fibre size

194 if ¬rem(nbhsize(1),2)
195 nbhsize(1) = nbhsize(1) + 1; % Make sure filter size is odd.
196 end
197 if ¬rem(nbhsize(2),2)
198 nbhsize(2) = nbhsize(2) + 1;
199 end
200 Tloc = adaptthresh(Imedsobel,0.8,'Statistic','mean','NeighborhoodSize',...
201 nbhsize,'ForegroundPolarity',contrast);
202 BWloc = imbinarize(Imedsobel,Tloc); %figure; imshow(BWloc,[]);
203 %imwrite(BWloc,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'BWloc.tif'),'tif');
204 meta_sumBWloc(file) = sum(BWloc(:));
205

206 %% Global thresholding (to make a mask and correct for inaccuracies in ...
local thresholding in corners)

207 Tglob = graythresh(Imedsobel);
208 BWglob = imbinarize(Imedsobel,Tglob.*0.9);
209 mask = BWglob;
210 %figure; imshow(BWglob,[]);
211

212 %% Subtract pixels not exceeding global threshold from local thresholded ...
binary

213 %BW = BWloc.*mask; figure; imshow(BW,[]);
214 BW1 = BWloc & mask; %figure; imshow(BW1,[]);
215 %imwrite(BW1,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'BW1.tif'),'tif');
216 %saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'BW.tif'));
217 meta_sumBW1(file) = sum(BW1(:));
218

219 %% Closing and opening of image to remove noise and holes
220 % disk−shaped element with a radius of 1/4 fibre radius
221 se = strel('disk',double(round(1/8.*dm_mean_est./pixs)));
222 openBW = imopen(BW1,se); %figure; imshow(openBW,[]);
223 closeBW = imclose(openBW,se); %figure; imshow(closeBW,[]);
224 %BW = closeBW;
225 %imwrite(closeBW,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'BWclosed.tif'),'tif');
226 meta_sumcloseBW(file) = sum(closeBW(:));
227

228 %% Remove objects smaller than a circle with a radius of the estimated
229 % Fibre diameter
230 minarea = pi.*((1.*dm_mean_est)./pixs).^2;
231 L = bwlabel(closeBW);
232 all_objects = regionprops(L,'Area');
233 all_areas = [all_objects.Area];
234 idx = find(all_areas ≥ minarea);
235 BW2 = ismember(L,idx);
236 meta_sumBW2(file) = sum(BW2(:));
237

238 %% Remove holes smaller than a circle with a radius of the estimated
239 % Fibre diameter
240 minarea_inv = pi.*((1.*dm_mean_est)./pixs).^2;
241 Linv = bwlabel(¬BW2);
242 all_objects = regionprops(Linv,'Area');
243 all_areas = [all_objects.Area];
244 idx = find(all_areas ≥ minarea_inv);
245 BWinv = ismember(Linv,idx);
246 BW = ¬BWinv; %figure; imshow(BW)
247 imwrite(BW,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'BW.tif'),'tif');
248 meta_sumBW(file) = sum(BW(:));
249 meta_removalBW_BW1(file) = ...

(meta_sumBW(file)−meta_sumBW1(file))./meta_sumBW1(file); % percent ...
of pixels removed

250

251 %% Calculate porosity
252 % Exlude bottom region from calculations due to segmentation problems.
253 lastrow = x2−100;
254 totalpix = lastrow.*size(I,2);
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255 BWpor = BW(1:lastrow,:);
256 porosity = (totalpix−sum(BWpor(:)))/totalpix;
257 meta_porosity(file,:) = porosity(:);
258

259

260 %% skeletonisation
261 % I prefer bwskel over bwmorph, because of MinBranchLength option
262 skel = bwskel(BW,'MinBranchLength',20);
263 %imwrite(skel,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'skel.tif'),'tif');
264

265 % Remove bifurcation points and surrounding disk with a radius
266 % dependent on the estimated fibre diameter.
267 bifurc = bwmorph(skel,'branchpoints'); %figure; imshow(bifurc,[])
268 radius = double(round(((2.*0.5*dm_mean_est)/pixs))); % make the circle ...

two times the fibre diameter (bifurcation point of 2 fibres)
269 se = strel('disk',radius);
270 bifurc_disks = imdilate(bifurc,se); %figure; imshow(bifurc_disks,[])
271

272 % subtract bifurcation points from skeleton
273 skeleton = skel & ¬bifurc_disks; %figure; imshow(skeleton,[])
274 imwrite(skeleton,strcat(outfolder,Iname,'skeleton.tif'),'tif');
275

276 %% Distance map
277 dmap = bwdist(¬BW);
278

279 %% Get diameters and standard deviation
280 diameters = 2.*skeleton.*dmap.*pixs; % diameter in nm
281 diameters(diameters==0) = NaN; % set 0s to NaN to facilitate calculations
282 dm_mean = mean(diameters(:),'omitnan');
283 dm_std = std(diameters(:),'omitnan');
284 disp(['The average fiber diameter is ',num2str(dm_mean),...
285 ' micron with a standard deviation of ',num2str(dm_std),' nm.'])
286 meta_dm_mean(file) = dm_mean;
287 meta_dm_std(file) = dm_std;
288 meta_diameters(:,:,file) = diameters;
289

290 %% Pore size estimate
291 % remove larger holes
292 minarea_inv = pi.*((3.*dm_mean_est)./pixs).^2;
293 Linv = bwlabel(¬BW);
294 all_objects = regionprops(Linv,'Area');
295 all_areas = [all_objects.Area];
296 idx = find(all_areas ≥ minarea_inv);
297 BWinv = ismember(Linv,idx);
298 BWrem = ¬BWinv; %figure; imshow(BWrem)
299

300 L = bwlabel(BWrem);
301 all_objects = regionprops(L,'Area');
302 all_areas = [all_objects.Area];
303 idx = find(all_areas ≥ minarea_inv);
304 BWinv2 = ismember(L,idx);
305 BWrem2 = BWinv2; %figure; imshow(BWrem2)
306

307 dmapinv = −bwdist(BWrem2);
308 dmapinv(¬dmapinv) = Inf;
309 distinctPores = watershed(dmapinv(1:(x2−100),:),8); %figure; ...

imshow(distinctPores,[])
310 imwrite(mat2gray(distinctPores),...
311 strcat(outfolder,Iname,'watershed.tif'),'tif');
312

313 minarea_inv = pi.*((3.*dm_mean)./pixs).^2;
314 all_pores = regionprops(distinctPores,'Area');
315 all_poreAreas = sort([all_pores.Area]);
316 % ignore largest pore, as they may be a consequence of watershedding
317 % mistakes
318 poreAreas1 = all_poreAreas(1:end−5);
319 % Set minimum pore area = minarea_inv (circle with 2 times the fibre
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320 % diameter)
321 poremask = poreAreas1 ≥ minarea_inv;
322 poreAreas = poreAreas1.*poremask;
323 poreAreas(poreAreas==0) = NaN;
324 %mean(poreAreas(:),'omitnan');
325 pixs_um = pixs./1000;
326 poreAreas_nm = poreAreas.*pixs.*pixs;
327 poreAreas_um = poreAreas.*pixs_um.*pixs_um;
328 Npores = sum(¬isnan(poreAreas_um(:)));
329 meta_pore_areas = [meta_pore_areas,poreAreas_um]; % append to meta matrix
330

331 end
332 %%%%%%%%%%%%% Fibre diameter data %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
333 %% Histogram of summed fibre diameter data
334 % Approach 1a: Histogram based on 3D diameters matrix
335 dx = 2.*pixs;
336 edges_fibres = [0:dx:max(meta_diameters(:))];
337 xdata_fibres = edges_fibres(1:end−1)+0.5.*dx;
338 figure; ...

h_fibres=histogram(meta_diameters(:),edges_fibres,'Normalization','count');
339 hvalues_fibres = h_fibres.Values;
340 %axis([0.20 1.2 −5000 5000]);
341 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
342 %set(gca, 'YScale', 'log')
343 title('Histogram of summed data');
344 xlabel('Fibre diameter (nm)','Fontsize',14);
345 ylabel('Counts','Fontsize',14);
346 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
347 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'fibre_diameter_hist_summed.tif'));
348

349 %% Number weighted distribution fibre diameter
350 nweighingf_fibres = sum(hvalues_fibres(:));%sum(meta_diameters(:)>0); ...

%sum(meta_diameters(:),'omitnan');
351 hvaluesnw_fibres = hvalues_fibres./nweighingf_fibres;
352

353 % bar chart
354 figure; bar(xdata_fibres, ...

hvaluesnw_fibres(1:length(edges_fibres)−1),'FaceColor',darkblue,'...
355 BarWidth', 1,'FaceAlpha',0.8); % 1 = bar width
356 title('Fibre diameter distribution (num. weighted)');
357 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
358 xlabel('Fibre diameter (nm)','Fontsize',14);
359 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
360 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
361 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Fibre_diameter_nw_bar.tif'));
362

363 % bar chart transparent
364 figure; bar(xdata_fibres, ...

hvaluesnw_fibres(1:length(edges_fibres)−1),'FaceColor',bordeaux,...
365 'BarWidth', 1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % 1 = bar width
366 title('Fibre diameter distribution (num. weighted)');
367 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
368 xlabel('Fibre diameter (nm)','Fontsize',14);
369 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
370 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
371 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Fibre_diameter_nw_bar_transparent.tif'));
372

373 %% Volume weighted distribution fibre diameter
374 % Weigh the bin values by the volume of the segments in that bin
375

376 segmentVol = (pi*((0.5.*(edges_fibres(1:end−1)+(0.5*pixs))).^2).*dx); % ...
volume of the fibre segments in each bin

377 segmentVolTbin = hvalues_fibres.*segmentVol; % total volume of all segments ...
in bin

378 segmentVolT = sum(segmentVolTbin(:));
379 hvaluesvw_fibres = segmentVolTbin./segmentVolT;
380
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381 % bar chart
382 figure; bar(xdata_fibres, ...

hvaluesvw_fibres(1:length(edges_fibres)−1),'FaceColor',bordeaux,...
383 'BarWidth', 1); % 1 = bar width
384 title('Fibre diameter distribution (vol. weighted)');
385 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
386 xlabel('Fibre diameter (nm)','Fontsize',14);
387 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
388 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
389 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Fibre_diameter_vw_bar.tif'));
390

391 % bar chart transparent
392 figure; bar(xdata_fibres, ...

hvaluesvw_fibres(1:length(edges_fibres)−1),'FaceColor',bordeaux,...
393 'BarWidth', 1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % 1 = bar width
394 title('Fibre diameter distribution (vol. weighted)');
395 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
396 xlabel('Fibre diameter (nm)','Fontsize',14);
397 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
398 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
399 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Fibre_diameter_vw_bar_transparent.tif'));
400

401 %% Overlay num. & vol. weighted bar charts Fibre diameter
402 figure; hold on;
403 bn_fibres = bar(xdata_fibres, ...

hvaluesnw_fibres(1:length(edges_fibres)−1),'FaceColor',darkblue,...
404 'BarWidth',1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % 1 = bar width
405 bv_fibres = bar(xdata_fibres, ...

hvaluesvw_fibres(1:length(edges_fibres)−1),'FaceColor',bordeaux,...
406 'BarWidth',1,'FaceAlpha',0.5);
407 % bn = bar(xdata, ...

hvaluesnw(1:length(edges)−1),'BarWidth',1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % 1 = bar width
408 % bv = bar(xdata, hvaluesvw(1:length(edges)−1),'BarWidth',1,'FaceAlpha',0.5);
409

410 title('Fibre diameter distribution');
411 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
412 xlabel('Fibre diameter (nm)','Fontsize',14);
413 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
414 legend('Number weighted','Volume weighted');
415 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
416 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Fibre_diameter_nw_vw_bar.tif'));
417 hold off;
418 intersection = find(hvaluesnw_fibres == hvaluesvw_fibres);
419

420 %% mean diameter stats
421 % mean diameter
422 diameter_mean = mean(meta_diameters(:),'omitnan');
423 diameter_std = std(meta_diameters(:),'omitnan');
424

425 % mean of mean
426 mean_diameter_mean = mean(meta_dm_mean);
427 mean_diameter_mean_std = std(meta_dm_mean);
428

429 % Median (number weighted)
430 diameter_median_nw = median(meta_diameters(:),'omitnan');
431

432 % volume weighted mean
433 % first omit NaN and sort meta_diameters to enable retrieval of median
434 meta_diameters_sorted = rmmissing(sort(meta_diameters(:)));
435 meta_diameters_volume = pi.*(0.5.*meta_diameters_sorted).^2.*pixs;
436 volT = sum(meta_diameters_volume(:),'omitnan');
437 volMean = mean(meta_diameters_volume(:),'omitnan');
438 meta_diameters_wf = meta_diameters_volume./volT; % weighing factor
439 %wfactorT = sum(meta_diameters_wf(:),'omitnan'); % =1 (check)
440 meta_diameters_vw = meta_diameters_sorted.*meta_diameters_wf;
441 diameter_mean_vw = sum(meta_diameters_vw(:),'omitnan'); % From original data
442
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443 % std vw mean weighted after volume
444 % source: ...

https://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/software/dataplot/refman2/ch2/weightsd.pdf
445 Nfibres = length(meta_diameters_sorted);
446 diameter_std_vw = sqrt((Nfibres./(Nfibres−1)).*...
447 sum(meta_diameters_wf(:).*((meta_diameters_sorted(:)−...
448 diameter_mean_vw)).^2,'omitnan'));
449

450 % Mean number of fibre skeleton pixels per image
451 Nfibres_mean = Nfibres./number_files;
452

453 % Median of volume weighted data
454 sumw=0;
455 diameter_median_vw = 0;
456 for i = 1:length(meta_diameters_wf);
457 sumw = sumw+meta_diameters_wf(i);
458 if sumw ≥ 0.5
459 diameter_median_vw = meta_diameters_sorted(i);
460 break;
461 end
462 end
463

464

465 %%%%%%%%%%%%% Pore data %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
466 %% Porosity statistics
467 porosity_mean = mean(meta_porosity);
468 porosity_std = std(meta_porosity);
469

470 %% Pore size estimates
471 % mean pore size number weighted
472 pore_mean = mean(meta_pore_areas(:),'omitnan');
473 pore_std = std(meta_pore_areas(:),'omitnan');
474

475 % Mean pore size area weighted (assume rectangle)
476 meta_pore_areas_sorted = rmmissing(sort(meta_pore_areas(:)));
477

478 % Median (number weighted)
479 pore_area_median_nw = median(meta_pore_areas(:),'omitnan');
480

481 pareaT = sum(meta_pore_areas_sorted(:),'omitnan');
482 meta_pores_wfa = meta_pore_areas_sorted./pareaT; % weighing factor
483 meta_pores_aw = meta_pore_areas_sorted.*meta_pores_wfa;
484 pore_mean_aw = sum(meta_pores_aw(:),'omitnan');
485

486 Npores = length(meta_pore_areas_sorted);
487 pore_std_aw = sqrt((Npores./(Npores−1)).*...
488 sum(meta_pores_wfa(:).*((meta_pore_areas_sorted(:)−...
489 pore_mean_aw)).^2,'omitnan'));
490 Npores_mean = Npores./number_files;
491

492 % Median of area weighted data
493 sumw=0;
494 pore_area_median_vw = 0;
495 for i = 1:length(meta_pores_wfa);
496 sumw = sumw+meta_pores_wfa(i);
497 if sumw ≥ 0.5
498 pore_area_median_vw = meta_pore_areas_sorted(i);
499 break;
500 end
501 end
502

503

504 %% Pore size distribution histogram
505 dx = 2.*pixs_um;
506 edges_pores = [0:dx:max(meta_pore_areas(:))];
507 xdata_pores = edges_pores(1:end−1)+0.5.*dx;
508 figure; h_pores=histogram(meta_pore_areas(:),edges_pores,...
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509 'FaceColor',darkblue,'Normalization','count');
510 hvalues_pores = h_pores.Values;
511 %axis([0.20 1.2 −5000 5000]);
512 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
513 %set(gca, 'YScale', 'log')
514 title('Histogram of summed data');
515 xlabel('Pore area (\mum^2)','Fontsize',14);
516 ylabel('Counts','Fontsize',14);
517 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
518 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'pore_area_hist_summed.tif'));
519

520 %% Number weighted distribution pore diameter
521 nweighingf_pores = sum(hvalues_pores(:));
522 hvaluesnw_pores = hvalues_pores./nweighingf_pores;
523

524 % bar chart
525 figure; bar(xdata_pores, hvaluesnw_pores(1:length(edges_pores)−1),...
526 'FaceColor',darkblue,'BarWidth', 1,'FaceAlpha',0.8); % 1 = bar width
527 title('Pore diameter distribution (num. weighted)');
528 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
529 xlabel('Pore area (\mum^2)','Fontsize',14);
530 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
531 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
532 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Pore_area_nw_bar.tif'));
533

534 % bar chart transparent
535 figure; bar(xdata_pores, hvaluesnw_pores(1:length(edges_pores)−1),...
536 'FaceColor',darkblue,'BarWidth', 1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % 1 = bar width
537 title('Pore diameter distribution (num. weighted)');
538 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
539 xlabel('Pore area (\mum^2)','Fontsize',14);
540 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
541 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
542 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Pore_area_nw_bar_transparent.tif'));
543

544 %% Area weighted distribution pore diameter
545 % Weigh the bin values by the volume of the segments in that bin
546 segmentApTbin = hvalues_pores.*xdata_pores; % total volume of all segments ...

in bin
547 segmentApT = sum(segmentApTbin(:));
548 hvaluesaw_pores = segmentApTbin./segmentApT;
549

550 % bar chart
551 figure; bar(xdata_pores, hvaluesaw_pores(1:length(edges_pores)−1),...
552 'FaceColor',bordeaux,'BarWidth', 1,'FaceAlpha',1); % 1 = bar width
553 title('Pore area distribution (area weighted)');
554 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
555 xlabel('Pore area (\mum^2)','Fontsize',14);
556 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
557 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
558 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Pore_area_aw_bar.tif'));
559

560 % bar chart transparent
561 % bar chart
562 figure; bar(xdata_pores, hvaluesaw_pores(1:length(edges_pores)−1),...
563 'FaceColor',bordeaux,'BarWidth', 1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % 1 = bar width
564 title('Pore area distribution (area weighted)');
565 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
566 xlabel('Pore area (\mum^2)','Fontsize',14);
567 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
568 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
569 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Fibre_area_aw_bar_transparent.tif'));
570

571 %% Overlay num., area weighted bar charts pore diameter
572 figure; hold on;
573 bn_pores = bar(xdata_pores, hvaluesnw_pores(1:length(edges_pores)−1),...
574 'FaceColor',darkblue,'BarWidth',1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % 1 = bar width
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575 ba_pores = bar(xdata_pores, hvaluesaw_pores(1:length(edges_pores)−1),...
576 'FaceColor',bordeaux,'BarWidth',1,'FaceAlpha',0.5); % 1 = bar width
577

578 title('Pore area distribution');
579 set(gca, 'Fontsize',14);
580 xlabel('Pore area (\mum^2)','Fontsize',14);
581 ylabel('Relative count','Fontsize',14);
582 %xlim([0 1]);
583 legend('Number weighted','Area weighted','Volume weighted');
584 set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
585 saveas(gcf,strcat(outfolder,run{1},'Pore_area_nw_aw_bar.tif'));
586 hold off;
587

588 %%%%%%%%%%%%% Save data %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
589 %% Save histogram data fibre diameter & pore size
590 % save mat files
591 %save(strcat(outfolder,run,'hvaluesnw.mat'),'hvaluesnw');
592 %save(strcat(outfolder,run,'hvaluesvw.mat'),'hvaluesvw');
593 %save(strcat(outfolder,run,'xdata.mat'),'xdata');
594

595 % write to csv
596 csvname = strcat(outfolder,run{1},'_hvaluesnw.csv');
597 rr = 0; c = 0;
598 csvwrite(csvname,hvaluesnw_fibres',rr,c); % histdata
599

600 csvname = strcat(outfolder,run{1},'_hvaluesvw.csv');
601 rr = 0; c = 0;
602 csvwrite(csvname,hvaluesvw_fibres',rr,c); % histdata
603

604 csvname = strcat(outfolder,run{1},'_xdata.csv');
605 rr = 0; c = 0;
606 csvwrite(csvname,xdata_fibres',rr,c); % histdata
607

608 csvname = strcat(outfolder,run{1},'_hvaluesnw_pores.csv');
609 rr = 0; c = 0;
610 csvwrite(csvname,hvaluesnw_pores',rr,c); % histdata
611

612 csvname = strcat(outfolder,run{1},'_hvaluesaw_pores.csv');
613 rr = 0; c = 0;
614 csvwrite(csvname,hvaluesaw_pores',rr,c); % histdata
615

616 csvname = strcat(outfolder,run{1},'_xdatapores.csv');
617 rr = 0; c = 0;
618 csvwrite(csvname,xdata_pores',rr,c); % histdata
619

620 %% Metrics percentage pixels removed/added during opening, closing, object
621 % removal
622 sumBW = mean(meta_sumBW(:));
623 sumBW1 = mean(meta_sumBW1(:));
624 sumBW2 = mean(meta_sumBW2(:));
625 sumBWloc = mean(meta_sumBWloc(:));
626 sumcloseBW = mean(meta_sumcloseBW(:));
627 ratioBW1_BW = mean(meta_removalBW_BW1(:));
628

629 %% Collect image metrics
630 fnames = {};
631 for file=1:length(filenames)
632 %filenames(i).name = string(filenames(i).name);
633 fnames{file}= string(filenames(file).name);
634 end
635

636 metrics = table(fnames',meta_dm_mean',meta_dm_std',...
637 meta_porosity(:,1));
638 metrics.Properties.VariableNames = ...

{'image','diameter_mean_nm','diameter_std_nm',...
639 'porosity_layer1'}
640 metrics.Properties.VariableUnits = {'','nm','nm',''};
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641

642 outname = strcat(outfolder,'image_metrics.xlsx');
643 writetable(metrics,outname,'Sheet',1,'Range','A1')
644

645 metrics_meta = ...
table(diameter_mean,diameter_std,diameter_mean_vw,diameter_std_vw,...

646 diameter_median_nw, ...
diameter_median_vw,mean_diameter_mean,mean_diameter_mean_std,...

647 porosity_mean,porosity_std,...
648 pore_mean,pore_std,pore_mean_aw,...
649 pore_std_aw,pore_area_median_nw,pore_area_median_vw,...
650 Nfibres_mean,Npores_mean,sumBWloc,sumBW1,sumcloseBW,...
651 sumBW2,sumBW,ratioBW1_BW);
652 metrics_meta.Properties.VariableNames = ...

{'Diameter_mean_nw_nm','Diameter_std_nw_nm',...
653 'Diameter_mean_vw_nm','D_Mean_std_vw_nm',...
654 'D_median_nw_nm','D_median_vw_nm',...
655 'Mean_mean_diameter_nm','Std_of_mean_diameter_nm',...
656 'Mean_porosity','Std_porosity',...
657 'PoreA_mean','PoreA_std','PoreA_aw',...
658 'PoreA_std_aw','PoreA_median_nw','PoreA_median_aw',...
659 'Mean_num_fibre_skeleton_pixs','Mean_num_pores','sumBWloc',...
660 'sumBW1','sumcloseBW','sumBW2','sumBW','ratio_pixels_BW_BW1'}
661 writetable(metrics_meta,outname,'Sheet',2,'Range','A1')
662

663 end
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I. Statistical analysis of factorial design code
1 # Inspired by https://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/pri/section4/pri471.htm
2

3 rm(list=ls(all=TRUE))
4 setwd(" ")
5 ## Make array in R
6 coll <− read.csv(file="DOE_results_all_final_final.csv", header=TRUE, ...

sep=";",dec=",",skip=1)
7 collagen <− coll[1:35,1:37] # incl center points
8

9 klat = collagen[,32]
10 klat_std = collagen[,33]
11 klat_sem = collagen[,34]
12 order = collagen[,1]
13

14 ## Save variables as factors
15 temp = as.factor(collagen[,3])
16 Ccol = as.factor(collagen[,4])
17 pH = as.factor(collagen[,5])
18 NaCl = as.factor(collagen[,6])
19 phosphate = as.factor(collagen[,7])
20 I = as.factor(collagen[,8])
21

22 temp2 = as.factor(collagen[,9])
23 Ccol2 = as.factor(collagen[,10])
24 pH2 = as.factor(collagen[,11])
25 NaCl2 = as.factor(collagen[,12])
26 phosphate2 = as.factor(collagen[,13])
27 I2 = as.factor(collagen[,14])
28

29 ## Save variables and interactions.
30 A = collagen[,3]
31 B = collagen[,4]
32 C = collagen[,5]
33 D = collagen[,6]
34 E = collagen[,7]
35 FF = collagen[,8]
36 AB = A*B
37 AC = A*C
38 AD = A*D
39 AE = A*E
40 AF = A*FF
41 BC = B*C
42 BD = B*D
43 BE = B*E
44 BF = B*FF
45 CD = C*D
46 CE = C*E
47 CF = C*FF
48 DE = D*E
49 ABC = A*B*C
50 ABD = A*B*D
51 ABE = A*B*E
52 ABF = A*B*FF
53 ACD = A*C*D
54 ACE = A*C*E
55 ACF = A*C*FF
56 ADE = A*D*E
57 BCD = B*C*D
58 BCE = B*C*E
59 BCF = B*C*FF
60 BDE = B*D*E
61 CDE = C*D*E
62

63 df = data.frame(temp,Ccol,pH,NaCl,phosphate,I,klat,order,
64 A,B,C,D,E,FF,AB,AC,AD,AE,AF,BC,BD,BE,BF,CD,CE,CF,DE,ABC,ABD,
65 ABE,ABF,ACD,ACE,ACF,ADE,BCD,BCE,BCF,BDE,CDE)
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66

67 df[,1:7]
68 df[order(df$order),1:7] # sort by run order
69

70

71 ## Step 1: look at data
72

73 ## Generate four plots (normal QQ, box plot, histogram, run order plot)
74 png('response_distributions.png')
75 center = which(temp[]==0)
76 par(bg=rgb(1,1,1), mfrow=c(2,2))
77 qqnorm(klat)
78 qqline(klat, col = 2)
79 boxplot(klat, horizontal=TRUE, main="Box Plot", xlab="Growth rate (min−1)")
80 hist(klat, main="Histogram", xlab="Growth rate (min−1)")
81 plot(order, klat, xlab="Actual Run Order", ylab="Growth rate (min−1)",
82 main="Run Order Plot")
83 points(df$order[center],df$klat[center],pch=19)
84 par(mfrow=c(1,1))
85 dev.off()
86

87 ## box plots of the response of each factor
88 png('boxplots_factors.png')
89 par(bg=rgb(1,1,1),mfrow=c(2,3))
90 boxplot(klat¬temp, data=df, main="K_lat by temperature",
91 xlab="Temperature",ylab="Growth rate (min−1)")
92

93 boxplot(klat¬Ccol, data=df, main="K_lat by Ccol",
94 xlab="Collagen conc",ylab="Growth rate (min−1)")
95

96 boxplot(klat¬pH, data=df, main="K_lat by pH",
97 xlab="pH",ylab="Growth rate (min−1)")
98

99 boxplot(klat¬NaCl, data=df, main="K_lat by [NaCl]",
100 xlab="NaCl",ylab="Growth rate (min−1)")
101

102 boxplot(klat¬phosphate, data=df, main="K_lat by [phosphate]",
103 xlab="Phosphate",ylab="Growth rate (min−1)")
104 boxplot(klat¬I, data=df, main="K_lat by ionic strength",
105 xlab="I",ylab="Growth rate (min−1)")
106 dev.off()
107

108

109

110

111 ## Step 2: create the theoretical model
112 ## Step 3: fit model to data
113

114 ## Fit a model up to third order interactions appropriate for missing data
115 library(car)
116 mod3 <− lm(klat¬(A+B+C+D+E)^3, data = df)
117 summary(mod3)
118 Anova( mod3, type="III" ) # type 3 sum of squares
119

120 library(car)
121 mod4 <− lm(klat¬(A+B+C+D+E)^4, data = df)
122 summary(mod4)
123 Anova( mod4, type="III" ) # type 3 sum of squares
124

125 ########### Normal probability plot to check for significant higher−order effects
126 ## Generate normal probability plot of the effects.
127 ## Save parameters in a vector, but remove intercept and the two largest
128 ## parameters (b & l).
129 qef = mod4$coef
130 #ex = c(1,2,3,4,5)
131 ex = c(1) # remove intersect
132 qef = qef[−ex]
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133

134 ## Sort effects and save labels.
135 sef = qef[order(qef)]
136 qlab = names(sef)
137

138 ## Generate theoretical quantiles.
139 ip = ppoints(length(sef))
140 zp = qnorm(ip)
141

142 ## Generate normal probability plot of all effects (excluding the
143 ## intercept). Bands and length are not shown.
144 png('normal_prob_plot−4−factor−int−absent.png')
145 par(bg=rgb(1,1,1))
146 plot(zp,sef,
147 ylab="Parameter Estimate", xlab="Theoretical Quantiles",
148 main="Normal Probability Plot of Saturated Model Effects")
149 qqline(sef, col=2)
150

151 ## Add labels for largest 9 effects (two are not shown).
152 small2 = c(1:(length(sef)−6)) # largest 2
153 text(zp[−small2],sef[−small2],label=qlab[−small2],pos=1,cex=1, font=2)
154 par(mfrow=c(1,1))
155 dev.off()
156

157 #############
158 ## Eliminate unnecessary terms using stepwise regression
159 ## The same (reduction) for the 3rd−factor int model without collagen
160 sreg3 = step(mod3,direction="backward")
161 summary(sreg3)
162

163 ### Refit
164 newredmod1 = lm(formula = klat ¬ A + B + C +
165 AB + AD + AE + BD + ABD + ACD + ACE + BCD + BCE
166 + CDE, data=df)
167 summary.lm(newredmod1)
168 newredmod1A = Anova(newredmod1, type="III" )
169

170 ### Refit : kick out interactions with p > 0.05
171 newredmod = lm(formula = klat ¬ A + B + C +
172 AB + AD + AE + BD + ACD + ACE, data=df)
173 summary.lm(newredmod)
174 newredmodA = Anova(newredmod, type="III" )
175

176 ### Refit : kick out interactions with p > 0.05
177 newredmod = lm(formula = klat ¬ A + B +
178 AB + AD + AE + BD, data=df)
179 summary.lm(newredmod)
180 newredmodA = Anova(newredmod, type="III" )
181

182 ### Refit : kick out interactions with p > 0.05
183 newredmod = lm(formula = klat ¬ A + B +
184 AB + AD + BD, data=df)
185 summary.lm(newredmod)
186 newredmodA = Anova(newredmod, type="III" )
187

188 ## Perform lack−of−fit test
189 lof = factor(paste(temp2,Ccol2,pH2,I2))
190 inner.model = lm(klat ¬ A + B +
191 AB + AD + BD, data=df)
192 outer.model = lm(klat ¬ lof)
193 anova(inner.model, outer.model)
194

195 ## Step 4: test model assumptions
196 ## Plot residuals versus predicted response.
197 png('residuals_vs_pred_response.png')
198 par(bg=rgb(1,1,1))
199 plot(predict(newredmod),newredmod$residuals,ylab="Residual",
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200 xlab="Predicted lateral growth rate (min−1)")
201 abline(h=0)
202 par(mfrow=c(1,1))
203 dev.off()
204

205 order3 = collagen[c(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,15,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,
206 24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35),1] # Not NA
207

208 ## Plot actual versus predicted.
209 png("Observed−vs−predicted.png")
210 par(mfrow=c(1,1),bg=rgb(1,1,1))
211 plot(predict(newredmod),df$klat[order3],ylab="Observed lateral growth rate (min−1)",
212 xlab="Predicted lateral growth rate (min−1)", col=4, pch=19)
213 ## Add regression line and confidence bounds to the plot.
214 rline = lm(predict(newredmod)¬df$klat[order3])
215 abline(rline)
216 bnds = data.frame(predict.lm(rline, interval = "confidence"),klat[order3])
217 bnds = bnds[order(bnds$fit),]
218 lines(bnds$klat,bnds[,2],col=2)
219 lines(bnds$klat,bnds[,3],col=2)
220 par(mfrow=c(1,1))
221 dev.off()
222

223 ## Generate four plots.
224 png('residualplots.png')
225 center = which(temp[]==0)
226 par(mfrow=c(2,2),bg=rgb(1,1,1))
227 qqnorm(newredmod$residuals)
228 qqline(newredmod$residuals, col = 2)
229 abline(h=0)
230 boxplot(newredmod$residuals, horizontal=TRUE, main="Box Plot", xlab="Residual")
231 hist(newredmod$residuals, main="Histogram", xlab="Residual")
232 plot(order3, newredmod$residuals, xlab="Actual Run Order", ylab="Residual",
233 main="Run Order Plot")
234 points(df$order[center],newredmod$residuals[center],pch=19)
235 par(mfrow=c(1,1))
236 dev.off()
237

238 ## Plots of residuals versus the factor variables
239 png('residualplots−factors.png')
240 par(mfrow=c(2,3),bg=rgb(1,1,1))
241 plot(newredmod$residuals¬temp[order3], data=df, main="Residuals by temperature",
242 xlab="Temperature",ylab="Residual") # col=2
243

244 plot(newredmod$residuals¬Ccol[order3], data=df, main="Residuals by Ccol",
245 xlab="Collagen concentration",ylab="Residual")
246

247 plot(newredmod$residuals¬pH[order3], data=df, main="Residuals by pH",
248 xlab="pH",ylab="Residual")
249

250 plot(newredmod$residuals¬NaCl[order3], data=df, main="Residuals by [NaCl]",
251 xlab="[NaCl]",ylab="Residual")
252

253 plot(newredmod$residuals¬phosphate[order3], data=df, main="Residuals by ...
[phosphate]",

254 xlab="[Phosphate]",ylab="Residual")
255 plot(newredmod$residuals¬I[order3], data=df, main="Residuals by Ionic strength",
256 xlab="I",ylab="Residual")
257 par(mfrow=c(1,1))
258 dev.off()
259

260 ################# Step 5: Answer RQ ###############################
261 ## Rearrange data so that factors and levels are in single columns.
262 n = length(df$klat[df$temp==1])
263 k = qt(.975,n−1)
264

265 group = rep(1:5,each=length(klat))
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266 dfnw = rep(klat,5)
267 level = c(collagen[,2],collagen[,3],collagen[,4],collagen[,5],collagen[,6])
268 dflong = data.frame(group,level,dfnw)
269

270 # Calculate statistics for each factor per group and level
271 # Exclude NAs
272 gmn = aggregate(x=dflong$dfnw,by=list(dflong$group,dflong$level),
273 FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
274 gsd = aggregate(x=dflong$dfnw,by=list(dflong$group,dflong$level),
275 FUN="sd",na.rm=TRUE)
276 cibar = k*gsd[3]/sqrt(n)
277 cgroup = rep(c("Temp","Ccol","pH","NaCl","Phos"),3)
278

279 dfp = data.frame(cgroup,gmn,gsd[3],cibar)
280 names(dfp)=c("cgroup","group","level","tmean","std","cibar")
281

282

283 ## Attach lattice library and generate main effects plot.
284 library(lattice)
285 png('Main_effects.png')
286 par(mfrow=c(1,1))
287 xyplot(tmean¬level|cgroup,data=dfp,layout=c(5,1),xlim=c(−2,2),
288 ylab="klat",xlab="Factor Levels", type="b",
289 panel = function(x, y, ...){
290 panel.xyplot(x, y, ...)
291 panel.abline(h = mean(klat), lty = 2, col = 2)})
292 dev.off()
293

294 ## Generate two types of 2−way interaction plots.
295

296 ## 2−way interaction plots showing overall effects.
297 group2 = rep(1:10,each=length(klat))
298 dfnw2 = rep(klat,10)
299 level2 = c(AB,AC,AD,AE,BC,BD,BE,CD,CE,DE)
300 df2way = data.frame(group2,level2,dfnw2)
301

302 gmn2 = aggregate(x=df2way$dfnw2,by=list(df2way$group2,df2way$level2),
303 FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
304 gsd2 = aggregate(x=df2way$dfnw2,by=list(df2way$group2,df2way$level2),
305 FUN="sd",na.rm=TRUE)
306

307 cgr2 = rep(c("A*B","A*C","A*D","A*E","B*C","B*D","B*E","C*D","C*E","D*E"),3)
308 dfp2 = data.frame(cgr2,gmn2,gsd2[3])
309 names(dfp2)=c("cgroup","group","level","tmean","std")
310

311 # Generate plot.
312 png('2−way−int−plot1−incl−means.png')
313 sp = c(T,T,T,F, T,T,F,F, T,F,F,F, F,F,F,F)
314 strip.bg_custom = trellis.par.get("strip.background")
315 strip.bg_custom$col =c("#cce6ff","#ffe5cc","#ccffcc","#ccffff","#ffccff",
316 "#ffcccc","#ffffcc")
317 strip.sh_custom = strip.bg_custom
318 trellis.par.set("strip.background", strip.bg_custom)
319 trellis.par.set("strip.shingle", strip.sh_custom)
320 xyplot(tmean¬level | group, data=dfp2, type="b", xlim=c(−2,2),
321 layout=c(4,4), skip=sp, col=c(4),
322 strip = function(..., style,factor.levels,strip.levels,strip.names)
323 strip.default(..., style = 1,factor.levels=cgr2,
324 strip.levels=c(F,T),strip.names=c(T,F)),
325 xlab="Factor Level", ylab="klat",
326 panel = function(x, y, ...){
327 panel.xyplot(x, y, ...)
328 panel.abline(h = mean(klat,na.rm=TRUE), lty = 2, col = 2)})
329 dev.off()
330

331 ## 2−way interaction plot showing means for all combinations of
332 ## levels for the two factors.
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333

334 ## Compute means for plotting.
335 dfi = data.frame(A,B,C,D,E,klat)
336

337 mnAB = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$A,dfi$B),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
338 mnAC = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$A,dfi$C),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
339 mnAD = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$A,dfi$D),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
340 mnAE = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$A,dfi$E),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
341

342 mnBA = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$B,dfi$A),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
343 mnBC = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$B,dfi$C),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
344 mnBD = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$B,dfi$D),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
345 mnBE = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$B,dfi$E),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
346

347 mnCA = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$C,dfi$A),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
348 mnCB = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$C,dfi$B),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
349 mnCD = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$C,dfi$D),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
350 mnCE = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$C,dfi$E),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
351

352 mnDA = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$D,dfi$A),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
353 mnDB = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$D,dfi$B),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
354 mnDC = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$D,dfi$C),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
355 mnDE = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$D,dfi$E),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
356

357 mnEA = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$E,dfi$A),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
358 mnEB = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$E,dfi$B),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
359 mnEC = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$E,dfi$C),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
360 mnED = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$E,dfi$D),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
361

362 mnACE = aggregate(x=dfi$klat,by=list(dfi$A,dfi$C,dfi$E),FUN="mean",na.rm=TRUE)
363

364 xcol = rbind(mnEA,mnEB,mnEC,mnED, mnDA,mnDB,mnDC,mnDE,
365 mnCA,mnCB,mnCD,mnCE, mnBA,mnBC,mnBD,mnBE, mnAB,mnAC,mnAD,mnAE
366 )
367 gi = rep(c("E*A","E*B","E*C","E*D",
368 "D*A","D*B","D*C","D*E",
369 "C*A","C*B","C*D","C*E",
370 "B*A","B*C","B*D","B*E",
371 "A*B","A*C","A*D","A*E"),each=5)
372 dff = data.frame(gi,xcol)
373

374

375 ## Generate the lattice plot.
376 png('2−way−int−plot2−complex.png')
377 sp = c(T,F,F,F,F, F,T,F,F,F, F,F,T,F,F, F,F,F,T,F, F,F,F,F,T)
378 xyplot(x ¬ Group.1 | gi, data=dff, group=Group.2,
379 layout=c(5,5), skip=sp, xlim=c(−2,2),
380 ylab = "klat", xlab = "Factor Level",
381 main = "Blue: low level, Pink: high level, Green: centre",
382 type=c("p","l"), pch=20, cex=1, col=c(4,3,6),
383 panel=function(x,y,...){panel.superpose(x,y,...)})
384 trellis.focus("toplevel") ## has coordinate system [0,1] x [0,1]
385 panel.text(0.200, 0.200, "Phosphate", cex=1)
386 panel.text(0.365, 0.365, "NaCl", cex=1)
387 panel.text(0.515, 0.515, "pH", cex=1)
388 panel.text(0.675, 0.675, "Ccol", cex=1)
389 panel.text(0.825, 0.825, "Temp", cex=1)
390 trellis.unfocus()
391 dev.off()
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